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a newspaper

regularly
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another’s, or whether he has
responsible for the payment.

2.

Ifa person

must
tinue

orders

subscribed or

his aper

not—is

discontinued,

he

pay all arrearages,or the publisher may conto send it until jarhentis made, and collectthe

whole amount, whether the paperis taken from the
office or wot.
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newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
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them

uncalled

for,

tacie evidence of intentional fraud.
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Agents
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hereafter, are

to

be

un-

der the ban of the associations. The latter seem to have a majority of the disloyal

——

who make a business of buying or kidnapping

them, as

oceasion

their parents

may

in southern

serve,

Italy.

We

‘or of rich, church-going

business men, are

on the side of the oppressors of these
Italian

children, as

sort, to be able to wield the collective pow-

pies that prey upon the sailor and

erof the whole

briate:
thanks

in their

own

way,

which

may resuit, as it should, in the formation
of a new association on a lawful basis expressly.

Then to continue the catalogue, there is
Anthony Comstock and his society ardently waging the war against the obscene corrupters of foplish. youth, and the Woodhull
case is just ndW the salient feature of that
war. Of 14 indictments under the new
law, seven have been prosecuted to the full
penalty of fines and prison, and five are
pending.
SANITARY.
The Board of Health, for the first time in
the history of New York city, are boldly
clearing out the underground tenements of

Never a sound of clamorous strife
Disturbs this city by the sea;

But calm and sweet is the tranquil day—
The white sails ride on the moonlit bay—
Or slip their moorings and float away
-From this city by the sea.
Somelimes at eve, when the tide goes out,
A troop of children, glad and free,
(Gtambol and shout, a merry band;
Or over the shining sea-wet sand

Go two young lovers hand in hand
From this city by the sea.
Often and often I sit and think
Of this beautiful eity by the sea,
Till I see the flush of the crimson sky,
And the youthful lovers fond und shy,

our

And the snow-white sails as the ships go by

condemned, after official inspection, as

Past this city by the sea.
Whose haunting memories come to me?
Or did I somewhere, long ago,

Pace the shining sands when the tide was low—
Hear the murmurous sea-waves ebb and flow—
Did I see the crimson sunset’s glow,
ATd watch the white sails come and go

New York

wretches from some thirty

.

June 25, 1873.

SAVING PEOPLE FROM THEMSELVES.
Harper's Magazine for July opens with
an excellent article on the struggle between
the angels and devils for the body and soul
of * Poor Jack.” The hard work of society and government may be summarized as
the protection of the foolish—a more accurate term for! the weak—-first against the
wicked, an@/then against themselves. For
those fairly endowed with knowledge and
discretion,
the bare existence

of laws

between

been

formally
be-

cellars per

day,

together with their filthy and rotten effects;
covered, in many cases, say the reports,
with fetid green slime, saturated with lit-

Correspondence.
York,

of which

neath the minimum requirements of public safety or of a decent regard for the lives
and morals of the occupants.
The Sanitary squad of police are on the
war-path agaipst pestilence and debasement
in this form, and are de-basementing an
average of two to three hundred loathsome

eral
New

population,

six and seven hundred have

Is it a picture—or a dream—

_ Past this city by the sea?
tr

lowest

with

authority ‘behind them suffices generally,
both for self-protection and regulation. Re/ sponsibility for the other class, to whom
laws are-useless for protection or regulation except as they are kept in activity by

philanthropy, is a late fruit of Christian~
ity, though very early planted by its author
in the Jewish economy. To a well instructed eye, I can not help ‘thinking, the struggles of society (as organized for this its

mire

of

indescribable .filthiness,

and

yielding stenches too pungent and sickening for senses in their normal condition to
endure. Some of these cellars are under
other cellars, and ome have been found
harboring as many as thirty persons in one
apartment, both sexes and all ages promiscuously huddled together. There is no
real hardship in their eviction in this weath-

er, but kindness in every point of¥iéw, and
yet, being foolish members of society (or
how could they have got into such tenements?) they, of course,

complain

bitterly

of the * tyrannous” interference with their
chosen mode of destroying themselves and
bringing pestilence upon the community,
and want not newspaper organs silly or sinister enough to give a public voice to their
objurgations against the authorities.
But before we indulge our impatience
and amazement at this form of folly, and
its more intelligent supporters, let us remember the able editors, statesmen, divines

noblest end by a handful of select spirits)| and lights of every profession, who cry out
to justify its existence by securing
possible of life and

its

common

what

is

blessings

to its weak (9. e. foolish) members, is the
most prominent in importance of the many

phases of human activity in the city of New:
York. This week especially, in glancing,
as usual, over the affairs of the moment
which claim a correspondent’s attention, it
seems to me as it’ nearly everybody worth
speaking of, were engaged in the remedy

or prevention of some’ of the innumerable
penalties of folly, as they fall—not so much
‘more heavily indeed tpon the foolish themselves than upon those nearest them and
upon society at large. .So that the wise
after all ave the fools, if they fail to récognize nnd 'act upon the fact thot the weak
“are their most powerfu! and formidable ene-

mies !

ii

Here are going on a ‘dozen’ distinct and
simultaneous campaigns ‘of the ove great
chronic war, There is the conflict at first

“referred to, between a few devoted Chris-

. tians, armed with the United States Shipping Commissioner Act and the New

York

State Sailor's Boarding-house Act, on the
* one hand, and the horde of devils incariate,

who fatten on the degradation and debauchery and the downright robbery of the 8,000

Such
to- the

Times, this branch of the trade in child’s
blood will undoubtedly have a short career.
The whole of that trade, we may hope, will
be done away in another

year, in this city,

by the passage of the law demanded by the
Children’s Aid Society, requiring every child
who solicits traffic or aid on the streets to
havea badge certifying that he ov she has

attended school at least half the time for the
day, or a certain portion of the year; and
further requiring substantially
thing in the case of all children
in factories or otherwise.
SI UT
da

the same
employed
Vip1.

Conversation.
It is both a privilege and a duty, says one
of our

exchanges,

to

talk

well.

Those

who do it are blessed and a blessing. The
tongue is a useful member notwithstanding
its mischievous tendencies. With a good
heart

and

sound

mind

behind

it,

all

its

versatile powers yield profit and pleasure.
Associations and habit have great power
over our style of speech. Our language,
like our manners, comes mainly from the
company we keep. The faculty of speech
confers

vast

possibilities,

both

of useful-

ness and abuse, glory and shame. There
is great danger of talking to our own and
others’ harm. Our only security is in baving our words seasoned with
grace, a
seasoning which is rather rare, and not
easy to obtain. It costs attention, drill,
labor, to attain wisdom in conversation,

so

that our worst impulses will not leap from
our tongues. James says that the tongue
is the most unruly of members.
Somehow the bad and foolish things in our natures do slip out with wonderful facility,
and the most careful watching scarcely

keeps them under.
There are two general classes

of conver-

‘sation : one relates to current labors,

busi-

ness wants and wishes; the other, to entertainment.
Life's cares and ’toils are

lightened and made cheerful and

easy by

genial, considerate speech, or rendered
wearisome, chafing, irksome, by rude and
rushing address.
The social atmosphere
affects our strength and efficiency

quite

much

we

as

and work

the

direct

we do.

burdens

Many

great folly and oppression

when

are

command

quest;

accuse

is not yet here armed with
to take away the poison
inebriate, and from the

ought to advise and counsel;

and

as

bear

guilty

of

in this matter.

They

youth, and to strike down the arm that
(morally) forces on them and on us all the
indeparable curses of intemperance, pauper-

the ine-

being the situation, and
zealous exposures of the

in the same spirit and with a perfect parity
of reasoning, against the proposition which
civil authority,
bottle from the
not yet ruined

little

in the case of the har-

A beautiful city by the sea,
And moss-grown gables seem to frown

Of that city by the sea.

dll

know, in New York, thatthe pennies given

Somewhere an ancient eity stands,
From the pointed roofs of the houses brown
That line the streets of this quaint old town,

from

ing by the boarding-house runners is a just in compassion to little beggars, crossingspecimen, though far from being one of sweepers and musicians, go to swell the
the more extreme examples,. of the char- hoards, if not to feed the debauchery, of
acter and dealings of the land pirates whom parents, whose sacred authority is only
Commissioner Duncan is fighting in this the cover for a tyranny more pitiless than
city. Two confederates board the ship, has ever been openly exercised over chatone a mere savage and ruffian, the other a tel slaves by any people savage or civilized.
still more villainous, cold-blooded, oily- The only benefit of such dole to the chiltongued hypotfite. The first quarrels with dren is a negative one, aiding to save them
the men, abuses and assaults them when he from the cruel flogging which an unsuccessdares, while the second takes their part and ful day is sure to bring upon them at night.
thus defrauds them of their ready gratitude The strange 'pertinacity and cunning of
and confidence, and bundles them off like these ragged and filthy little Italian wretchsheep to the slaughter. There are two as- es, in eluding:the ferry men and smuggling
sociations of boarding-house keepers and themselves into the cabins at night to exrunners, which have maintained the fight ecute their repulsive double-shuffle peragainst the new national and state laws for formance to their own so-called music—
the protection of seamen, heretofore de- hard to say whether the serape of the catscribed in this correspondence.
Backed gut or the sole leather is the more rasping
by powerful political influence and repre- —is now but too well accounted’ for, tosented by. the ablest political lawyers—-it gether with their unutterably indecent perwould hardly be possible to maké it an ob- sonal condition. They dare not go to the
ject for an able lawyer to espouse such an foul cellars in which they are permitted to
outlawed villainy as this, if there were sleep, until they can bring the ** perdrone”
not a political party dependent on villain. their ransom from his terrible whip for the
ous votes for lack of honest ones—these as- night, in the shape of a sum not less than
sociutions have defied the law in the courts 80 cents for each one. Hence they continue
as weil as in the docks and shipping and in to haunt the boats and thoroughfares as late
their own fortified dens, for two or three as passengers can still be found to besiege
years past, and are only of late beginning
for alms. But the cruelest thing yet, it
to find that the law is the law, and that the strikes me, was the conduct of the Times
noble:hearted champions of the sailor can people in coaxing out of two of these little
make it reach them.
But théir battle is boys their whole story, and ‘then publishnot yot over. They are just now turning ing not only the essential facts, but the unnecessary particulars and proper names
their guns against the Sailor's Home, which
has been a quiet auxiliary to the Shipping that would ensure the poor children the
Commissioner in the difficulty the illegal most terrible punishment; and possibly murboarding-house keepers have been making der outright, from their fiend of a master.
about getting crews for ships in the lawful It is a great comfort to think that no large
way. All runners who shall * tout” for interests, enlisting the support of politicians
the Sailors’ Home

The City by the Sea.
EE

of inducement fre-

quent! practiced on the sailor before land-

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N.H.
LR.

2, 1873.

Number

i |

RE

sailors at all times on hand in this port.
The engraving and description in Harper's,
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XI, VILL

they ought
threaten

and

forbearance

are

when

dictate and
demanded;

ed. another shocking form of systematic
outrage upon children, attended by almost
every imaginable accessory of cruelty. , The
execrable little fiddlers and dadcers of Ital-

fan birth, who infest our ferry boats in defiance of rules and in spite of vigilance,
turn out to he literal slaves, literally bpaght

the weather than to be dumb.

The

to be able to avoid collisions - where "opinfons differ, and. skillfully flank positions
which we can not approve. Some make

it a matter of conscience,

shine and good cheer

in friendly

is gun-

recogni,

and sold, worked, starved and beaten, for
the profit of a class

ing.

they

may

themselves

PR

Wo

pre

Events of the Week.
DEATH OF HIRAM POWERS,

out, aud he steers

the

boat whithersoever

he will. So in our godly undertakings we
sit with our backs to the fature. [t is all
unknown,

untried,

impenetrable.

We

cence in the world as it is; or, if you like so
to call it, a belief qualified with scorn in

al! things

extant . . . And

this easy and skeptical

life

to what

lead a

does

man?

Friend Arthur was a Sadducee, and the
Baptist might be in the wilderness shouting
to the poor who were listening with all their
might and faith to the preacher's awful accents and denunciations of wrath or woe
or salvation ; and our friend the Sadducee
would turn his sleek mule, with a shrug
and a smile, from the crowd, and go home
to the shade of his terrace, and muse over
preacher and audience, and turn to his roll

and fountains and love.
To what, we say,
does this skepticism lead P It leads a man
to a shameful loneliness and selfishness, so

to speak, the more shameful because it is
so goodhumored and conscienceless and

ment, for instance, furnishes

all

materials

and all printing and stationery of every
kind used by its thousands of officers
throughout the .country,. and its officials
see no reason why their material should
not pass free in the mails as well as that of
the Post-office,
THE NEW POSTAL LAW.
The repeal of the franking privilege and
the obligations to pay postage on everything that passes through the mails went
into

effect

July1.

Under

this

law

all

newspapers,
including
exchanges
and
those received in the county where published,
are subject to postage. There
promises to be considerable
dissatisfaction with the rules. It will be seen by the
above that the Post-master General has
already made a discriminating order, and
this will not helpto quiet the grumblers,
NEWS FROM KHIVA, = For some time the

Russians

have

been

waging a war against the government
of Khiva, in the undefined portion. of
serene.
Conscience! What is conscience?
Tartary, and there now comes a_ report
Why accept remorsé ? What is public or
that the king surrendered to the Russian
private faith
Myths alike enveloped in
forces in May. But the same thing has
enormous tradition.— Thackeray,
been three or four times reported’ before.

Spasmodic Piety.
A quaint writer
of professors of
stoves heated by
is a little reviving

compares a cértain class
religion to “‘sheet-iron
shavings.” When there
in the church, they all

at once flame up and ‘become

exceedingly

more spiritual meetings of
again, until there is another

the church
excitement.

If such. people had not souls of their own
to be saved, they would -not be worth
taking into the church. They encumber

N\

charge of stealing the schooner brunght by
the owner.
ment.

It is a foolish

war,

in one

sense,

and

in

another it isn’t, for it is meant to materially strengthen the Russian arms in the
East.

A'CURIOUS CASE.
A Quebec special says that one .Moison
induced a number of Swedes and " Nor-

wegians to immigrate
spring on a three years’

to this country last
covtract,

to labor

in his iron furnace at a place called Maisie, on the lower St. Lawrence.

Soon

aft-

er their arrival a dispute arose, they claiming that they

were

to

whereas, as'is alleged,

be

paid

Moison

gave

them

to work,

on

4 ASE

HOME—FOREIGN.
The June number of the Miss. Mag., in
very able and pertinent article, contrasts the
departments of the mission field, ‘* At Home
ahd Abroad.”
The writer, by no means depre—
ciates the Home wants, the Home obligations,

the Home work. He says, “ God bless yet more
abundantly than ever Home work and workers.”
But, in * thoughts that breathe

and

burn,”

negative

he

does reply to the

words

that

answer

often given the pleaders for missions in heathen
lands, on the ground that ¢ We have so much to

do at home.”

We ask the attention of the friends

of our missions to a few of these

thoughts

sented in a condensed form.
In this * Home,”—where,

pre--

:

when

an

appeal

is

made for Foreign Missions, it is satd we have
80 much to do,—how much is being done and
by what an immense number of agencies!
In
this ‘“ Home,” are thousands of earnest, able
and faithful ministers of the gospel,~millions of
active, intelligent, wealthy, benevolent, praying

Christians scattered through the land, found

in

every community, and enough to preach the
gospel to every soul in that community.
There
are numerous enterprises of Christian beneficence co-operating with a vast number of Christian churches and reaching forth a helping band
to ull classes of the degraded and destitute.
There are numerous and various denominational and undenominational societies, besides the
many private enterprises for publishim' and
diffusing a Christian literature. Religious books
and periodicals, thick as autumnal leaves, are
day and night flying through all the country,

visiting every nook and corner of the land.
“ At Home,” forty millions are living amid the"
noon-day splendor of the gospel light ; ‘* Abroad,”

ten hundred millions grope in the deep darkness
of heathen midnight.
‘* At Home,” not a city,or
town, or village is, or need be, without the gos-

pel preached or printed; ** Abroad,” thousands
of cities and hundreds of millions of people have
not heard, will not and can not hear of the name of
Jesus.
Are the interests of these forty millions
for time and eternity, more precious than the

interests of nations that sit in the deep
of heathen night ?

Are ,there

not

tries and other nations given
covenant of Redemption?

shadows

other

coun-

to Christ

in the

The commission reads, *“ Go ye into all the
world,”—not stay in North America, that is but
a small part of the world,~* and preach the gos-

pel

to every

ecreature,”—not

stop,

and

settle

down,
and preach, and preach, and keep ow
preaching to the few millions of North America, until they are surfeited with the gospel,

while the hundreds of millions

in vaster

coun-

tries are starving to death. ‘ Go ye into all the
world and preach the gospel to every creature,”
—not
provide
meeting-houses, colleges and
theological schools for all the inhabitants of some
one country, but ¢ preach the gospel to every
creature.”

It is sometimes

asked

with amazement,

why

is it, that, with such universal, constant and gigantic efforts as are put forth by such a host of
able Christian ministers and active church members, so many religious meetings ordinary and
extraordinary, so little return is secured for
such an outlay ? May it not be that Christ is not

pleased

with

this

hoarded

home restricted efforts ?
on concentrating such an
our Christian sympathies
field, and meanwhile dole
for conveying the gospel
thronged with benighted

force,

with

these

Shall we, dare we, go
enormous ameunt ef
and labors on the home
out the merest pittance
to the vast countries
pagans ?

“% SCARCITY. OF MISSIONARIES.

.

Rev. Tho. Evans, of the London Baptist Miss.
Soec., recently describing the scarcity of missionaries in India, said, that if the same proportions

‘Were maintained in Great Britain, there would
be but sixteen ministers for all of England, eight

|

for Scotland, four for Ireland, and two for Wales.

TELOUC GOOS,

:

Rev. J. E. Clough of the Teloozoo mission in
southern India, now on a visit to this country,
appeals to Baptist pastors and Theological students for a re-inforcement of four men to accompany him on his retury to his field next
Sept.
He says, ““ We ask not for the number we
would like,~one
hundred
or one
thousand
would not supply the demand.
We only ask for
enough to hold the ground already gained, and
guide affuirs while native Christiuns are being

trained for the work.”
He speaks of the Teloogoos as one of the largest nations of India und naturally a superior people. On account of their energy, perseveranee,.
and inquisitiveness, they are frequently called’
the ¢* Yankees of Hindustan.”
The Christians
number about three thousand, and the rominal’
Christians six or seven thousand, scattered. here
and three in over three hundred townsend vile
lages among a population of four or five millions. A common ‘appellation: given: tife mis=sionaries by the heathen is, * Gods men.” Converts are joining the churches daily, 800 or 900:
per year, and every thing is encouraging,
More
than 100 of the converts wish to study for the
ministry. *A seminary building has been erected,
and fifty of these young men are ready to enter
it and are waiting and looking for an American
teacher to come. over and instruct thenv. He says
the heathen have often said.to him: ¢* Siv. if the

Christian religion

is true,if Jesus is

the only

Saviour,and if they who believe not on him must
go to hell, why is it that more missionaries do’
not come and tell us this ? How can we believe
before we hear P What will become of those
villages Where you donot go #? ete. One of the
native magistrates, who has charge of about 200
villuges, goes about from place to place, inquir=
ing about the Christians, and warns all to treat
them well, because, says he, “ We must all be-

come Christians some day.”
that. during

his

stay

Mr, Clough

of ten

months

states
in

the

United States he has plead earnestly for laborers,
but only one has responded

unreservedly

to the

call. He closes, saying: *‘ How can I go back
and tell those one hundred. ministerial students

Christians

believe

to
l

will

be

eternally

that none will como

and teach.

them ? And

must L say to those

oyerworked

and missionaries, that,

Monday

that they

damned, but

finally seized'n schooner and set ‘sail for not.

Quebec,
and arrived there

LED PN

Mission Field.

that I can get no teachers fox. them ?
in gold, Must the multitudes of heathen understand tha

orders only to obtain goods in a store kept

by himself. ' They declined

The aflair causes much excite

ELI

to restrict members of Congresgas well as
all others to filing written
mmendations, and that even then in the case of
Congressmen no more weight is to be given their recommendations than to those of
private individuals, except where the opinion of Congressmen is asked in writting by
the official whose duty it is to make the

know not what the ‘morrow may bring
forth. But it is our business to pull at the
oar of prayer and earnest labor. There is
a Divine Helmsman who sees the future
and who holds the rudder in his hand.
We have only to commit our way to him appointment. 'Under this rule, it is unand to pull at the oar of duty. This is derstood by, the President and Cabinet, it
trust.
This is faith. This is the way that will not be regarded as courteous for a
Paul pulled his boat towards Rome, not member of Congress to appear personally
knowing or caring what stripes and im- before thie President or the head of a deprisonments, or what triumphs of the Gos- partment to ask an appointment or to repel were awaiting him here. What a commend any one to office.
blessed thing it is that we can not foresee
AN UNSATISFACTORY POSTAL ORDER.
the future. We mightbe so paralyzed by. Mr. Creswell has issued instructions to
the perils, or the difficulties, or the suffer- post-masters, railway postal
clerks and
ings before us that we would drop our oars other officials of the postal service, that all
in despair. What a mercy it is that a material of the Post-office: department is
mother does not know all that shall befall to be treated as free matter and allowed
the child of her bosom! What a mercy that to pass the mails without payment of postwe ministers do not know what failures we age, This includes blanks, wrapping pahave to encounter in the year of labor on per, twine, balances, marking and canwhich we arejust entering! Every true celing stamps, official and stamped en-.
Christian toiler is continually ‘saved by velopes, postage stamps, mail bags, locks
hope.” He pulls at the oar and trasts.— sent out by the department or sent to the
Evangelust.
department from depositories,
dead letEEfii
gt
——
ters, and all supplies of the department or
- Skepticism,
any of its offices. The other departments
3
—
And it will be seen that. the lamentable in Washington are far from satisfied with
stage to which his logic at present bas this discrimination. The Treasury depart
brought him (Arthur Pendennis) is one of
general skepticism and sneering acquies-

knives, and
Mooking yery formidable.
Twenty-eight were immediately arrested
as the ringleaders and jailed, to await the
evidence of Moison against them, and the

board, and was so explained in the Cabinet,

veo
red

the number ol 200 men, women and chile
dren, the men being armed with sheathe

receiye

benefit from a connection with it,

or something

warm and zealous.
They are ready to
said is not the chief concern, but the so- chide the pastor and the brethren for their
cial, neighboply spirit which seeks expres- coldness and want of activity. But, alas!
gion. Itis' kind, wise, and useful to let the shavings.are soon burned out, and then
it out by whatever means,by common-place the heat goes down as it went up. They
remarks or otherwise. What we say is ave never Seen in the prayer room, or

usually of small account, but there

it, ‘though

Hiram Powers, the celebrated American
else, to snap up a companion at every
chance. They will change a friendly talk sculptor, died in Florence, Italy, last Friinto a sharp discussion in an instant. Such day morning. He was a native of Woodare a terror to the social circle, ‘for a fight stock, Vt., but has resided abroad during
“Eve,”
is inevitable unless the company are as the latter portion (of - his life.
“America,”
“11
Perf¥éroso,”
“Proserpine,”
meek a8 Moses, and have grace not to answer back when sharply tripped. We “The Fisher Boy,” &c., are among the
know of persons who always make us most famous of his works.
THE COMMENCEMENT SEASON.
miserable by their disputings and eriticisms.
Most of the prominent colleges have held
It is a trial, a real affliction, to spend an
hour in their company, and a relief to bid commencement and graduation exercises
them
a friendly adieu. Tt requires unus- during the week. Harvard, Yale, DartBates, Middletown, and
ual ingenuity to talk with them at all with- mouth, Brown,
“of
out a sharp collision, and if the interview others have sent out good companies
closes before horns are locked, and mus- recruits for the world’s great battle, The
cles tested, the sense of relief is profound exercises at Bates were especially significant. A good class graduated, including
and welcome.
There is a way to discuss points ‘of dif- one lady, and the promise is of an unusFreshman
class.
ference without disputings or heat, but ually large incoming
it requires discipline or unusual natural Two ladies have already entered, it is said.
tact to do it. The attainment of this skill Al the Commencement dinner Mr. Bates
is essential to agreeableness in social life, of Boston publicly announced his gift of
and worthy of careful study and persistent $100,000 to the: College on. certain condiendeavor. Especially in the farhily the tions, and steps were immediately taken
harmony
and comfort of home depend which make it quite probable that the full
largely upon the grace with which points endowment of $200,000 will soon be seof difference are turned and collisions avoid- cured.
ESCAPE OF WAGNER.
ed. A criticising, disputative spirit will
either cause perpetual wranglings or stifle
Louis Wagner, the Isles of shoals mursociality, and render the family circle cold, derer, escaped from jail in Alfred, Me.,
reserved, and silent, out of chronic. fear of last Wednesday night.
He was under a
exposure to attack. Serious difficulties death-verdict, and although he had stoutly
among neighbors, alienations and dislikes, maintained his innocence, ‘he proves by
result from rude manners in conversation this flight that he hadn't much confidence
more frequently than from any other cause. in his statements. He seems to have been
Failure to benefit
those who go astray is very carelessly guarded, for he fooled. his
usually attributable to lack of skill in deal- keepers by putting a *‘dummy” in his bed,
ing with them.
Rebukes. are generally and quietly walked out of the front door.
hurtful because rudely administered; but
THE CIVIL-SERVICE RULES.
those who are masters of fitting words,
The advisory Civil-service Board have
wise talkers, easjly lead the wayward back revised the old rules, and seem to have
to virtue.
made some improvement in doing so. The
iH E- first and by them considered the most imPull at the Oar.
portant ruleis aimed directly at the pracThe servants of Jesus are like rowers tice of members of Congress in personally
in a boat. They sit with their backs to visiling the President or heads of departthe bow, and can not see what lies ahead.
mente and urging appointments to office,
But the helsman at the stern is on the look The rule as adopted is understood by the

thing

tion, and words bearing ‘these heart messages are always useful, social, comfort

of their ‘countrymen

to genial

of Plato, or his pleasant Greek song-book,
they’ babbling of honey and Hybla, and nymphs

domineer when they should be fraternal
and hopeful.
In many cases it is a mere
ism, riot and murder.
This is one of the result ol habit, but it isjno less hurtful on
dozen campaigns, and the hardest of them that account.
all except the grand campaign against uniConversation
for entertainment fills a
versal sin; for it is opposed with the cool- large space in social life. Salutation is a
est perversity by the great class of respect- pleasant thing. We often say much in a
‘able and educated men in whom the errors cheerful *‘Good morning.”. Comments on
of calculation are not corrected by the the weather simply mean, “I wish to be
nobler intuitions of uncaleulating justice agreeable.”
‘‘You have
my
respect.”
and humanity.
;
“I am ready to talk even though I have
nothing to say.” It is better to talk about
ITALIAN CHILD-SLAVERY,
, Well, in the next place, as your readers
are of course aware, we have just unearth-

enemy

It is a gracious endowment

to fe-

rebuke when they ought to sympathize
and encourage; fret and fume when patience

Disputing is a deadly

conversation.

come.

. No, Tei
t, I will
The men are in the United States'and wilh
Thelieve it with all my heart?”

AR—————

THE

S

tended was tomething more
respect and honog to Christ.

Department.
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NOTES

THE

BY

PROF,

J,

A,

3. The arrival of the Magi in Jerusalem,
iar, and, to the Jews, so welcome
ject, created a profound sensation.

EssextiaL Truth :— The kings of the
earth set themselves, and the rulers take
counsel together’ against the Lord and
against his Anointed.
2: 1-—10.

1, Where and when was

cation of Bethlehem?

Jesus born?

What place is Meant by the *‘ east”?

Who were

these wise

2, What
they make

bi

The lo-

Who came to Jerusalem?

did the :y make?
Of whom did
inquiry?
What had they seen?

What is meant by * ns star”?

Num. 24:17.

3. Who heard of these things?! What Herod
was this? The cause of the excitement occas
sioned by the wise men?
4. What did Herod do? His object? What is

meant by he *“ demanded ” of them?
5. The reply to Herod? The reason
repiyd,

‘What prophet is referred to?

‘What words

for this

information of the Sanhedrim,

Mi. 5: 2.

where we may see the myst: ry of godliness
unveiled, and be made by i ghildren and

associates of Randall who had dropped his

Consider,

did they ascribe to Micah? How

of seventy-two men which

10. How did they feel when they saw the star?
]

save) you seen this star?
t
NOTES

AND

*‘ In the beginning

Has it led

the

Word,

alarmed and ready for any rash act,

and

begins with

the

birth

of Jesus,

who

was ‘‘ made of the seed of David according
to the flesh.”
Luke describes the circumstances of his
birth with more detail than Matthew. Josepiand Mary, obeying an imperial edict,
for every one to appear in his own city and
be enrolled, that is, make report of age,
business, and property, left Nazareth for
Bethlehem of Judea. -As Joseph was of
the house of David the order required him
to go from Galilee to Judea.
Bethlehem is
a small city, six miles south of Jerusalem,
the ancient name of which is Ephratah.
Ruth4: 11. It was noted for fertility of

the grandfather

three of his sons,

but

as

answer to Herod.
** And thou, Bethlehem,
in the land of Juda, art notthe least among

the princes of Juda.”
This means that
Bethlehem, though a small place, and not
sufficient in population to take the rank of
a central town, should yet become distinguished by the birth of Christ within it.
The rendering of the original text might
b2, and good authority says should be,
* too small to' be among the thousands of

‘¢ Bethlehem of Judea,” to. distinguish -it
from Bethlehem of Galilee.
Herod, king of Judea, is known in history as Herod the Great, & name acquired
by successful conquest in the wars of the
Jews, and by his great administrative ability. Herod was a cruel man, and not deterred Ly fear of taking life from the execution of his designs. The house of the
.put to death

Did you

Juda,” instead of ‘* art not the least among

the princes of Juda.”
Juda”

designates

*¢ The thousands

central

towns

of

of Juda,

here called, by a figure, ‘princes of Juda.
* For out of thee shall come a governor

that shall

He

rule my

refers to the Saviour,

of his wife,

people lsrael.”
hy

whom

This

the

‘Tsrael

of God were to be ruled, not with a scepter

Mariamme, his wife, and

in this lesson, he is represented as eager
for the death of the king of the Jews.
When royal power was conferred upon the

of iron but of love and righteousness.

Maccabees, the rights of the Messiah

what anxiety he had in this matter. It
would be easy to awaken suspicions of his
designs, and to take preca fons against
them. He inquired of them * diligently,”

expressly reserved. Herod, who
physical power, disregarded all
the unknown Messiah and put up
to defy him.
The wise men of the east were

7. Herod calls the Magi
that it might not

were

ruled by
claims of
- his arm

or

learned, powerful men who made iedicine,

foolish

of ‘men are often mentioned in the Old Tescountries
Various

in

may

that

be meant

direction

any

from Judea.

loealities have been declared to be

means of knowing which was meant.
2.1‘ Where is he that is born king of the
Jews?” This language denotes the prevalence of Messianic expectations in the land
from which the ‘* wise men” came. Evidence from history shows the wide extent
of the belief that some one was to proceed
from Judea who should become universal
Josephus

and

Philo,

Suetonius

and Tacitus refer to this far-spread expectation, an expression of which is heard in
the question of the Magi. The Jews were,
at

this

time,

scattered

among

all

distin-

guished nations of the world, with their
synagogues and Scriptures, disseminating
the idea of a Messiah. Thus these men
were made acquainted with Jewish prophecies of him, and were led to inquire for
“‘ the king of the Jews.”
“ For we have seen his star,” Baalam
prophesied, ¢ there shall come a star out
of Jacob, and a scepter shall. rise out of
Israel,” but that star was Christ himself,
not a heavenly world. Just what the star
seen by the Magi was can not be determined. Some think the supernatural appearance of a body like a meteor, or comet, or
star, others that a peculiar and unusual

conjunction of the planets is what is meant.
Astronomers have shown that, at the true
date of the birth of Christ, a remarkable

conjunction of the planets Saturn

and

Ju-

| 'piter, in the constellation Pisces, took place,
and that Mars appeared also, in the same
constellation a little later. Chinese tables
are said to record the appearance of a new
star'at the time of Christ's birth, ~Astrol-

ogers draw conclusions from constellations

of stars, and the position of one in relation

to the rest, not from single starsrappesring
alone.

‘This fact fuvors the latter theory.

* In the east,” refers not to the location

“ofthe star in the sky, bat to the place where
the wise ten were when
was ‘ his. PT “because

. pi

Messiah

:

oh

It

they associated it

and interpreted it as a

predictionof his advent,

yt slieion

thev saw it.
:

& dre’ ‘edmie to Worship ion, |
not the natfrd
of he promised

|

,a

8 were

worshiped by

ara

OW

what

* J. J. B."”

said

what

to him

known

time

in

privily,

Jerusalem

the

star arose

all successful

say

+4 that I ny come and worship him also,”

inB
we must suppose that the Worship here

of opposite

mind that had first directed it to dawn on
the ‘vision of the Magi, now directs its
course. ‘‘It came and stood over the place
where the young child was.” The “place”
mentioned must refer to the city rather
than to the house where Mary was. It is
over

to stand. “To any
a star in the skies
directly over. him
re-

joiced” because it assured them that they
had not taken their journey in vain; that.
they were under heavenly: guidance; that
they should certainly behold him of whom
this star was the sign.
The star of Christ is mo longer a_ visible
appearance in the heavens, but is now his.
word of truth shining above the brightness
of the firmament with the heavealy light
upon us. 1f we follow that truth it will
lead us out of idolatry and worldliness,
and bring us, more surely than the

=

star of

the

one ex-

.grey-headed, of the

parties,

were divided towards

And exceptionally

were reversions, some of the old with the
Progressive party (I will venture to call
| them), and some of the young with the
Primitive party. And there were further
complexities of ages and principles, in that
some persons that were on the side of the
Primitives or of the Progressives on ques-

Then it was

star they

with

one and the other side.

as they journeyed.
If it wag, on the other
hand, a supernatural appearance, then ‘the

the

with

sociates of Randall. Those of intermediate
gradation of age between these extremes

night when they traveled. Probably too,
by night they met ** privily” the king. The
star which had led them to Jerusalem, again
was vieible. If the star was one of the
heavenly bodies, of unusual briiliancy, in
conjunction with others in a remarkable
way when they first saw it. now it ‘might
be in its zenith and seem to go before them

point

Tables,

heart

of

its

tions on

some of the

Specialties,

the side of the opposite

of other means

party on

and measares.

were

on

questions

The Tem-

perance (Total Abstinence), Missionary,
Anti-Slavery, and Educational conflicts successively arose, all within a few years from
the beginning of the first, and in much of
their several histories were cotemporaneous.
Ardent for the advancementof” the whole
Connection, as well as of themselves personally, in every ** good work and word,”
they urged the new

objects and

‘measures.

The Primitives, jealous for the pure simplicity of the Gospel Testimony, and the life
and power in the spirit, of which the Conneetion had its birth, by which it had grown
and prospered mightily, and by which it
was characterized, as glorious in ‘its spirituality above all that is of dead formality
and worldly wisdom,—they

saw, as ‘J,

J.

B." says, ‘danger of being so oecupied
with means and measures, that spirituality

would decline.”

On

those far

times.

the contrary, the Pro-

efforts

operation. Its time and place was with
one of the Yearly Meetings, The MauCommittee

determined

on having

their Annual Report read at the Saturday

afternoon session of the Yearly Meeting,

if the proposition could be carried with the
Yearly Meeting management.

not easily done.
on]

This

We can never replace this abode

are made

to

save

Him;

all

fail,—

he perishes. A neighbor is dangerously
ill; rest, choice remedies and efforts of
kind friends fail to restore him,—death
follows.
:
2 There ave certain means God would
have employed for the strength and growth
of the church; among these are prayer,
exhortation
and teaching. In olden times,
there were the schools of the prophets. So,
in latter days, every good institution of
learning is a beacon-light, to attract the
youth of the land to the fountain of knowledge, and lead them to the higher life.
Such is Pike Seminary. Its past record is
one of credit. Many of the noble youth
who have come
there for
intellectual
culture, have been brought to the saving
knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus,
some of whom stand foremost in teachers’
associations: ‘others are upon the walls of

It was liffld more

than the period

to

itself,

whether

it

or go

on

first stage
course.

will

stop short iu its

through

its

natural

With the theme, the common

feel-

aation had irrepressibly sprung to their
feet above the old-time pew-compartments,
in ‘manifestation of their order in the cause.
More distinctly appears a figure of noble
type of young manhood,
standing on a
seit above the vivid multitude around,
his fine

open features a-glow with intellect-

ual feeling and spiritual ardor, snatching
from his pocket a full Bandana, broadly
opening and wuving in silken richness.
““ Gold

or

silver

I have

‘but something I must
handkerchief

not,”

he

said,—

give, and this new

is all I have

with

me, let me

give it for your glorious cause !"—dnd he
cast the handkerchief into the collection.
“Your glorious cause,” he said, as pot
formally belonging to our denomination,
being the pastor of the Congregational
church of an adjoining town,——of the
¢¢ Standing. Order,” as denominated in the
olden time; yet, delighting in the warmth
of the Freewill fire when opportunity was
found.
;
:
So

there

were

proofs, that;

as the Pro-

gressives urged in answer to the objections
and

warnings of the Primitives, there was

no need, of decline of spirituality by the
progressive measures,—that these would,
if rightly pursued, promote the spiritual
life and power. Yet, after this long trial,
“J, J. B) says: ‘The warning was not
groundless and needless, nor is the ‘danger
yet past,”—and acknowledges that at our
periodical Conferences, ** business matters
absorb too much time, and trifling details
crowd outsthe essential objeets.” Not more
becomingly by any one could this
be said,

than by *‘ J. J. B.,” who was with the fore-

It was the ‘second

Anniversary of one of the Societies,—the
first indeed since its going into efféctive
aging

accomplish-

the warst of con.

sequences © must result. To illustrate: a
mau has fallen into deep water; vigorous

most of the Progressives, one. of their
gressives urged that not the subversion of youngest in years, yet scarcely second to
spirituality, but’ its preservation
and in- any in influenct ‘and effectiveness. He
crease wouid legitimately result from the was. earnest, yet discreet; decided, yet.
new measures. Of this; their movements modest ; zealous,yet gentle and forbearing ;
were attended with proofs, Not only had independently firm, yet defvrentially rechurches that entered most heartily into spectful to opponents (even though they
the progressive measures the greatest re- were old men), and ever the consistent advivals and the most of spiritual life, mani- vocate and example of the unity of Good
iestly in their proper church services, but in Faith and Good Works, and of the comthe operations of the Societies for their ‘patibility and reciprocal helping of Conspecial objects there was, -on some oc- served Spirituality and Progressive Meascasions certainly, the * power of the Spirit.” ures. To what he now pleads, be respondOne of these espacially arises clearly to ed, in practical fulfillment, our unanimous
the sight of my memory in the dimuess of Amen !
CONSERVE PROGRESS.
passéd

object,

Zion, and their influence is an

prosperous

Shall

Pike: Seminary

existence in the

seek

was

recollections, shine to no small account
through the characters of those who left
them in the past. What lessons were there
taught, and low impressive have they

proved,

un-

tain a first class faculty of teachers.
This,
of course, they could not long be expected to do, and a special council was called
for deliberation, and,if possible, to lay

There were firm Primi-

of truth.
The least and best thing that
seemed feasible was to try and raise an

endowment fund of twenty-five thousand
dollars.
The Trustees nobly headed the subseription; and they, with Professor Morgan,
have urged forward the work with commendable zeal. Their efforts met with a
ready response from citizens in town and
various members of a few churches, until
the larger part of the twenty-five thousand
dollars is practically raised. But none of
this 1s available, unless the balance is secur-

and what

wonderful

revelations

loom up in fnll transparent light of illustration! Like some artist's eye that wonders over the broad landscape of nature,

and catches beauty

here and there, only

to come back to discover deeper.

and finer

views than before, so our eye beholds “nore

glorious glimpses

of that large drawing of

our earlier day's history,
characters

built

up

And

and

thus are

framed.

What

home may not often be read out from char-

acter?

Truly there

is no place

like it.

It shines through man’s nature and leaves
its impression of lessons deep in his history.
W.B.T.
a,
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An Ideal.
tl

Life is a connected series of deeds. Deeds
are the offspring of motives, while motives
are inspired by contemplating a model
which we each propose for ourselves.
This model is an ideal, whose

perfection, though

never

degree

attained,

of

is yet

an incentive to us for our noblest exertions,
The merchant has it, His ideal, at first,
maybe Ten thousand Dollars, yet when
that is reached,

an

ideal

of statelier

pro-

portions is yet seen in the distance. The
farmer has it, and his well kept flocks and
orderly fences together with thrifty fields,
are the results of his strivings after his
ideal.
Behold Cassibianea ! Undaunted amid the
flames, he stands at his post of duty. What
was his ideal of obedience that led him so
to do? Ride ‘‘into the valley of death”
with the * Six Hundred” and tell what

they had formed as an ideal. How noble
must have B&én the ideal which animated

the “Heroes of 76,” as they went from field
and plow, to *‘battle for the right”!
What a longing for freedom and what
an ideal of heroism spurred on the gallant Arthur Winkelreid to rush upon the
spears of the foe!

Yet

though

brave, and hero

soldier

were

mever

never so stern,

so

among all

ed,neither can the present efficient faculty of the conceptions of men, the ideal of
teachers be retained, except the Seminary the Christian
is found animating, and
be endswed. - Therefore the question re- grander
leading
on to mobler
and
solves'itself into this,. Will the brethren results. Yes! the Christian has his ideal
and friends

in

western New

York,

within

the bounds of the 1lolland Purchase and
Genesee Yearly Meetings, whom the Lord
has blessed with an abundance of this |
world’s goods, allow this noble endowment |
project to fail, for lack of their aid? Or,
will they come to the rescue? It is not
the isolated case of a drowning man, or a
sick or destitute friend that ‘needs your
sympathy, but a child of your adoption,
which links the churches of western New
York to each other and to the great heart
of God.
Can it be that there is one to whom God
hath committed the good things of this life,
who is so unmindfal of the duty he owes to
himself, his God, to the present and succeeding generations, as, by his own neglect, to cause the endowment project to
fail, and thus cripple the Institution for
the future, and the usefulness
of the
churches in all this region? Where rests

which shall at last be more
in Jesus Christ our Lord.

than

realized

M.HW.
E—
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SORES

A

Worry.
Do not worry. Be easy. Matters may
not be smooth ; clouds may abound ; troubles
may come; but be easy. Ease will give

rest and strength,

Worry lessens our fitness

to bear. We all might do better where we oft en do ill, io this respect. Life is full of care,

and we are called to bear a part therein.
How
How
heap
There

easy to attend to one thing at a time.
often we forget this, and brood over «
of vexing matters that may come.
is a strong call upon man for trust in

life. We must believe that success will, in the

ordinary course of things, attend our efforts.
It is easy work fo imagine brother John or
father C. in going with hay to market,
tumbling from the load and breaking their
But we think it easier to suppose
the responsibility, if not on those who have limbs.
the ability to come to the vescue? Men ol they have had ample suecess, and cheerfully
await their
The existence we bear
Israel, help !
Com,

piles

Bring them to Jesus.

oy forbids us to hasbor ill forebod-

ing¥
6 glad and joyful ® should be our
motto. The Great Ruler loves to seerhiy:
When the Redeemer was on earth his
children happy. There is not a shadow,
fame was spread abroad, and many came
sent from any quarter to fall on mortal beto him for special favors, as, to be healed if
ings, that may not be so turned or passed
sick, and restored to sight if blind, and not
aside as to reveal some hidden blessing or
only for themselves but for those dear to
treasure. - Courage, brother; in thy work.
them.
One day somd’ parents brought
Hope ever. High attempts arethine. Lestheir children that he might luy his hands
sons of love mingle with thy hardships.
on them and bless them.
Futurity will loom before thee with her
But the disciples rebuked those that
brought them. When Jesus heard it he drawings of cheer. Guide in the path of
said, “ Suffer them to come;” and so he | progress. Dismay should be be behind.
iT.
is saying to parents now, and mot only,
“suffer them to come” but, *‘ bring them ‘o
Important ‘Question.
me.” Yes, that is what we want.
Bring
them to Jesus before they have grown fiO men ! Je} your plans, and gains,
miliar with the ways of sin; consecrate
and
honors
lo k large to you, do they P Inthem to his service ere they learn to love
terests which grow and decay with time,
the service of Satan; before their minds
and are bounded by earth, seem grest to you,
are blinded by the mists of passion and the
dothey ? I tell you earth is never to see
fashions of the world,
but one thing really great. It is the comBring them by a daily Christian life'and
ing of a day so bright and glorious that
example,and by a cheerful obedience to his
the light of sun and moon will seem dim,
precepts so that they may see that your de$0 wide that the universe will rejoice in its
pendence for happiness iis not in the enjoy| splendor, 86 blessed that the employments,
ments of earth merely, buty--if these should
and the riches, and honors seem ashes.
fail, that you have a. more abiding trust.
The sun that created that day is the Sun of
Teach them early a love for gospel orRighteousness.
And now, with desires
dinances by being ever punctual in your
that burn and reach into eternity, with the
attendance on the means of grace. Let it
be your delight to study with them the Holy opportunity of doing for men that which
will bring them into the love of Jesus, and
Scriptures and with them learn of him who
carry them with you in heaven, will you
was meek and lowly in heart. Let them
sit down idle, or hoard or waste your
hear your prayer and exhortation in the property, or idolize the dust of earth, or
social meeting and feel that you prize the will you lay yourselves and all that you

pect that he will save them,and though like

| Haye thé courage to drop the most agree- the Syrophenician woman you Have to beg,
able acquaintance you have when you are do not be discouraged.
He is a mighty
convinced he lacks principle. ** A friend Saviour and the promise is “ Him: that
infirmities,” but not
:

but

The

deed, rich inheritances to children of men ;
and when duly .reverenced, may, in their

a

Christians are in great danger of losing
privilege of witnessing for your Master,
vital interestin Christ's cause and of put|
Pray
for them and with them and tell them
‘ting on professional zeal in its stead.
Jesus came to save the * little ones.” Ex-

should bear
a friend's
his vices, |

his heart's yearning,

Their memory, indeed, remains. But memory can sometimes burry to despair, Memory will not make realities for our present.
But there may be the holy, sweet and
charming picture before the eye of what
is related tous in the mort indelible ex-periences of life.
Good homes are, in-

It is

the enly sc hool.in- westert New York

establish

dearest things of that biest place are gone,

to

have

future?

to

when

from becharacter
years flew
loss, and

it will be a poor substitute for home.

honor to the

Institution and a blessing to the world.
But the great question we come now
consider js,

lost. The youth who goes out
neath the loved roof where his
has been molded, or his youthful
on, may struggle to atone for the

to a sentence. There was no ‘taking of
the question” formally; no utterance of
objection. Just how the decision was rendered in that instant I have forgotten,— deep and broad, a foundation for a living
having only an idea of it as ofthe manner Institution of learning, that should be an
of a tornado’s answer to the question put honor to western New York and the cause

first generation of the connection, spiritually born, the few (comparatively) survivors
of the many * fallen asleep,”—surviving as-

went, *“ lo, the star which they saw in

which a star can be said
inhabitant of Bethlehem
would seem to be just as
4s over another there.
10. ** When they saw

operation,

hold ; on the other the

9. Glad to be encouraged by the king they
depart from his presence, and set out on
their short journey for Bethlehem.
As

not easy to designate the exact

Time

. When all means fail for the

went ofa good

ing of the congregation swept on asa
‘rushing
mighty
wind.” Though
the
‘“ tongues of fire ” were not visible, flashing through those high-walled pews and
around the open galleries of the old-fash¢ Without me ye can do nothing "? But how ioned meeting-house, there were the feelcan we have him with us to be the effect- ing und manifestation of the Evangelical
ive power for *‘ moving mountains,” but spirit, electrifying the congregation to enas he is received in spiritual devotion ?
thusiasm, rising higher and still higher to
‘J. J. B.”'s retrospect of those old times the conclusion of the reading,—and then
of trial in the rise of our Special Societies for in the interest blazing out to «an immeans and
measures, aptly enforces his promptu
contribution of material means
exhortation, and re-awakens warm feeling
to the spiritnal end, the lightning giving
under white hairs not yet laid in the dust, its thunder-expression in the ringing of
whereunto so many of the participants of the collection-boxes. , It was in the olden
the questions of those meaps.and measures times of money that had silvery and goidhave descended in what was apprehensi- en sounds in it,—mere jingle in its temble of their persons to our outward sight poral uses, but effective,glorious thunder as
and hearing,—yet in memory endeared. means to heavenly, everlasting interests.
On one side, generally; were the (then)
In the dimness of the far retrospect of
young men of our demominational house- the scene, it seems as if the whole congre-

and thus, too, as in this case, God, in the
end, avenges his own elect.

the east went before them.”

ing.

ception for completeness, the fire !—this altogether left out of all the means and measures! ** J. J.B."’s exhortation is for application of fire to the engine.
Is not our whole
great Star-meeting unanimous in Amen!
Do any of us refuse credenceto what he
whom we call Lord, says when he tells us,

those whose charity *¢ thinketh no evil,”

they

adjusted

the

'

der the especial control of the Free Baptists. It is centrally and beautifully locatthe Randallian Reformatiom immediately ed, easy of access by the New York and
advanced in the accomplishment of this Evie Railroad, and a new road is being
Society. Its cause was the identity of the built through the town, running in the
Everlasting Gospel in the glad news of its opposite direction, bringing the Institution
letter and life-power of it spirit, through as it were, to the very doors of our westExtensive reall the world and all time, onward from ern New York churches.
conquering to conquer. The current of pairs and improvements have been made
the Report took the feeling as well as the on the Seminary, which is a stately edifice;
sight of the congregation along with it, and and the citizens of the town haye taken
that feeling had arisen to the force ofa great pains to make the groundsand buildsweeping flood within the fifteen minutes ings attractive, that students on arriving
of trial. True to the stipulation, the read- there may feel at home and among friends.
er.paused at the point for decision whethTo do this, the citizens have contributed
er the reading should stop there, or go on. very largely; and, during the past year,
The pause and suggestion of the question from their own private resources; they
scarcely interrupted the course of the read- have added to the tuiticn fund so as to sus-

periodic revisions and amendmenis,—making aud keeping everything complete for

man forgot who rules the stars, and

ney, having given dignity, by his interest,
to their mission, He entered into their
feelings, and became as eager to know the
place of Christ’s birth, and where he was »
and of what family, as the most enthusiastic of them. They were to go to Bethlehem and discover the family and location
of the child in his home: ‘the child over
whose birth the stars were disturbed with
gladness and sang songs of joy together.
Herod was desirous of worshiping the infant Messiah. This was put forward as the
reason of his curiosity, the explanation of
his interest.. Thus by an appearance of
piety the wicked sometimes make dupes of

nicely

into

——

in Apostolic and
Evangelical
ministries
and martyr-testimonies, a revival of it in

cramming it with cold water, doing everything in exact order,—and planning elaborate,

it struck

cause, ‘the reader putting into the theme
his own life, It was not the articulation
of words, mere signs for things, but the
exhibition of living ideas and fucts,—principles, facts, objects and methods a-glow
with the spiritual lite of the Gospel of the
ministry, sacrifice and resurrection of Jesus, with Pentecostal baptism, continued

of its parts, polishing and oiling it, and

8. Herod sent the wise men on their jour-

of the

the one here referred to, Persia, Arabia,
Babylonia, even Egypt, but we have no

monarch.

hear

farther occupation of the time by it, it

ginning

in the Siar of March 12th? ‘Phatis what
my Amen is to, with presumption that all
the meeting joins in it. He exhorts to
more spirituality in our Quarterly, Yeurly,
and General Conferences. Am I too presuming in counting on every Free Baptist as
giving the Amen to such an exhortation mn
our general meeting? What
matter of
higher import to us?
‘Spiritunlity,—it is to our part in the

vainly sought by kingly craft, to defeat the
designs of God.

tament.

east

accurately,

be

which had inspired their journey. He inferred that the appearance of the star and
the birth of Christ would correspond. The

eminent,

astrology and religion their study.
As
coneselors of eastern monarchs this class

By the

all

for reading, and if at

services. This was agreed to, and immediately following the opening devotional
service” of the large meeting, the reading
of the Report was commenced:
At its be-

“Amen.
——

Society, that fifteen ‘min-

him

should cease and give place to the usual

its

~ Conmmicaions.

was they gave the testimony of tradition
and of prophecy as it had come to them.
5,6. The prophet Micah is quoted in

soil, to which the name Bethlehem, ¢* house
of bread,” owes its origin.
It was called

Maccabees was extinguished by him.

the

re

devotional, to a special Soseemed to them an innoyas.

of the

Home.

Men of Terao), Help!

years,

the end of that time opponents object to

eager to know’the history of so remarkable
a character. He asked them ** where Christ
should be born,” for they were acquainted
with the teachings of the Old Testament on ‘Christian cause, as fire to the steam-engine,
the subject, and it was their business to ex- and all the engine should accomplish.
Though of most perfect structure, for
plain the prophecies.
Had they known his object in these in- strength and elegance, to What effect’ the
quiries they would not have exposed the engine without the fire ?—To think of an
life of the promised Messiah to the jealousy engineer priding himself on the superbness
of Herod, but would have returned an of his machine of cold iron, tinkering foranswer designed to mislead him. As it ever at adjustment, refitting and extension

the Word was with God, and the Word
was God.” *‘‘And the Word was made flesh
and dwelt among us.” The incarnation of
God

Secretary

utes
be allowed

meaning we should follow it at once, lest
it fade from our sight, and we be left to
wander in darkness far from God. ‘“ While,
ye have the light,” said Christ, ‘* believe in
the light.”

the

in

service, veteran

tion against sacred usage, the subversion
of spiritual worship by a formal matter of
business.” The opposing
feelings
were
strong and determined on both sides, but
calm and considerately guarded against
disrespect and provocation of partisan
strife. Concession was becoming hopeless,
when a ¢ompromise was proposed by the

council

constituted

commetl.ve
venerable

services called
ciety's Report,

truth thus sent from God will have their
expectations met, and ‘! enter into the joy
of their Lord.”

the public records. Generally they were
men of culture, and are sometimes called
lawyers,” and ** doctors of the law."
Herod made his demand not as a person

you

HINTS.

was

the truth which this les-

6. While we see his truth and know

the

mantle to their trust. To give that Saturday afternoon occasion for preaching and

ings as the voice of God.
5. The certainty that those who accept

does this vary from the passage in the Old Testadistinctively Jewish legistature.
By the
ment? Why this difference? Who was to come
fom Bethlehem?
What kind of rule is denoted?
¢¢ chief priests” are meant the heads of the
. What further inquiry Sug Herod make? Why
twenty-four classes into which-David dividaid’ he call these men privily ?
8. What did he then do? His instructions to
ed the order (1. Chron. 24), and also the
them? What object did he profess to have? How
high priests. The ** scribes” were the transhould the announcement that Jesus was born
have affected him?
Who was Jesus?
| seribers and expounders of the law, the tl e9. What did the wise men do? What took
ologians of the day; also they were clerks
place as they went?
How ean you account for
this occurrence?
for writing legal documents, and keeping
ya

then,

in

experience and ministerial

heirsof God.

an obIt be-

the

1873.

tives

anticipations of war. The cruel old tyrant
superstitiously read the writing of destiny
against him and his family. The true Israelites remembered the long list of prophecies which was begun in Eden of a Messiah, and were profoundly moved to hear
that the day of fulfillment was quietly
dawning on them,
4. Herod assembled the chief men of the
Jews and gave them a question of interpretation to solve. Probably he sought: his

QUESTIONS.

2,
;

the east’ did the wise men, to the feet of
Jesus, ' He asks, he calls us there, —~there

came noised abroad, and was the talk of So) brings to our view:
+ T he greatness of the event declared by
every household, and on all the streets,
hl
80 remarkable,
¢ When Herod, the king, bad heard these
2. The character of him whose birth is
things, he was troubled and all Jerusalem
with him.” The word troubled: here means naturally announced in this way,
3. The divine mission on which he comes
agitation, excitement, ‘commotion.
Herod
whose
appearance among men is thus sig-:
was troubled with fears for his throne, his
courtiers with anxiety over the course their nalized.
4. The duty of men to receive his teachmaster might take, and some perhaps with

HOWE,

CHILD JESUS,

MATTHEW

paying

with their retinue of followers, on so pecul-

Sabbath School Lesson.—July 6,
QUESTIONS

than

MORNING STAR, JULY

cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.”
|

Com.

have on the altar of God, a living sacrifice,
and feel

that it is your re sonable service ?

ev. John Todd.

We very rarely love those whose love
we have not either possessed or expected—
those for whose love

we

have not hoped—but when it has once

or, at any

rate,

ex-

isted, {1l-usage will not destroy it,
&

-
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The Liberty of Protestantism.
“ Lost

fr Want

of

a Word.”

RN Gt

“ Lost

for want of a word!”

Fallen amongv thieves and dying,
.
Priestsand
tes Dassing
The place
e is lying. He is too faint to eall,

Too far off $a be heard ;—

"Phere are

beside life’s highway

;

the only means of preventing abuse.
believe it is better to have

Lost for want of a word,

“ Lost for want of
All in the black
Among the mazes
: Palas ot ever
.

a

liberty

We

notwith-

standing the great perils attending it.

a word!”
night straying
of thought,
betraying:

n VO

Onereason for the opposition of orthodoxy to liberty is the danger of its abuse.
This danger “equally besets all liberty.
The right use of personal freedom is probably the most difficult of all thingsto learn.
It is not merely that men are liable to
abuse it, but that multitudes are certain to
do so. But we do not therefore oppose
civil liberty and advocate despotism, as

So, in religious matters,

there

is great

danger
of an extreme use of the right of
private judgment. But it does not follow
that men should be deprived of religious

.

Pine murky
darkness had stirred!
Lost and benighted forever!
|
Lost for wantof a word!

liberty for fear they will abuse it.

They

must ratherbe taught that it is theirs of
right, as a gift of God; that they are accountable to him for the use they
make of

"To hight may be, and nobl

00 high, it may be, and noble,
To be he checked in his gin,
Or ledto Christ in his trouble.
No ove boldly aud truly
To show him where he has erred—

it, and may not therefore abuse it with im-

Poor-handful of dust and ashes!
Lost
for want of a word! .

punity.
Admitted that Whoy will ruin
themselves by abusing “their liberty, yet
there can be no doubt
that moré would be
ruined by an intolerance that drives them
out of the church into a hatred of all re-

* Lost for want of §& word!”

ligious truth.

A Rod that you might have spoken—
Who knows what eyes i
a im,
Or what hearts ay be aching and broken?
Go, scatter beside all waters
Nor sicken at hope deferred;
Rketmever a soul by thy dumbness,
Be lost for want

of a word,

N

— The Moravian.

ly

:

Jostly and Cheap

Churches.

ct —
The Tribune makes these spicy comments
on ** Costly and Cheap Churches” :
Local reports in most of the cities record

the selling and letting of pews in the ma-

jority of churches, this being ordinarily
the beginning of their financial year, The
results, if we trust these reports, must be
more gratifying than usual to the vesuwies
or wardens,
Religious learning or eloquence was never more popular

than

now,

or commanded a higher 2” in the moneymarket.
Church business appears to an
outsider to be managed very much like any
other financial operation, with the advantage, it is true, of certain peculiar privileges which appertain to it. A few money-

iy

Orthodoxy can not keep men from tifinking, nor can it keep the thinker within the
Presctibed limits. Mind is inherently free,
t can not be chained, nor kept in ignor‘ance of its liberty. Sooner or later men
will find out that they have an inalienable
right to freedom.
The question is, shall
orthodoxy recognize their freedom and
encourage it by making them feel that
Christianity, the great liberator of manbkind, is not the enemy, but the friend and
foster-mother of freedom, and thereby -hold

them under its influence, where it can
teach them how to use
their liberty temperately, in the
feah.
and
service of
God ?
Or shall orthodoxy ‘continue to teach
men that free thought and investigation are
wicked and lead to hell, and that, if they
persist in the exercise of their liberty, they
must be turned out of the church,

and

de-

Carved angels, gargoyles, tiling,

frescoes, stained glass, all the best of their
kind (for was it not the lamb without blem-

ish that was dedicated to the Lord ?)—these
things cost money. A heavy debt or mortgage remains on-the building—which is

one of its privileges.

To pay this debt, or

even to keep themselves from further lass,
the money-spenders must have all things

in acccrdance. 'A choir must be salaried

at a high figure.
The people, used to
works of art in their own homes, would
not be likely to enjoy congregational sing.
ing. The preacher must be one who will
draw, either from his devout piety (which
does draw, let us acknowledge with thinks),

or his genuine power as a pulpit orator,
or his abilityto perform new pranks every
Sunday on a sort of religious tight-rope.
A paying
congregation.
thus insured, the
pew-renting is the first mode of tapping
~ their pockets. Front pews in some of the
fashionable churches, as we learn from the
daily sales, command a premium of thousands
of dollars; the very back pews and
least desirable sell for several hundred.
Now, no poer man, or even mechanic with
a moderate income, ean afford to pay two

or three hundred doliars, not iuto the treas-

ury of the Lord, but to keep up, as his com-

mon sense tells him, a gorgeous show of
carved stone and colored
glass, whieh the
theater in the next street outshines. In
consequenca the poor man and the mechanic
stay away, not being minded to sit on the
two or three ‘‘ poor. benches” at the back
of the gallery, and the well-to-do investors
in this sa
stock sink comfortably
into

their cushioned seats, complacent fn the
consciousness that the thing will support

itself now and need no further outlay. A
mission chapelis built of plam, barn-like
appearance, and sustained by the wealthier

congregation for the use of the poor, which

is a very
far as i

good and
3,

But

commendable
i

effort as

gist of this matter of costly

The church has no right to drive men
from its altars by intclerance, lor in so
doing it loses its power to benefit them.

The church was not established to deprive
men of their liberty, but to teach them how

to use it. But in order that men may
know how to use .it. rightly, they must
have it. It is only by the possession and
exercise of liberty that men can learn
roper use,
It is therefore the duty

its
of

rotestantism to win men to its altars and
keep them there by guaranteeing perfect
freedom of thought and conscience, that it
may be able to benefit them, and guide
them out of their doubts into a higher faith
beyond.— Scribner's for July.

Work for Every Christian.
——

What our churches most need (next to
the baptism of the Holy Ghost) is the
development of the members. So much
is thrown on the ministry that some of
us can hardly catch a spare hour for our
own family and fireside. The Spurgeons
and John Halls and Guthries are being
ground to death by overwork.
A city
pastor is often expected to prepare three
sermons or lectures, to visit the flock, to
see the sick, to bury the dead, and to act

on a dozen committees, and to make two
or three speeches allin a single week!
The church becomes Dr. Tyng’s church,
or Mr. Beecher's church, or Dr. Crosby's
chyreh, or some other
stead of being the

man’s
people's

church — inchurch, with

some gifted man as ils overseer and
for,
Now
I love to work exceedingly:
not one whit more than I love to see
congregation work. ‘And no man in

flock

It

is the poor man, not the rich, who

should have these aids to lift him out of his
coarse drudgery of every day. Frescoes
aud pictures, oratory and music are stale,
common-place matters to Dives Jolling erit-

ically in his front pew.’
logic every day ‘in court
rector, and then—how the
What is the leading lady,

repa?

He hears
better
than that of his
man slurs his r's!
too, beside Pa-

The man for whom this might bave

a glamour and force of exaltation, as it
would on a child, is shut out,
The plea for

. this expense is usually Solomon's

ordained

and. planed

by God.

‘ Jamb without blemish” was

Temple,

But

the

not auctions

ed off like the pews, The pillars of shittim wood and gates and roofs of gold were
given by the rich for the use of The poor.
Kach man * gave of his substance,” but
the curtains of Tyrian purple and the: blaze
of the mysterious jewels were for all alike.

The Roman church, which knows better
than any other how to manage men, follows in this Jewish example, ~All through
the Continent prince and peasant kneel
side by side, Protestants complain that
the Catholic
natures by

church

works upon

sensuous appeals,

ignorant

yet they care-

fuily confine such appeals in their own side
to. the more cultured and enlightened. The
force of the Roman policy one can see any
sunday in the faces of their worsnipers.
Dennis spends the week with his nose in a
sewer or manure heap over a spade; Mary
in a kitchen. On Sunday they enter an

enchantment

harmouy.

of color

and

Lofty arches rise

perfame and

heavenward;

ppgelio voices summon them; the priest
glitters in mysterious splendors; while flowevs crown the altar of Mary,

whose

sweet

face and 'utstretched hand seem to scatter
blessings,

They have no picture galleries,

no ‘exquisite dresses, no opera in their ox.
petience of life; these are all here in ome,

remaineth, No man who puts his (mst in
that worl, and who shapes his life in the
filial obedience to it, need fear the opening

own parishes as have the former, and there

future,

is the broader influence bestdes. It is not
every minister to whom God has given the
gift of so using the pen; but he that has
that gift need not lay it by in a napkin,
lest other gifts be not duly employed.
You may undertake too much; but you,
may

also

undertake

too little,

There

fear

and

shame.

It emboldens

the heart,

and reward.— Vermont Chronicle.
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convincing
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1

how

did

he

tempted
to prove,
Read his words: of

is almost

none;

teach ?

He

made

no

he

hardly

1
H

3

at-

he simply asserted.
argumentation there

but
my
my

than

truest,
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Christian who is keen for

work

will

and
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Branches of Palm...$150

irreligion.
Those who can not exhort, or
a Sunday school,

or

distribute

reverence.

teach in

tracts,

can

We

trust,

we look to those whose own lives

have been

on the

highest

virtue of his

plane.

own

Jesus

goodness,

no

wisdom

and

justice

and
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to that discipline; he who

ns

N

Iv is the wisdom of life, as well as its
joy,
to be always feeling this great need
of Jesus. A true Christian feels that he
could no more live an hour without Jesus
than he could an hour without air, or under the water.
There is something delightful in this sense of utter dependence
upon Jesus.

in the

It is our only

world.

imperfection,

rest,

It is the

that. we

timidest,

the

least

only

bondage

can

not

be

directly and actually thinking of Jesus all
day and all night. Yet it is astonishing
how near we come to this. Our very sleep

Jesus, and saturated with it. Itis part of
the gladness of growing older, =ot only
that we are thereby drawing nearer

to

pendence upon him

more

and

more.

sensible

love

Lord is the safest mark

of

of our

of his

constantly

our

dearest

growth

in

holiness and the most tranghilizing prophecy of our final perseverance,—Faber.

one’'may

have too many,

but, on

when there is the

pressure

of a

negro’

Charles

the

other

hand, one may have too few. Itis nstonishing how much can be accomplished
moderate

has

been

located

missionary

repeated

to

Sir.

Lyell, the geologist, the following
at

is,

“Make

him

as

good

' PREPARED BY
Dr. H. S. FLINT

(extra)

on

Superintendents of S. S.

bound in
on a doz.,

as he

preaches. Make his preaching as good as
himself. Make his preaching, make him-

Prize
Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

-

now
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on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
or more copies.
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The

Emerson

Method,

FOR REED ORGANS.
T.esrons, Seales, Studies, Voluntaries, Interludes,
Songs, Quartettes, and a large Collection of Choice
Organ Music, By L. O. EMERSON and W. 8. B.
MATTHEWS, gentlemen of high musical enlture, who
have produced a thorough, excellent method, filled
with music which can not fail to make the progress
of the learner most agreeable, as it is sure to be
rapid. Price $2.50.

The

River of Life.

The Publishers

announce

the

near completion

of

this charming SABBATH SCHOOL SONG
BOOK,
to which more than Thirty of the very best w iters
and composers condribute. It will appear in July.
Send orders early. Specimen pages frie. Retail
price,
36 cts.

THE ORGAN AT HOME,
For

Reed

Organs,

-

-

-

-

$2.50.

Clarke’s Dollar Instructor for Reed Organs.
“
“
od
‘
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"
"
“Violin.
" Déaters will bear in
mi (ios popular books,
which will sell with the
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Ditson & Co.,

Send orders to

BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.
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Boston.
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Butler,
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tésted by! Solontilo Theotien of his Orem and Abe]
quity, By Joseph P THOMPSON, D. D., LLD.

oue vel., temo.
rice, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by
y
+ R. BURLINGAME.

Engine for Sale!
reasonable

terms

to a cash-

. The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn: The boiler is damaged by rust and will

noed repairing or making over. The whole thing
will be seld-so cheap that amy one wishing
Engine oan afford to have it rapaired.
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Starlight Stories
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Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Chorce,
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Overcoming,

Perfect Man,
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Triumph over Midian,
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When we were Young,
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Rescued from Egypt,
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Child Life,
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free of
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BURLINGAME,
Dover,

new

Sabbath

braries, or to replenish old ones,
orders which will be immediately
publications,or will be filled with
publislers, and will be furnished
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filled with
the books
to Sabbath
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in Libraries,at wholesale prices,
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Books.
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Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam
Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike man-
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Parties designing to

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

upon

75

Any of which will be sent

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands.
Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
;
ders axe solicited.

ner, will be sold

Series.

A Ramy Day at Sehool.

on receipt
of the price.

The Commentary on the Gospels by -

first volume,

SUPPORTERS,

for us in tuclr spare moments

per 1000;

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the

Made from an Indian recipe, entirel
vegetable.
Write for Testimonials and
Circular.
Call for Mys.

$H to $

R.

Price—$4

Now Ready.

published, in pamphlet

exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chapter has
no referenge
to the end of the world, whioh I will

work

They will be sold at cost to those

who order them for this purpose.

:

Day

150
150
150
150

Archibald Hamilton,

Tn answer to many calls, and to méet
OUR

$150
150
150
150

Sabrina Hackett,
Auni Mattie,
Lightfrom the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,

1

AGENTS -- \ddress COWAN & CO., 8th St,
.
k
+ \ 2w York, for best selling book published, $30 a wo. k and expenses, Salary or Com-

Series.

Mrs. Child’s

The New Treatise, just revised by order

4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

livery.

Birthday Present,
New Year,
.
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

TREATISE.

in

Catalogue of New Sunday School Bookejusi Jub
lished hy the Freewill Baptist Printing Kstablishment: These Books are now ready for sale and de

30 cents; per doz., $2.88.

of the General Conference, can

:

TO PASTORS ANDOFTO CHURCHES

R. BURLINGAME,
DOVER. N. H.

$

Co.,

Providence, R. I,

a single copy, 4 cts.;
:

L

&

: | At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Sticet,

single book, when

covers,

Address,

TR:+Y, N. Y,, said claime are intended to deceive the
public,
Hats

the

ordination of another
negro
preacher,
The language is as terse and comprehensive as it is singular to us:
“Make he good like he say, Make he
say like he good. Make he say, make he
good like he God!”

That

& CO.

WORK:

Price per

pasteboard

Postage
48 cts.

Linus Belcher’s Cure. Sold by all Druggists, Price
#1 per bottle, or six pottles for $5.
MRS. LINUS BELCHER, Randolph, Mass.
W. H. VICKERY, Wholesale and Retail
Druggist,
_ Central St., Dover, N. H., Agent.
SmI

Negro Prayer.
prayer, offered by a negro preacher

Happy the man who has work- in plenty
to du. There is a wise old saying about
having too many irons in the fire. Well,

doz., $3.84,
thick

country, completely

Medicines.
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale
and retail druggists, Franklin
re, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail promptly
and
faithfully executed,

has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best IIlymns. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings, Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per

Street,

of our

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers iw

con-

The Sacred Melodies

and the Fire

AT PRESENT,

NEVER

to

ENTITLED

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more
bells, annually, than any other foun:
in the country, for Churches, A
emies, Plantations, &c.,
made of genume Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.) Rotary Moun
. the best in use. All Bells warranted satisfac
. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JON IES < COs.
ROY, N. Y.
CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
and

authorized

the F. Baptists.

So as we grow older in spiritual life, we
become more sensitive to the presence of
and

cities, and

We

more sensible to cold and wind, to change
of place, and .to alternation of weather.

A

above

THE

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

»OT,

ect

SOMETHING NEW!

Fire,

TROY BELLS.|

is

prevalent mn many parts

eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable dizease,) after taking a few bottles
of the Quaker Bitters,

1y33

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRICA

of him.
Our love for him has become
more of a passion, which by a little effort
romises at some not very distant day to
e dominant and supreme. In our physical life, as we grow older, we become

sweetness.

beautiful in style and

Illustrated Catalogue mailed.

tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
Yours truly,
21tf
8. M. PETTENGILL

CHICAGO

‘Foundry

& SON

over 600 pages, only $2.50.

have earned more about him, We have
had a longer and more varied experience

indispensable

tioned) in the

INVEST

He

WATERS

war-

AS. M. PETTENGILL & CO. 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name men-

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

166 LASALLE

N. H.

our

first sight of him, but that we feel our de-

A

aay

rgans are the most

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

OFFICE

Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics
cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing Pain in the Lungs, Ride and
Chest almost invaria fy cured by taking a few bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, Yield readily to
this invaluable medicine,
the Quaker
Bitters.
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so

Offer! if Broadway, N, Y., wi

tone ever made.

& (O.,

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO
here, and to place on loan.

Piles ; one bottle has cured the most difficult case

when all other remedies failed.

on Cocheco Street or by
to. Box 597, Dover, N. H.

HORACE

Great

most obstinate cage.

i

benevolent ‘institutions. They aro fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of

—Rev. T. L. Cuyler.

Work and Worry.

90 Victory series Boys 6v3 (0
75 Victory series Girls 6v3 00

in which the buildings were consumed

& CO.

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements

it has no equal; one bottle will convince
the most
skeptical.
orms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and Organs, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New 3-octave
first class NPiamos, modern improvements, for
233 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor

50 Mark Churchill....... 125
75 Sister Eleanor’s Broodl 50
75 Fabrics .....c..cevuue 150

at last becomes subject to the thoughtof

increasing

the

our

A

“ Although this Publishing House is comparatively
a young one, in enterprise and skill in the presentation of first-class books
it is excelled by none. in the
trade.”— Episcopal Register.
!
At the commencement of their work of Publishing,
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co. secured the services of
those very eminent gentlemen, Rev. Drs, Lincoln,
Day, and Rankin, as f Permaneut rea ing committee. The wisdom of this course is seen in the fact
that D. Lothrop & Co.’s publications have already
deservedly taken the foremost rank in Sunday-school
literature.— Watchman § Reflector.
41

Ia

el)

Mountain ........... 150

b0 ‘Sure, or it Pays....... 150

PERRY

SHEA

at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth,

50

Anchor....... 125¢Grace Avery’s Influ’cel 50
an in his Place 75 Chronicles of Sunset
-

GRAHAM,

cured at once.

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
of the
blood, bursting through
the skin or otherwise,
Sued readily by following the directions on the
e

INTRODUCED.

Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

D. LOTHROP & 00., Publishers, Boston.

that

The Presence of Christ.

Also

Peacemaker,.....

After the Chicago

ARTICLE YET

All orders at Factory
Mail promptly
attended
ranted.

Plot....eec.u.. «+

‘BEST

DENNIS

Walter McDonald..... 150

City of Nocross.......
Little Three-Year-Old

in his own life |

ed, perishing,

for the Right.1 75

60

Robbie’s Pets.........
RUbIGs voreennssrsrenne
Home Sunshine...:...

has reached and grasped the great spiritual realities in their certainty and their
maghificence-_ be can give the teaching
without which the interpretation of the
material world leaves men hungry, orphan-

ing.

oldest,

The

less than

are in our Heavenly Father—at the ve
utterance of our thought men will believe
in him. Aad again, our own apprehension
of spiritual truth must be reached through
our lives; we must go down into the deep
experiences; we must live our way into
truth through purity, through steadfastness, through
holiness, through
love.
Spiritual truth requires of the student a
harder discipline than science exacts of lier
followers. He who has yielded himself

Jesus, to the necessity of him,

The

The

for

For House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not decay, but coatinually
w harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
Pipe cam be cut at any time. and branch in two.
r. SHEA has had ten years experience in manufauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

Companion.

Drifting
Eve

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria~
bly cure the following complaints :—
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Lory oF Kppetite cured by taking a few bottles,
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

LIBRARIES:

Noble Printer....150 Striking

A Child@’s

by

tenderness,

at least live for Jesus at home, and come
and join in the prayers of the prayer-meetifted can do surely as much as this.
ivery one, too, can give something when
the contribution-box is passed. Every one
whom Jesus saves has a place assigned to
him in the vineyard.
Friend! have you found your place?

Christ,

DOVER

Cement STONE Pipe,

Sailing Orders...... ‘vs ib Marg’t Worthington. .1 50
Book-stall Boy........ 75°
Golden Lines......... 150
Larry Conner’s Charge 6) Th
Blount Family. ..1 50

by the very nature of the things he taught,
commands beliefas no other teacher has
ever/done,
The same elements must give power to
all moral and spiritual teachings.
The
truth must be so apprehended in its beauty and greatness that at.its' very statement
men will gladly believe. If our thought
of God in any measure apprehends the
glory of his being—if we do at all rightly
conceive the majesty of love, the unutterable sweetness, the far-reaching ways of

liberty

consuls

The

ever

rightly

of our

always

men

SHINE.

LG

THE

Will Philip8..scecess.. 150 Sturdy Jack..........

be-

an

con-

and

soul

Intense Msiod es.

THE

Latest and Best Books,

they were his teachwere uttered by the

greatest

N

SUN-

Deep Feeling,

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement,

trust, the moral judgments of the good;
for teachings in the highest things of life

science sooner than the barometer !
Whoever has the gift of song should
join God's great choir, and sing at every
religious service. The owner of a good
voice must give account for that voice at
the day of judgment. We never shall
have genuine congregational singing until every redeemed chitd of Christ sings
from duty, and consecrates the gifts of
wusic to the Lord. Those who expect
to sing in heaven had better practice
here.
Tract distrioution is going too much out
of fashion.
It is a heavenly
honored
agency for doing good. Every one who
has some spare time and a_tongue and a
little pious tact, can go out, with a bundle
of tracts to the abodes of ignorance’ and

“water-proof,”

noblest,

commanded

Contains

"Great Variety,

SHINE.

13120

SOME OF

knew. In spiritual things we instinetively
believe those whom we most highly love

He needs

his work as much as I need mine.

have

lief simply because
ings; because they

he has a right

to send me to market for him.

of Jesus

QUAKERBI

PER DOZEN, $3.60.

ery second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth

<

inductions,

as

teachings

DR.FLINT’S

ri

pieces

Deaf Ir concert occa-

Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.
JOHN>¢HURCH & CO.,
CINCINNATI, Ono,

can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We
f=) pay Agents trom $75 to $250 per month, and exQO penses, or a commission from which twice that
amount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,
Bokton, Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago, Ill., or

he scarcely employed logic—he simply
made assertions. = Yet he was believed as
no other man was ever believed not only by
Galilean peasants, but by the loftiest souls
of the ages since. Why was it? Purtly,
the truth he spoke was self-witnessing; ‘it
was of that highest order that is accepted

as soon

pik

pr

male, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COMMON SENSE
FAMILY
SEWING
MA.
CHINE. This Machine will stitch,’ hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior manner. Price only $15. Full
licensed
and warranted for five years. We will
‘pay $1,000 for any machine that
will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or mord, elastic seam than
ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock Stitch.” Ev-

Christian

life is thus set forth by the Christian
Union :
J
Beyond question, no teacher of man has
had such power as Jesus of Nazareth.
And

Hymns

Jo “he Jody

pages of

ge3 $75 to $250 per month, everywhere,
Svgwrere,

ey

power ofa

ker.

out

SUNSHINE

better, they are good, and deserve—demand

a fever for fear your work will not be
done,’ Keep. steadily on without worry, —the loving co-operation of all who love
and your work will finish itself almost be- our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. Should
fore you kriow it. Take things easily, not they, in any case, fall oat of geor, and run
by being careless and indifferent about athwart, orcounter to, religious principles
nd purely evangelical labor, they might
thew ; but take them by the smooth handle. Work, work abundantly, buf’ do not easily do more harm than the ills they had
worry.
‘It is worry, not work that kills," to cure. Wisdom is the principal thing.
—1Ul. Christian Weekly.

Lite-teaching.

(

ita

Jor Saturday So

the church and the pulpit to help men to be

Do not tease yourself into

every

rayer meeting.

PRICE, SINGLE, 36 CENTS.
A single specimen copy of

Just so Hr as legal and social efforts in
this reform help men to be better, and help

have so much work to do, for grumbiing

FOR

The mo! 8 > RL
l nfia
E andMcNair
vowerfu iis iever wri written
on this subjeci
a
array o,
never before a
Jacks, and contains revelations
Terms to Jomes
Ri c. Bend for Circulars and
13621
St., Phila.
rothers & Co., 7% Sansom

100,000 Copies Sold in Two Months!

before

WANTED

NEW

By P. P. BLISS~for 1873—Now Ready.

———

citizens of Massachusetts:

AGENTS

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

The Congregationalist exalts wisdom

the least, not an inspiring spectacle,
But—and here is the important point—
do not worry.’
Do not grumble that you

school.

THE

;

Working Wisely.
.

SUNSHINE,

Close to the Bible,
Close to the Heart,
Close to the Musical
and Religious needs
of the Sunday

SUNSHINE!

good deeds

and gives assurance of the coming victory

such a thing as overwork; it has its sad,

will not helpit.

that to come.

and strengthens the hands for all

is

“must be done,” particularly when our
efforts are guided by some measure of sys- self, as good as God!”
tem. Evenin these hot days of summer
work is a boon. No one is so really anpart of their religion. Now this, ace
The Word of God.
ing to Protestant theory, may be all a'pa- noyed by tue heat and discomfort as the |—
—
ganish and base appeal to the flesh, If so, wan who has nothing to do but to watch
The
word
of
God
is
a
support for men
what do our own churches want with it? the thermonicter and discourse on the in trouble. Man’s wordsure may
be reasonaweather.
Fappy
is
he
who
is
too
busy
to
thousand
=
week
this
Why did Dives pay
ble,
wise,
consoling,
but
it
never
forms a
think
about
it.
dollars premium for ua comfortable seat in
that
Of conrse, we should not undertake solid foundation. in tribulations, like
which to: enjoy it to-morrow, and so send
comes from Heaven. God's
rd
Lazarus i to bare brick "walls to worship more work than we can. do well; at least which
comes with
authority ; it falls Upon the
God, and to the twenty-five cent gallery of should undertake nothing with the idea of
glighting it. But no man knows till he heart like the rising sunlight upon the mists
the theater for his emotional satisfaction P
A
bas tried hoy much he can do, ‘and do of night, dissipating the doubts, illuminatmany min- ing the pathway, and inspiring the courage
When the angel took up the plants of well. There are, for exatple,
needful for the struggle unto victory.
Eden, ard carried them away to transplant jsters' who givé themselves wholly to their It is the end of all controversy. Whatever
they
that
thinking
work,
parish
immediate
above, one little flower dropped upon. the
amy-: else one may doubt, he may not doubt the
earth, and, took; root wherever there were haye neither, time wor strength forlabors,
immutable word of God.
Whatever else
their
eirele
that
In
more.
pure and gentle hands to rear and keep it— thing
may
fail,
this
word
will
abide.
Heaven
addi
in:
who
others
are
a wee, white flower df wondrous weet terminate. There
tion to such labors, employ their pepe in and earth may pass away but this word
ness, and men called it Love.

All that the world holds of beautiful or best
in their knowledge is subtly made for them

either of this life, or

211

SUNSHINE.

Respect unto the commandments excludes

victims. But there is likewise such a thin
as underwork;
it may be. question
whether its victims are any less sad. ‘A
man using only halfhis powers is, to say

has any more right
to turn his spirit-

ual work over to me,

~A

pas-

churches lies here. Granting that Dives foc n/find his place. If he is ‘apt to teach,”
gather the Sabbath
has & right to gratify his vanity and ssthetic heqr she will soon
there, Bible in
tastes under the pretense that they help us school class, and will
hand, every Sunday, ever though the rain
to worship God, while bis brother Lazarus
lies at his gate starving for the very bread is « spattering on the pavements. Comme to the teacher who wears a
of life—is this help given where it is need- mend
ed P

extending their ivfluence over a vastly
wider circle. As a rule, the latter class
have just as fruitful a ministry
“in their

prived of its sympathy and help; and thus needs no proof.uttered. The “Golden Rule Anna Maylie......... 150 Silent Tom. .ocvnenne 176
of the Lodge.150 Old Stone House...... 150
force them into opposition to Christianity, the peace-makers, The blessings on the pure, Mystery
those who hunger ard Finished or Not....... 150 The Marble Preacher.1 50
and a hatred of the very name of orthodoxy thirst for righteousne
A
Vr
0) 150 Help tor 8.8. Concerts 1 00
as a synonym for bondage ? If so, the re- the Good Samaritan ss; the parable of | Faithful, not Famous. 25 Wadsworth Boys..... 150
;
the
whole
gospel
..125 Evening Rest......... 150
of
sult will be impious detiance instead of love; these
..125 Glimpses Through....1 50
need no proof, they are their
reverence, cohtempt instead of investiga- own credentials.
Little Toss....
.+125 Luck of Alden Farm. .150
And
farther, all the Jey Keavhaven,
...125 Ralph’s Possession. ..1 50

men form a corporation and put up a tion, license instead of liberty, and utter
church edifice, which nine times out of tenc{*recklessness instead of the fruits of a holy
costs two-thirds more than they at first life.

planned.
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.| sought in these places and made to feel the

Baditor.

All

HS AeA. ga a

communications

influence of a worthier life. Making all
proper allowances for their education and

EE

designed

for

their tastes, the better portion of the public

publicition

should still have some choice as to the style

“should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c.,
dressed tothe Publisher.

>

So much the more need then that they be

“ @G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
A.

tee———

houses. This, he adds, leaves the popular
resorts to dandies and exquisites, who are
| chiefly responsible for the follies that are
enacted there.
/

Nn

Hl

"

should

be ad-

of ‘life that is led and encouraged among
them. Whatever restraining influence may

‘Special Notice. :

be thrown

about

them, whether

by direct

¢ffort or by the casual mingling with them

—. oe

of the steadier classes, would doubtless find

We have decided to publish on a sheet by |,
its reward in some degree.
themselves the Questions on the InternaFinally, we wish all who
tional Series

can take it, a
thoroughly enjoyable summer rest. May
each one earry with him that unmistakable

of 8. 8. Lessons, now appear-

ing weekly in the Star, and they are now

ready dor themonih of July.

The Script: Christian eharacter, that steady moral pur-

are lessons and questions only will be published, a separatessheet being used for those
of each. month, They wiil be found valuable ‘aids for doth teachers, amd scholars.
The subscription price will be one cent
cach shieet per mouth, or seventy-five cents

pose, that shall not only rebuke the sin and
folly that so much abound at our places of
summer resort, but that shall be a constant
proof that real enjoyment’
and profit are |
better found outside of vain display and unchristian conduct.

per hundred. Further particulars, relating
to postage, &e., may be found in another

The

column.

Out.

ries not based

—

is to'carry

it home with them, there to practice and extend it, then it might be well to inquire if
some better influence can not be applied,
such as will at least carry the idea that
summer rest and pleasure need not be inconsistent with a high moral and Christian
life.
‘
. Of tourse, it may be reasonably said that
the visitors themselves make the prevailing
life at these places; that the style of living
and the Kind of pleasure are such as they
find the most agreéable ; that the means of
gratifying immoral or depraved tastes, if

the means exist there, represent a demand
‘that is made rather

than

We have to record the sad intelligence
that Rev. A, K. Moulton was instantly
killed in Cleveland, Ohio, on the evening
of June 19th, by falling from a bridge.

The particulars may be found
place.
Bro. Moulton was

inent

Free

gratuitous incen-

Speculative theo-

on the actual

ligence, reason,

fo exert

in turn

upon

their

companions,

se

thought,

feeling,

|

in folly,

getting weariness instead of rest.

A the connection of the present life with the

voice oughtipo-be raised that they will hear,
and
a force

exerted

that

they will

feel, to

awake in them a desire for better things.
TF might be a question, how much the
Christian press would be able to accomplish
.in this direction, but it shonld

certainly ex-

future.

jects,

We have knowledge on these sub-

positive,

definite,

practical;

which, though limited and

feeble

respects, is capable of expansion,

and

in some
and suffi-

cient for us. It is indeed of the highest
value. The assumptions of the materialists
and positivists are therefore wholly unwar-

ert what influence it can in rebuking and
ranted. We may allow all they claim for
restraining the evil.
matter ; it is worthy of all the study that
«Df course the wealthy,—and they are
has ever been bestowed upon it; there is
chiefly the ones who lead off in this summer
little danger that too much will be done for
dissipation ,—should have some choice as to
the physical sciences. But we are not
how they will spend their money.
We
on this ‘account to disparage méntal and
fave no centreversy with them :in sthat remoral science. On the contrary, the more
spect. They have come into possession of
we explore and admire the aspects of uniit, and as their own they should determine
‘the uke of it. Besides, they have built versal life—beast, bird, fish, insect; or
«churches for ug, and endowed schools, and trees, plants, flowers; or mineral formations
given picnics and excursions to poor peo- —all the various forms of existence below

ple.

They are by no means

wholly bad.

Moreover, their tastes are more aristocratic

us, present

or

more should we

past,

living

honor

that

or

fossil,

the

thinking,

ra-

than the plain ones of everyday people.. tional, appreciative principle of our nature,

without which the physical world would be
may like modesty. We should allow them but chaos and blank.
The highest and most positive knowledge
yreasonable Jiberties in those directions, beThey like

a

display, just as some

one

else

fore we hpgin to raise objections. . It is the is that which pertains to the mind,—morals,

,

jive fondbess of display, and of the
* sins that attend extravagant life, that we
“1s would rebuke There can be no question
but it is exerting a seriously evil influénce
2.
#

"upon soeiety, and as such it should be hin-

o

dered and prevented in every possible way.

religion,

and theology.

Says Paul:

“I

know whom I have believed,and am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have

committed unto him against that day.” Yes,
we speak that we do know, and testify that
we have seen. The thoughts, feelings and

But there are hopeful features of the case. purposes of the heart, the demands of conseience; ‘the powers, adaptations
and
better elasses are vod
refusing
mingle
and red tonecktied wantsof our moral nature, unfol
ded in the
graspparties who make the most of the compan- experience of the present and
"jes at the “fashionable” hotels. We are ing the imterminable future, are worthy

: v

Te
The

_ .ussuredby an intelligent gentleman from

of supreme

regard

in our brief probation

the mountain district of New Hampshire, here. Especially, since what our limshat the better class:of people,—and this in- ited resonrces can not accomplish alone is
so available through that sure word of rev-

dy)

elation

which

God

has

hat they ‘cati niot fiud at’ the more famous nor to feed on uheertainties.
RTI

dun

death

Portland and Auburn, Me., Lowell, Mass.,
and Cleveland being among the scenes of
his ministerial labor. He had been. in the

latter city about three years, and until quite
recently was struggling to establish a Free
Baptist interest there; and even during the

short period that he was more

intimately

engaged in business transactions, he was
still zealous for the. welfare of the church
over which he had sv ‘prayerfully watched.
i
The deceased was prominently connect.
ed
ayith the most of our denominational

enterprises. He had. been for twenty years,
u member of the Board of Corporators of
Establishment,

was

appoint-

the

Star,

and

since that time

had

been

away, and so went

up

written

2,

Current
-—DEeaTH
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Topics.

OF MR,

Samuel

SAMUEL

Burnham,

a

BurNmAM.
gentleman

of

marked literary ability, died in Cambridge,
Mass.; Sunday of last week. At the time

of his death he was Literary Editor’ of the
Watchman & Reflector, and Editor and
part owner of the Congregational Quarferly. He had previously held similar positions on other periodicals, where he did
faithful an®f able work. He had pérformed
a great

amount

of

literary

labor,

in

the

tervals

teachers and others to

but

a tour of most
there,

and

he left sufficient

of

visit

the

return

in

Europe,

make

interesting places
season

for

the

su-

tumn opening of business, having done all
that in a brief summer vacation. A similar party has just left New York for
Glasgow, composed of one’ hundred. and’
fifty teachers from Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and cther places. According

native of Rindge, N. H,, and was
1833.

0

born in

|

~

——EXCURSIONS
FOR POOR ' CHILDREN.
The plan inaugurated in New York not
long ago of providing excursions for poor
children has already extended quite widely

be

inspect

the

schools

themselves,

that the teachers mustin
selected

by

the

every

Catholic

ease

authorities,

and that. the children shall
be taught
Catholicism
without = hindrance,
The
Catholics have gone farther in this case

than

they have

attempted

before.

what

the

whole

to Mr.

Thomas Cook,

London, who is widely known

as the

ductor of tourists through the Holy
and other parts of the Old World,
——

THE

HearTH

QUESTION,

With

con-

Land

the

approach of summer and the continuance of

~——THE

MASSACHUSETTS

(GOVERNORSHIP.

The Advance doesn’t mean

to be

stood in its opinion of Benj.

misunder-

Butler.

Who

shall say that there isn’t scriptural truth in
its statements ?
There are signs that Gen. Batler may

largest cities have set their Boards of Health

to work with disinfectants and all needed
authority to clean out its breeding places
wherever they may. be found. If such a|
policy is rigidly enforced, and citizens preserve a cheerful equanimity, that or any
other sickness incident to hot weather and
indecent living will soon discover that there

is no food nor place for it to operate very

bly cleansed,
should be attended to at once, for the clean-

er the whole country is the better healthaverage can we show in the autumn.

~~ ONE OF THE VETERANS FALLEN. The
recent death of Lewis Tappan removes
another of the

prominent

actors in the re-

His eightyfive years of life are each made honerable
by the effective service which he rendered
in the cause of religion, temperance, and
especially of anti-slavery. It was at the

hight of his temporal prosperity that he enlisted in this latter cause, with“all the ener-

A

excursions.

They

will

grow

men and women on account

up

of it,

better
so

that

even as a missionary scheme it - would
be wholly useless.
j

not

——ANX EDUCATIONAL

THE

WAVE.

The

foreign

PARTY
‘excursion

has taken quite a prominent

ON

business

place in the

stand fast inthe faith, quit you

ye,

like men,

:

be strong.”

stue

“Watch

These words he applied to all Christians,
but especially to the Christian ministry,

the fulfillment of PauPs ides there must

be

a determination to reathe
liz
greates
et: val-

ue of saving grace, to strive for the Wighest
possible goodness.
)

There must also be a deep, Al-pervading..

love for the

men,

jor build

up churches in Christ. The ministry
must
not seek to be cared for by the church, but

to have the care of the church.

The ministry must cosoperite in ail forms’

of Christian work,
suffering

Fellowship of work andi

is an essential element of

the

Christian life. General and large care’ for
the interestsof the churches makes am in-

telligent, gemerous

and

earnest

ministry.

Strong men come‘only through great and
strong’ discipline, The building up of per-

sonal character i» dependent on the breadth

of one’s sympathies and efforts,
An
Miss
City
On
ment

excellent coneert by Gilmore's Band,
Addie Phillipe, vocalist, was given in
Hall Tuesday evening.
Wednesday mowing the Commenceexercibes of the Gradwating Class

were held in the

Fain

St.

F.

Baptist

church, wit the following parts and speakers:
Salutatio Latina, James Flutchins Baker, .
Harmony ; Dissertatio, Communism,~—*John
Piper Marston, Effingham, N . H.; Thesis,
Bourbonism,—Charles Paris, Turner; Dis

highest office in the gift

Commonwealth

of

the

grand

of Massachusetts.

old

Good

peopie of the Bay State, don’t!
Two

More

ceived from

| The Christian Amendment,—George Edwin
& €o., N. Y,, Smith, Ashland, N. H.; Oratio, Bloodless

CrroMos.

We

Orange Judd

two chromos,

ty,—James Hutchins Baker Harmony ; Dis-

quisitio, Is a College: Coumse Practical ?P—
Isanc Chase Dennett, hewiston; Disquisitio,

have

* The Strawberry

The

re-

Girl” and

¢* Mischief

Brewing.”

first we

like

very much,

and the second we dislike very

Revolutions,~Almond
Cyrus. Libby,
doinham ;

Oratio,

Tidal

Bow-

Waves,—~Charles

Henry Davis, Lisbon ; Disquibitio; Puritan-

trying

to

shame

out

of

countenance

the | uate, R. I.; Oratio,--Valédicteria,

grewsome pumpkin image that her brother |
has just set before her. And we should
think she might succeed. ‘The Strawberry Girl” represents a little maiden with
flowing hair, who has just picked a basket |
of the delicious berries, one of which, dead |

The Vi-

tality of the Dead Langnages, Fiank: Woodbury Cobb, Lewistom.
| The parts were cha racterizedtbya purity

of style and vigor of thought, that ‘redectedhigh honor upow the work. of the College.
The commencement Dinner: was. served

she holds up before hex, and her | to about 300 guests at the: Gymansiumdiall.

ripe,

cheeks

and

lips have caught its color, and

President Cheney niade on staténient of the

financial condition of the Cbllege, by which

blush like roses—red ones of course—in the
sunshine, This is given to every subsecrib- | it appears the assets are $300,001 $200,000
er to Hearth & Home, and the former to | in buildings, &c., and $100,080in a.permaevery subsetiber to the American. Ageioul- { nent fund. A propositions made- by Mr.
turist. These publications can hardly be ex- | Bates to add $308,000 to ‘the funds” of the

He served

——

—— SUNDAY TRAVEL. Railroad and Steamboat companies ave becoming great Sabbath-breakers.. Under some flimsy pretense, like carrying milk or something of
that kind, they run: Sunday-trains in a way
that makes the-better portion of communi-

Vassar CoLLEGE. The annual catalogue
of this: institution, adorned with a fine engraving ef the grounds. and buildings, is
received. Judging fro: its pages, ladies
awe determined not to go uneducated in

this. present. age

There

ave 411 of them

in attendance, from all parts of the country, and they seem to.take as naturally and
Aas profitably to college life as the popular-

tiés solicitous concerning the outcome of it. Jy acknowledged lords of creation.

On roads. where: there isn't a drop of milk
carried in ‘a mouth; as least’ for publig con-~

Pixe.

SEMINARY.

The

writer of the ar-

ticle on our secondpage, concerning Pike
lic psotest is prevented Ly the statemeat Seminary, wishes. it stated that all who may
that it is to earry that lacteal necessity to feel disposed to. add to the endowrient

sumipéion, these trains are run, and the pub-

that they are wisely

get of green fields, or fresh and pure water, and the ‘only breath of unadulterated
air that many of them get, come from these

18.

celled in their line, and whether one is pre- College on condition ‘that $1000000 addiBy other parties.
pared to entirely indorse both chromos or ! tional be contributed
to enlist many others jn the work, prominot, he is sure to get his money's worth if | About $2,500 weze pledged .on the spot, and
nent citizens, led to espouse the cause by
a hopeful feeling prevailedithat the remainhe subscribes. for the papers.
|f
Tappan’s acknowlecg
~ ability
ed and social
der is to be ‘expected ak nos distant day,
standing. ,-He was ave of the founders of
the College:
GENERAL TaEoLOGICAL LisRARY. ‘This from the fiiends-of
the American Missionary Society, and he is library has finished its 11th year of exist- | The Alumni. Exercises: were’ held on
said to have given tlié organization its anti. ence, and the Directors and Treasurer have Tharsday, at 30 o'clock, A. M.,. an oration
slavery direction,by his firm and intelligent sent out their réport. The library, which being delivered ‘by Rev.. Geo. S.. Ricker:
denunciation of the evil in question. What is meant to supply theological and Chris- The class exercises were held Thursday
it signified to be an anti-slavery man in tian reading to the clergymeén.of. the coun- evening in the Main St. €hurch. ' The:prosthose days may be inferred from reading try, and others if they cheese to profit by peet for the jncoming Freshman. class is
the life of Arthur Tappan, his brother and it, seems to.be prospering. Although se- goed: it is quite probakde that it may namworthy co-laborer, the book being written verely crippled by the great fire it still ber as many as 35.
by Lewis himself not long ago. These two keeps up, and is doing its work. The esFhe entire exercises eonnested. with. the
brothers established the New York Journal timated value of the library in books is Commencement
at the elose of. the first decof Commerce, which is not one of the least now $13,860100, and the Corporation holds ade of the life of the College were an. assurworthy monuments to their life and service. other property to the value of $17,051.27, ance of success and increasing’ power. With
During his latter years Mr. Tappan has There have been added during the: year $27 faculty self-demying,s=holarly, practionl:; stulived in comparative retirement, but has vols., and a.denation of $8,000. There is dents hopeful, talented; resolute;: withepros-.
still kept aetive sympathies and helping a reading reom in connection with the peet of addition to its endowment in ashort
hands for the suffering and needy aronnd library, and the whole seems to be success- time of $200,000, Bates College may well
him. The death of each one of these vete- fully and profitably managed.
Itis cextain- be flattered upon her prespective- eareer,
ran reformers should be an oecasion of fresh ly a areditable project.
while she deserves all honer and high en-

gy and powers at his command,

these companies,

New York and the other cities

16:

Its execution is well enough, and ism and America,—Charles Bonney Reade,
extensively. But it concerns the health of much.
there
are
numerons commendable features Lewiston ; Oratio, Complicity’ of Justice
villages and of country people as well as
with Crime,—Nathan Willard Harris, Aucity-dwellers to keep elean and cheerful. about it, but that horrid grimace on the burn; Oratio, The Limitations of KnowlAll wells and cellars, and whatever place little girl's face neavly makes us angry | edge, —Edmund Randall Angell, North Séitevery time we look atit. She seems to be |
may have been left unsuita

till they put the business|
committee of
Prominent citizens has been
| within proper and necessary limits.
appointedto take charge of the matter,

that imitated her in this respeet will continue their excursions the present summer,
and doubtless many new cities will be added to the list. Tt is a Christian undertaking. The only sight that these children

Cor,

temperature,

‘tested against the custom, and the protest
movement in Boston to treat thé children ought to
be pushed into the very faces of
of the lower classes in the same way. A

expended.

before the Theological

from1

be as signally defeated in his second raid quisitio, The Church of the Future, —Eiwin
on
the Executive chair of Massachusetts | Prescott, Dover; Mutability of Literature,
there also come omens of cholera and other
as be was in his first. It is one of the un- | Freedom Hutchinson, Auburn ;. Oratio,—The
diseases incident to the season. It is pre- solved mysteries how he has so well and so |
vailing to some extent in the Mississippi long succeeded in befooling multitudes of Province of Criticism, Leslie Clifton JeHe is well, Sabattus ; Dissertatio, Individuality,—
valley, though not alarmingly yet, and a good men as to his true character.
*William Ryone, Lewiston; Disquisitio,
The
few cases have been already reported in the Jim Fisk of politics—shrewd and smart,
but utterly de¥oid of moral principle. He Study of Law,—Lather Robinson White,
Washington, D. C. This calls attention to is doing more than any other man in the
the pressing need of cleanliness and all lard to debauch and demoralize American Lewiston; Thesis, The Ideal Standard,—
Edwin Aagustus Smith, Balasore, India;
manner of temperance in eating, drinking politics. . Every triumph of such a man pots
Oratio,
Thought and Actioni—Haumah Eliand clothing, as the surest means of pre- a premium on rascality — and honest peozabeth Haley, Tuftonboro’, N. H. ; Oratio,
ple
everywhere
are
interested
to
avert
such
venting the spread of the disease. All the
a national calamity as his election to the The Relation of Esthetic Culture to Moralithis dry, weather and variable

unfortunate eity-dweéllers. Nonsense! VEhy fupd may make their remittances, hy draft
can’t the companies acknowledge that the or P. O. order, to. the treastirer, M. E.
and is proving of practical benefit. Not desire
of gain is the prevailing one with Shepard, Pike, Wyoming Co., N. Y.
only did Philadelphia indorse the underthem, and so put the case where 'it belongs ?
taking by providing similar entertainment
Seme religious bodies have, publicly. pro-|
for its poor, but there is this season a

solicit funds and see

dents,

discussion

a most princely style in Europe. In Edin- be met in this case by prompt and decided
burgh it is to be publicly received under action. If we are ready to lose our free
the auspices of Mr. Chambers, the well school system, and have a system of exknown publisher,’
and at Derby there is to clusiveness and superstition — which albe what is termed a railway welcome in ‘ways foster ignorance -and 'wretchednesse=
the large railway hall of the Midland Com- inaugurated in its stead, then we can ‘keep
pany. Alton Towers, the seat of the Earl quiet and let the plan proposed in Conand Countess of Shrewsbury, is to be visit- necticut get a foothold, and walk thence
ed, upon the occasion of which it is stated through every school district in the land, —
that the high-born head of the family will In this connection it may be stated that in
receive the American teachers in person. the case of the exclusion of the Bible from
In London there is to be a ball. Tt is also the public schools in Cineivnati, the Ohio
understood that the Archbishop of Can- supreme court has decided that the school
terbury is endeavoring to arrange for an board had the right to pass a resolution to
audience with Her Majesty the Queen. At exclude not only the Bible and singing
London the party is to be divided into four but religions instruction, and the court
sections, each of which will pursue separ- has no authority to interfere with their
ate routes. Each section will occasionally discretion in the exercise of this power.
meet the others during their flight through The Court is doubtless technically right,
France, Switzerland, Germany and Eng- but it is a decision that we do not believe
land.
This making it’a business fo take the good sense of a Christian people will
travelers about ghe world in this way is ever permit to be practically sustainsomething comparatively new, and owes ed,

its success mainly

nual sermon

Of Translate these sentiments into the life of
x
the minist
has aimed at for a long time, but there has world will ry,be and the redemption of the
rapidly hastened. . To secure
course this is

been discretion enough to see that the
to all accounts ihe party is to be received in measure could hardly carry. It oughtto

notes

and data to render its completion comparatively easy.
Considering the Christian.
faith and high moral tone, as well as the
literary finish and varied cullure which he
put into his work, his death closes 2 career
that not only promised but had already
borne the most creditable results. He was a

Ad
i,
© CEE

traveling world. . It is no new thing for

shape of original composition, book reviews, revision of various Manuscripts, &c.
He prepared the whole of Charles Sumner’s
works for the press, contributed articles
to Appleton’s Cyclopedia, and ‘had for
several years past been engaged on a
history of the Old South Church, which he. thanksgivin that God has permitted us to
g
had brought up to the time of the Revolu- reap such blessed fruits of their labors.
tion, and on which

1873.

AER,
ne

concerding Him. * The’ sad" Intelligence of forms of the last generation.

committedto our

Is of less|bands, should we feel a strong assur
ance
ra “resort, to seek. the quiet ‘and rest that he has not left us to grope in the dark

dmg
to the

genial,

his

consciousness and experiences of mankind
his death weighs too heavily to permit of
free and deliberate expression. He has
in all ages declare; If there is real and
positive knowledge of anything, it is. this.
left hosts of ‘mewrners.” They will unite
Now, how unreasonable to supposé that with us‘ibéaring testimony to his “Christian seryice, in offering sympathy and, conmind can investigate material processes,
but not mental; that it can have knowledge
solation to his afflicted family, and in; hailof extrinsic objects, but not of thicse in its ing him as redeemed: and already ‘singing
own domain ; can know what pertains to _ praises in the Heavenly Mansion ~~
others, but not what belongs strictly to it-

sense distinct from both mind and matter,
fire of their wrong-doing,
yet
closely allied to both, morals pertain to
We are just entering the season when this
us as accountable beings, and relate to the
style of life is to run its annual course. At
future as well as to the past and present.
namerous watering and mountain places
They relate to right and wrong, to our con‘homdreds will be in hot pursuit of fashion,
duct as rational and responsible beings, and
wasting time and money, reveling

a

and

torates, Dover, Gt. Falls and Concord,N.H.,

will.

that the evil radfites, spreading. itself from
seaside and mountain. retreat out over the
self. Tt"is sabiitted thdt knowledge of
whole country. The varieties of evil that |
| mind, ils processes and laws, like those of
exist in these plades hardly need to be meu- |
matter, is partial and limited. THe maxim,
tioned. They are of all shades, from the Know thyself, depends on the feebleness yet
cop aud gambling to those of a graver or
importance of self-knowledge. But the
fess serious mature.
Whatever sin it may mind does take cognizance of itself and its
be, it finds numerous followers, and with phenomena.
Its knowledge in this sphere
this peculiarity, that the absence of iestraint
is as real as in that of matter ; surer because
msually felt at those places permits a freer more intimate ; and higher,as mind is above
indulgence.
Whether it be a folly or a matter,
:
vice, or any species of sin between these
So
with
the
department
of morals. In a
extremes, it has its patrons, and they seldom,

and

man,

will be keenly felt. He had beld various pas-

are

the mind that is the seat of knowledge,as the

moters of vice or immorality be discouraged

interrepreWhat
habit
home

ministers,

kind-hearted, earnest

hurried words that are

corrected, and that the presence of all proas far as possible.
This is no unworthy matter to be
ested in. Every community has its
sentatives at these summer haunts.
folly they imbibe there, or what evil
they become confirmed in, they carry

one of our most prom-

Baptist

There is all the more These are attributesof a higher principle, of called thus suddenly
to meet his God.
need, then, that if possiule these tastes be which matter is but the instrument. It is
These are

fives that are offered.

in another

of little ‘one of its special acd valued contributors.
value. The claim of the so-called Positive He wrote in an easy, pleasant and often
philosophy on this point is just. The graceful style, but always earnestly when
essential thing is to determine what
is truth was at stake. He was at one time
known and its relation to what is
not Editor of a paper in Iowa, for several years
a’ member of the Home Mission Board,
known. All knowledge possessed fai
beings is partial, limited in extent
Ind besides being Corresponding Secretary of
the F. B. Education Society.
comprehension. We know but a few things,
Lately ‘he
and those very imperfectly. Still it is real
had identified hhmself with a movement in
knowledge, and by increase and adaptation the State of Ohio to promote liberality and
may serve the highest purposes.
union among Baptists, being CorrespondIt might be inferred from certain popular ing Secretary of an organization called
“The open Communion Baptist Associaassumptions that matter is the foundation
of all real knowledge,—that we may rely tion.” Tnall of these relations he renderfully on physical investigations, but can ed faithful and efficient service, proving
have no assurance in those relating to men- that he cherished a spirit of loyalty tothe
tal and moral subjects. But there is no Master and an anxiety to serve his cause
ground for such rush assumption.
We have in all proper ways.
knowledge of material things, but is it perHe was something of a controversialist.
fect knowledge? How much do we know He rather liked opposition, and frequently
of our own bodies, which are fearfully and said that be preached bis best
sermons when
wonderfully made? How much do. we conscious that he had hearers
who were
know of the origin, growth and laws of strongly resisting and opposing
what he
our physical being? How much do we was saying. During
the old anti-slavery
know of any single organ, the eye, the ear, struggle he was always
found on the side
the hand, its structure, functions, uses? We
of the slave, battling in his hot and impetknow something about them,and sometimes uous way for freedom.
Intemperance and
suppose we know much more about them all vice he strongly
opposed, and exerted
than we do. So with the simplest process- an influence whose power
for good has
es in the world about us. YThe- most pronot closed with his life.
J
found materialists feel and confess their
Itis a mysterious providence that has
ignorance, and pity those puffed up with a removed him from life.
We bow before
smattering of science falszly so called.
it, ugterly unable as yet to interpret its
Now, is there any good cause for distrust- meaning. The denomination has too few
ing mental and moral investigations? We
faithful and efficient workers, that, it
know something of material things, but could spare this one, among the most
faithhow except Ly mind? Matter does not ful and efficient of all. Loyal to truth,
know, it can not investigate.
There is no
with an unwearied zeal and an abiding
evidence that matter is endued with intelfaith he was constant in service till he was

tomparatively few professional or busimess men stay at home during the summer
. months.
The same may be said of their
wives and daughters, and in fact of nearly
all persons who can by any possibility command the requisite time and means. The
prevailing tendency is to seek recreation
abroad. That may be accepted as a fact.
The question that especially interests us is,
what kind of influences these health and
pleasure seekers find about them in their
places of resort.
Taking into account the vast number that
annually seek these summering places, and
“the fact that they are there free from most
of the restraints.that are about them at
“home, it should certainly concern the Christian portion of the country to make this inquiry. For these tourists represent a large
and powerful influence. If, during a summer, any great number of them is to be
habit, and

a eetot———————————

Rev. A, K. Moulton.

the Printing

pn

| what we already know.

Summering

an evil

and the Unknown.

STAR, JULY

Progress in knowledge is made by use of ed in 1841 one of the associate editors of

:

confirmed in

Known

Mewiai

RA————

~——TAKING DEFINITE SHAPE.

The gues-

tion of the Catholics controlling our publie schools, making them sectarian instead
of free, and limiting the religious instruction in them’ to certain theories of their
own, has just taken definite shape ina
certain town
in Connecticut.
The chil
dren of Catholic parents have for some
time attended
separate schools there.

Denominational News and Notes,
Maine Central Correspondence.

they come

forward

and

We cannot but feel: under deep: obligation as a denomination toBenjaimBE. Bates,
Esq., for placing waithin reach.of our young
men and young wemen educational facili-

ties, of so high an order..

Iu is fitting, that,

by donesion and sympathy, we, give expression to.the obligation.and so build wp our
thriving New England: Collegeto permanenee and power, making it a blessing to
oursalves and to.the great canse “inv all its

BowDOIN.

parts.
BN

“Excused;

Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting.
The Holland
held

its

last

Purchase Yearly Meeting
session

with

the

church

in

Springville, Jume 18 and 15. The brethren
and friends from abroad received a cordial

and bearty welcome from the pastor and
members of this chargh and soclety,” and
the blessed Master was present, to preside

BATES COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.
| over the meeting with his enriching presThe Baccalaureate services at the Main
enee,from the commencement to the close.

St. ¥. Baptist ohurch on Sunday afternoon,
June 22, began the exercises of Commence-~

rly
wpe
ment week,
The sermon by President Cheney embrac-

ed an account of the crises, trials and developtaent 8f the College, and its work
and plans were set forth at. length, together
with the promise which it gives for a ‘sue

cessful and vigorous futarg, A fine, appre.
That was well enough so long as the Cathciative eulogy was ptonounced on the charolics
supported the schools.
But now
demand that not

comiums for what she has already achieved.

acter and work of Benjamin E.

founder and liberal patron

Bates,

the

There was dn unusually large attendance
during all the meetings of this session, and
alk seemed anxious to make this term of the
Yearly Meeting a glorious

success.

Many

appeared to realize deeply our wants, and
to resolve to arise and build.
brethren and

sisters.

of the

Yea,

Y. M,

the
have

heard the stirring appeals of our laborers in
India, and have

awakened

life in the cause of missions.

to newness

of

The meeting

heartily approved the action of the Central

of the College.
only shall their children be educated in
in accepting the proposition of
The sermon closed with tender and invig- Association
the Foreign Mission Board to send out and
sopirate schaols, but that the town shall
pay the bills, They propose to let the orating words to the graduating class of support three new missionaries in the field,
School Committee of the town examine seventeen gentlemen and one lady,
: and voted and pledged to raise $500 toSunday evening, G. H. Ball, D, D., edi wards their outfit, besides pledging untirthe teuchers employed, and at stated intor of the Baptist Union, delivered the an- ing efforts to support them in the field; The
s

<

od
"

/

STAR, JULY

ton are calling for a Freewill Baptist church in

other condition

that place; and

is, the working co-operation of the members
with the pastor. Each feeling responsibility,

Bowen, C.F. Penney and J. Malvern.
"Our people have come to understand that |. Much prayer was offered for Rev. A. A. progress and victory on this part of the battle

were received from individuals,

sums

of five,

preaching a
the Mission
Conference
ing to about

and

very interesting sermon upon
cause in India. By a vote of
the Sabbath collection, amount$40.00, was given to him to aid

Maine

ng prayer, consecrat-

organized

hil

baptized and

which time the religious

large, atténtive,

Society and

up the money.

Collection taken amounted

‘farge but very quet congregation. Five
had been baptized before, making eleven

in all that have united with the church the
past year,

N.

H,

The

writer

has

spent

eight Sabbaths in this place singe the resignation of the late pastor. They have been very

agreeable, mingled with sadness, as in that time
six funerals bave been attended. Some of those

‘question, and that we

+» maintain it by appropriate action.

diy

judicious

and

and

effective.

the

Bro.

other

continues
be

in Kansas.

Our cause in Kansas bas much to encourage
our hearts, but more that demands greater consecratios’to the truth in Christ. Our churches
are so isolated and weak in resources, that they
suffer for the want of pastoral labor: To our

now

ap-

which

an interesting’

féature

is many

young

people, some ‘of them of intellectnal as well as
religious culture. Rev. J, A. Lowell is the pastor-elect, and with two conditions faithfully complied with, good success seems certain. One is
much pastoral visiting. There isa demand for
it. The minister will be welcome in every fam-

Bro,

Partridge

was

We have

in another column

7th

and

8th

interested in real estate and
suburb. - The papgr states :

the

PERRY

can during the present summer,
of missions and schools received a
which resuited in a
attention
$25.00 and over for missions.

Tt25

M.

Com.

The -interests
good share of
collection
of
Also appoint-

of sisters to tzke

‘A

brief notice

in yesterday’s

nounced the sudden and

terrible

;

he was

in building

up

death

of

the

tival given in that place, and for the ‘purpose of
‘saving time concluded to cross the Lake Shore

and - Michigan

Southern

railway | bridge

which

spans the ravine at that place. The distance
from the top of the bridge to the ground beneath
is fifty feet by actual measurement.
Thé bridge
is‘’of stone, and covered with a ‘considerable
amount of earth upon which the ties rest.

sug-

gested that they move to one side so as to be
the other track, he at that time being upon
outside track, but mot knowing it. Moving
one side he stepped as he ‘supposed upon
other track, but in reality over the side of

“ In view of a loss like this one, words are of
little use, but the sympathy of hundreds of sincere and earnest friends in Cleveland will be
tendered to the mourning family. Inthe loss of
a sincere Christian minister, a true friend to the

the Sabbuth. near the Bay, in the

presence

as well

On

of a

as colored

done according to the custom of our denomina~
tion. Fifteen united, and others are quite goon
to join them.

It was a day of special

gladness

with this people. Bro. Veney was received with
great kindness, as well

as

myself.

large population of colored people

There

is

a

in this ¢om-

munity, and the prospect for sucess is flattering.
’

four

over

ing

Im-

the

ab

Sold by

ts

lm

pure, fragrant

and

very

dura-

Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels, Ask
your Druggist
for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
lyeowl3
;

WAGES

make

8. S. Lesson

Iowa

Tae

|

80 on.

rate, a

this

Y.

will

M.

its

hold

Trainsleave

at

session

next

church, July &, 6, 1873,

;

DOVER

D. JONES, Clerk,

Yearly Meeting will hold

And the Emtire Mtock, comprising a complete
assortment of Carpets, of high and low grades.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., Boston
#73 Washington
Adams House.

Street,

Boston.

Next

Building
2%

to

1873.

at 10.15 A.M.

~

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

& WINNIPJSEOGEE R. R.

thé

church

in

Houlton.

Free

going to the meeting.

A. L. GERRISH,

return

i
Leave Boston,

Pitisfield, June 20, 1873.
Letters

:

Clerk.
3t26

6

Received.

J0

6.45

Rochester.

9.95

LRH

“

Farmington

945

11.33

Albom,

ies

onic,

h

“New Dili ifn,

a

Alton Bay,

x

+635

6.50
17.08

Ie

pas

12.000

7.3%

1 ALES

Seg

7.31

for

*

New Durham,

“

648

Farmington,

P.M.
«

iia

7.02"

«Rochester,
i

Dever.
ea
8.35"
....
UF 1 SOR
9.50

417

7.20 10.10

iG,

7.25

An. HHS

3.50
3.50

© 4,03

4.35

10.15

4.40

7.45 10.8%

5.00

‘“
Boston.
10.35
145
171.35
.... Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.
JAMES T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

[

MARRIED
In Strafford, March 27, by Rev. D. I. Quint, Mr.
Edgar 8. Otis and Mrs. Georgie M. Clark, both of S.
Also, May 20, in Strafford, by the same, Mr. Charles
ester,

Roch-

In Strafford, Vt., June 19, by Rev. M. Atwood, Mr.
David P. Sargent, of Norwich, Vt., and Miss Lucy
E. Lovejoy, of S.

MAIL.

Sophia M Rich, Winnegance, Me,
8 E Wheeler, West Bethel, Me.
+ ;- Tibbetts, Agency City, Iowa.
¢-Prescott, New
Hampton.
C W Horne, Union, N H.
( A Whittemore, Brunswick, Me.
S W Hanson, Bartlett, N H.

In Lake' Village, N. H., June 15, by

ball,

Mr. Charles

A. Bennett

hock, both of Gilford.

and

Rev. H 8. Kim-

Miss

Esther

Fro-

“Tri is Mighty,ad wil Provail.”

EXPRESS.
John Chaniberlin, Sugar Hill, N H.

VEGETINE

Institute.

S Wheeler, C F Lothrop, each 5; J Vaughn
2.50, J Allen, S F T Mitchell, Charlie E Wheeler, Mrs L. J Wheeler, A 8 Briggs, A L. Briggs,
Eph Rowe, each $1; John
Judkins, Mary
Stanly, Martin Lothrop, Nettie M Hilton,
each .50; Chesterviile,
$21 50
Sabattisville ch apportionment bal in full,
3 00
Mormouth ch.
750
N F.Weymouth, Mrs N'F Weymouth, each 5, Burnham Depot ch,
A F smith, J Edgecomb; Sam’l Robinson, T F
Palmer, Mrs O A Churchill,
G W Rollins, M
“Ulmer. D C Burr, each 5,
Chas Foss, int,
Bowdoin Q M,
Edwin Tuttle, T Chick, each 2,
.
‘Wm Dunning,
A D Chadwick,
Late Wm Toothacker, A Friend, each 100,
Late Mrs Susan Farwell,

Chesman Robiuson, J ® Dudley, A Friend, each 1,
8 Lewiston ch,

$667
BEAN,

P.M.
3.00

050

S. Howard and Miss Betsy A. Brown, both of

Forwarded.

G. W.
Lewiston, June 25, 1873,

B30

“

Leave Alton Bay,
“Alton,

rop-—-L Leyis--L X Munn C Ever'eth—J B Mitchell —

Central

A.M,

vy

Trains

W P Eaton—M E Evans—J Fox—M Farnum—S 8 Gordon

Maine

4h

Dover,

*Or on arrival of Trains {roni Boston aitd Portand.

—J.C Gale—C E Gross—B 8 Gerry—-B T Garber—O N
Hemingway—Hoyt. Fogg
& Breed—I
R Harvey—S A
Heard—C M Herrick—B F Higgins—S W Hanson—C Inraham—D W Jones—M Jack—S Jones—M J Joiner—C
enney~ E Knowlton—E Keller—A B Loomis~C F Loth-

BY

:

"

Arr.

D H Adams—M Atwood—A Baker -M J Batchelder—
T E Blainsright
— A Banks—A 8 Brooks-& Bowman—
G W Bean—8 A Bulson—W A Barbee—E Crabtree—H
Coddington—M W Cole—J Chapman—S Copp—N Clark—

Books

ARRANGEMENT,
1878,

Trains for Alton B_

its sessiof

Financial Ag’t.

Purifies

the Blood
the He

and

Restores

SEVENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE.
# EAST MARSHFIELD,
, 22, 1870.
Mr. H. R. STEVENS:
;
Dear Sir—1 am seventy-one years’
5
; have
suffered many years with Kidney Compl@imt, weakness

in

my

back

and

stomach.

I was

induced by

friends to try your VEGETINE, and I think'it
the best
medicine for weakness of the. Kidneys I ever uséd.
I have tried many

remedies

for this

complaint, and

never found se much relief as from the
VEGETINE.
It strengthens and invigorates the whole system.
Many of my acquaintances have takem it, and I believe it to be
ood for all the complaints for which it +
is recommended.
Yours truly,
4
JOSIAH H. SHERMAN.

Experience of Years.
CHARLESTOWN, Mass., March 19, 1869.
Mr. H. R. STEVENS:

For Maine F. B. H. M.

Society.

Edgecomb Q M 10, Parsonsfield Q M 12.35,
23
A M Jones, Rev OF Russell and John O Russell,
each 10; Susan M Russell 5, to constitute
3500
. each L mm,
Ch at Harrison 6.69. M' W Y Meeting 40, E K Whiting, Mrs J H Ilsley, Dea 8 8 Hasty, each 1;
to constitute the following ‘L M:
Rev J
B Davis. Mrs B C Jordan, Mrs H M Perry,
Miss ¥ M Percy, RevE P Ladd and Mrs E P
49 69
:
Ladd,
Mrs Alanson Dawes, Mrs Fidelia Gray, Mrs E R
Whitney, Mrs I, Walker, Mrs Mary Caswell,
Mrs Ly fa Harmon, Mrs 8 8 Hasty and Abby
Bray .50 each,

TET
Collected by Rev M H Tarbox for Houlton Meeting
ouse ;

York Co Q M 28, Cumberland Q MW 8, Bowden 21.

52 00
Services Sabbath lv, E N Perry 10, B C Jordan 12.50,
4250
8 Bowman 10,
C Bridges and T C Lewis, each 4,
wens
8 00,
Rev ID A Maddox, L G Jordan, Geo C Chase. each 3, 900
Thos Bicktord, Dr Preble, I N Jobnson, AN Watson, W C Barrows, Russell Lewis, Mrs EN
Perry, Mrs L A Perkis, J Drummond, Dea
Clark, Revd B Davis
RevC Bean, Mrs E K
Howe, Wm Bacon, F Mckenney. C_Pugsley,

Mrs C Woodbury,
Stanton.

Rev P “mith, Rev

Rev O B Cheney,

W LL B

J

r, Prof

Y

A W Purington. Br Sinclair, Bro

23, 1873.

‘Woreign

R. DEERING,

21 50
100

Treas.

Mission.

Van Buren Q M, Iowa, per E Tibbets,
Honey Creek, Wis,
per Gi H. Hubbard,
H K Y J, Scarboro, Me,
Barneyville, Mass, per W Plerce,

WHAT IS NEEDED.
BOSTON, Feb. 13, 1871.
MR.

H. R. STEVENS:

i

Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in
a feeble condition from general deniiity. VEGE .
TINE was strongly recommended to me
by a friend
who had been much benefited by its use. I procured the article and, after uging several bottles, was
restored to health, and discontinued its use. I feel
aite confident that there is ho medicine superior to
it for those complaints for which it is ospoe Aly prepared, and would. cheerfully recommend
it to those
who feel that they need something to restore them to
perfect health. Yo
"
speotfu
urs,
/
‘

$439.04
June

This is to certify that I have used
your * Blood
Preparation” (VEGETINE) in my family for several
years, and think that for Scrofula or Cankerous Humors; or Rheumatic affeetions, it can not be excelled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine,
it is the best thing I have ever used; and X have used
almost everything. I can cheerfully recommend it
to a ny in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russell
Street.

JPR

NGILL,

Firm of S. M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State 8t., Boston.

T Angell, 8 W Cook, Rey (: W Bean, J W Per-

Randall, H Atwood, B Lombard, J Wey
th
Bro Morr, Mrs M Getehell, each 1; Bro Peckhan 1.5 ,
J A Peters, 10,

$6, $8, $10,

RAILROAD

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.60 10.50 A. M., and 6.25 P. M.

kins,
Bro Swanton, C F Penney, A M Jones, M
Getchel, J C Purington, M Ulmer, Rev C B
Peckham, G Plummer, each b,
165 00
L Frye. 8 Fouls Bro Ricker, A 8 McLain, B
ayes, J F
Putnam, D Tarbox, E N Litchfield,
Bro Fogg. Rev E G Page. each $2,
20 00
M A Brackett, 8 Hall, L D Strout, D Pugsley. S
Brion,
Huntress, J Pugsley, F Pugsiey, Mrs a
Mrs B F Hayes. G Ir Sturdevant, A P White,

!

.dyeow2l

MAINE

SUMMER

J Fullerton,

$10 Rugs for $5.50.
1000 English Crumb Cloths,
according to size<-worth $12to $20,

309 Broadway,

5.50 7.50 10.58 A. M. 5.15 5.42 8.15 P. M.

N
Derby, Vt—@
S Nutting—H Noyes~G'H Pinkham—D
W Pulsifer—J Patten—K Patrick—W .Plummer—E H
Prescott—G 'W Phillips—G 8 Pearl—A H Patten—T L
Runnells—C Q Reames—E C Richards—D W Read—E A
| Ridley—A M Richardson—L Sohiryler—G W Stearns—M
W Shutz—W R Stowe—E Li
er—G E Stur, s—EF
Smith—E Emith—D Troxel—Mrs M J Talbot—L
Trassell
and —dJ Thompson—D Titcomb—J Vanjorder—C W Williams
—W H
Waldron—C F White—Miss 8 Wyman—M White
rail » | =D R Whittemore—R Watts—E Wright—¢ 8 Wright—A
the Wright—W_Walker—A White.

Printed Berling, 25 cents.

Company,

ARRANGEMENT,

Junction

Duluth to: Buffalo, Erie

Floor Oil Carpets; 25 cents.
Cocoa Mattings, 50 cents.
$12 Rugs for $7.

AND

SUMMER

and. Cleveland, and westward from Bismarck
(where the Road strikes the Missouri,) to Fort
Benton in Western Montana, thus -opening a new

Two=Plys, 50 to 75 cents.

ustrated circular, to the McKee Man-

ufacturing

with

BOSTON

UNION Q. M. did not hold its June term with the
Hadley church, but will hold it with the Coaticook

and now being constructed.
2. It has completed
the entire Eastern Division

English Tapestries, $1 to $1.25,
S5=-Frame Brussells, $1.50.
Extra Superfines $1.°

everywhere to sell our new and novel
Embroidering Machine. Send for Il-

cents a

Wilten, commencing Friday, Aug. 28th.
A. D. SANDBORN.
3627

contract

Canton Mattings, one shilling.

home, day or

from - Boston leayes Dover for Portland at 10.45 A, M.
12.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 3.05 B. M.,
BOSTON Q. M. will hold its next session with the | 3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portchurch at Amesbury, commencing Wednesday, Jul
land
at 6.17 P. M.
the foloth, at 9 o’clock, A. M., and continue thr
that there 5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Great
lowing day. It is desired by the church
Let all the churches
Falls at, 745 P, M.
be a full attendance.
should
that have not sent in their annual reports please do €.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for PortD. R. WALLACE, Clerk.
sc at this session.
land at 8,15 P. M,
:
P'S

than 500 miles of its line of Road, besides an ad-

It

at

8.30 A. M. train

Company hus accomplished the following results
1. It has built and opeued to business more

work of selling and settling its land grant,

week,

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover forS. B.

In little more than twenty-four months o {
working time, the Northern Pacific Railroad

and direct east and west route of travel

$500 B

New York.

may be expected by all those who pay juwil' fare in

under

to

AGENTS

tickets over the R. R’s in Eastern and Central Maine

put

$10

WANTED!

three

or,

cent,

ounces, one

from

evening. Wanted by
al . Suitable
to either City or
Country, and any season of the year. - This is a rare
Spportahie for those who are out of york, aud out
of money, to make an independent living,
0
ital being
required.
Our bly)
"HOW
MAKE
ING,” giving
instructions, sent on
: Joces t of 10 cents. Address, A, BURTON & CO.
ania, Westchester Co., N.Y.
lyeow21

On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cefits, payable quarterly or yearly in advance, at the ¢flice where
tf
received.

for 1873 with

from

of the

price

The

not over eight ounces, double

A Minnesota paper says:

ditional section of 100; miles

OR ALL WHO ARE WILLING TO WORK.
Any person, old er young, of either sex, can

quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and

PENOBSCOT

‘has realized from lands thus far sold an average
price of nearly six dollars per acre, and from the
proceeds has already begun the purchase and
cancellation of its "7-30 first mortgage bonds.
6. It has opened to the landless citizens of this
causeof religion, and a noble man, the commuand other countries, and to the markets of the
nity ‘as well as the bereaved family can feel that
world, 200,000 square miles of the grain belt of
¢ Qur loss is unto bim eternal gain.”
the continent, from which the bulk of the wheat
We will add that the funeral services were
export of the United States must, ere long, be
held in the Putnam St. Free Baptist church in
drawn.
Cleveland, Sunday, June 22, attended by a large
The work of construction is progressing satisand
grief-stricken audience. The body
was
factoriiy, mainly in Washington Territory, where
buried in Woodland Cemetery,
the comnection is being completed between Puget
The Company’s
1 Sound and the Columbia River,
Freedmen’s Mission Xtemn.
engineers, escorted by United States troops, are
TRIP TO HAVER-DE-GRACE,—BAPTISM, &c.
now. making
a final location of the line of the
Recently two brethren, having heard of our
road from the crossing of the Missouri to the
Mission in the valley, came from
Haver-decrossing of the Yellowstone, and up the valley of
grace, Md.,to make our acquaintance and get
the Jatter to the mouhtains—this being the only
help. Bro. J. Vehey and myself promised to portion of the route not yet determined.
visit their town; and after spending the Sabbath
with our church at Charlestown, and being deA= The announcement of Lasell Female ¥éminary
lighted with their visit, they hastened homeappears to-day. This fine institution is yearly zrowward to make ready for us. On the 22nd of
ing in favor, and offers unusual advantages.
June, at night, I tarriéd at Baltimore, while
Bro. Vendy went forward, to meet an appointFarm for Sale
ment for preaching at Haver-de-grace.
At W. Lebanon, Me., containing Sixty Acres of Land,
A young mau of excellent spirit has recently well divided into tillage and pasturage. House with,
been ordained at Baltimore and will act as pasEll, 1} story, all well finished; good Barn and a new
tor of the F, B. church there. They are just
Stable. Two excellent wells,
Bearing orthard.
now seeking for a place in which to hold religAddress, or call upon,
.
fous 'gervices, with the prospect of renting a
4124
C. W. WINN.
church.
Pushing on to Haver-de-grace, on Saturday,
THE
NEW
ENGLAND
CARPET
CO.
we met a band of brethren and sisters, anxious
will commenee this day, and close out their stock at
to hear the gospel, and to become more acquuinty
Cont and Less.
:

large congregation of white

wil

It is perfectly

Diarrhoea which

Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents
per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigh-

on: transportation 2500 miles in length, by lake,
the
and river, betweep' the Atlantic States and
te new Northwest.
the, | 8. Tt has sécired—by reason of the shortness
the
and directnessof its line—the trade of the Northbridge and plunged downward to meet an instant
west, including the trapsportation of Army and
death. Persons near by hastened to his relief
Indian supplies.
x
but all assistance was vain. The neck
was
4. It has earned title to nearly ten million acres
broken, and death had saved him from sufierof lands granted by the Government to aid in the
ing.
construction of the Road, and these consist main** Mr. Moulton formerly resided at No. 783
ly of good prairie, farm and grazing lands in Cen- |:
Woodland ayenue and was pastor of the Clevetral
Minnesota
and Dakota, and valuable timber |
land F, B. church.
He removed to Linndale a
lands about Puget Sound.
few months ago, with the intention of making
5. It has fully organized its Land and Emigrathat place his permanent home.
He was 62
tion Department, and successfully begun the
years of age and leaves a wife and four children.

usages.

Remed,,

“Delapierre’s
White Soap
is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses

DAVIS & SON,

PAPERS.

LESSON

A. M. JONES, Clerk,

steamers eastward

:** The railroadis double tracked at that place,

ed with Freewill Baptist faith and

e and:P)

everywhere.

Notices and Appointments.

of its Road, uniting the commerce of the Lakes
with the navigation of ‘the Upper Missouri, and
has forméd favorable connections with lites o f

and as Mr. Moulton, his wife and little son were

crossing the bridge at about 11 o’clock, he

Flesh-worms, use PERRY'S

m

“kin medicine. Prepared only by Dr, B. o, Pukiy,

Providence, R. 1.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors.

measures

a

an: _|

Leader

Blackheads and

“provi ed

The Pain-Killer, as an internd®
remedy has no
equal. In cases of Cholera, Summer Complaints,

inst.,

Revs. W. H. Bowen, E. N. Fernald, E. Manson, E. C. Heath, BE. W. Porter, E. G. Puze, O.
Bartlett, C. F. Penoey, L. Dexter, A. W. PurinCleveland paper of June 21. It will be remem- ton, E. Purinton, A. . Jones, John Fullonton,
bered that Bro. M, had lately moved to Linndale » | D.' D., and Bros. B. Sylvester and D. Allen.

city, where

FOR PONPLES ON THR FACE

vy

find it a book

more teaspoonfuls may be given at a dose.

death of this esteemed brother. The following
particulars of the sad calamity we take from a

four miles from Cleveland

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth

repeat the dose every ten or fifteen minutes until
the patient is relieved. In exireme cases, two or

trust that much good may be the result. .
Next session with the church in Hallowell.
The following persons were chosen delegates to
the Yearly
Meetings:

A. XK. Moulton.

announced

:

At the commencement of the

few are feeble, and a brother has been engaged
to preach and labor with them as much as he

ed a Q.

persons, I preached at a delightful spot, standing

of heaven

instructive.

to organize a Female Miss, Soc. in each of our
young men, and men of families in the ministry,
churches, ds soon as convenient.
A testimonial
here are ample opportunities for usefulness, but .of $26.15
was raised for Bro. E. Guilford,of LittleWe hope to
we want those that can work. New: altars to ton,N. H., who is in feeble health.
make the cause of God uppermost in our hearts
the LJrd are being raised, and the old ones are
and pray him to save many souls the
present
not thrown down, though Baal hath digged.
year.
E. C. SMALLEY,
Clerk.
In Southern Kan. Bro. J. B. Fast is at work,
and doing well, under some disadvantages.
The
BowDpOIN Q. M.—Held its June session with
Jefferson Q. M. is in a low state, but hopeful.
the Gardiner City church. Most of the churches
In March, with Bro. 8. Keyes I held a few exreported by letter, and a large number of deletra meetings, at the York Center church, and
gates were present,
A number of the churches
our hearts were made to rejoice in seeing some
reported revivals, and a good degree of religious
all the charchconversions.
Nine were added to our.church , | interest seems to prevail in nearly
es. . The meetings of the session were more than
others are at the door, more that say they desire
Lord seemed to be esusually interesting; t
to be Christians.
M.W.C.
tial meetings, and we
pecially present in the
Rev.

family,

as

1t is RELIABLE and HARMLESS.
everywhere. ‘Depot, 40 Bond stréet, New York.

The churches were all represented, save 3 or 4, Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Asthma, it cures, in one
by delegates or letters. The general aspect of night, by taking it internally, and bathing with it
the Q. M. seems encouraging in many things, | freely.
Its action.is like magic, when externally
and we are laboring to succeed in all Christian
work. There is not as much revival interest appliedto Old Sores, Burns, Scalds, and Sprains.
with us-as we desire, and yet additions have
For Sick Headache, Toothache, don’t fail to try it.
been made to many of our churches.
About 60 In short, it is a PAIN-KILLER.
have been added to the Sutton church, and from
Directions accompany each bottle.
3 Lo 16 to several others, while others are exThe Pain-Killer is sold by all Draggists.
peeting to receive members by baptism soon. A

WALDRON.
Cause

every

Ne

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

fis

CHOLERA.:-

|

and was largely attended and quite well enjoyed.

May they
with the church as their pastor.
successful and happy in their united work.

Our

For the most part

the Sutfon church on the 6th,

Rev.

exercises

Wood

" ISAIAH SMITH, Clerk.

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its June session with

upon steps, beneath the shadow of tiees, where,
during the war, the chaplains of regiments stood
and preached Christ to. the soldiers.
After
which, it was my privilege to baptize five pergong, and at night, by request of all the brethren
present, to organize a new church, which was

There is a good working force in this church
in the sociul meetings; a good congregition, in
:

The sermon was able,

J

second to none in importance that, has ever been
written in the English language,
Agents are selling the above work in Dover and
vicinity.
27

yh

Next session with the Starksboro’ church.
i
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

Bro. Stephen Wood, who has been for a number of months preaching to the church in Sher-

whose true felendship I'had in a pastorate that

pears more desirable than ever,

to fold

to
the

by

Se

This

present from Corinth.
Q. M. and preached the
| ble. Depot,
226 Pearl Street, New York” If
word of truth. The social meetings were inter- |always precedes an attack of the Cholera, take a your Grocer don’t keep it, send so the Depot.
esting. One of our grent lacks as a 9 M. is J tablespoonful of the Pain-Killer in sugar and
LAsT
ministerial help. Good fields are opening, aii
water, (hot, if convenient,) and then bathe freely Orders promptly filled.
the quer is, where shall we find help? May the the stomach and bowels with the Pain-Killer
Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANLord raise up young men and thrust them into
clear. ' Should the diarrhea or cramps continue, FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.~—A purely Vegetable,
the vineyard.

Ordination,

Sermon,

¢

The Period, Cincinnati, says: —We

the. Providence = chuidh

thera profitable time.

al, also quite:

E. 8mitH, Clerk of Council.

18th.

.

read, and it for 4

thanked

the business of conference. was transacted with
harmony. The preaching
was good and spiritu-

of
to

Address
by

alt

ended 30 years ago, have fallen in death. It
was painful to have strong ties “of friendship
broken, but the friendship

i)
.
EDUCATION.
|
44. Resolved, That our, educational work is
not yet completed, and that there is no oc-

in entertaining

G. H. HUBBARD.

Ministers and Churches,

| TEMPERANCE.

their unwearied kindness
. the present session.

Com.

tism at the hands of the pastor.
The scene
was most pleasant, and witnessed by a

* Resolvéd, That we reaffirm our position

meeting, for

a revival

Hoxey Creek, Wis. The second Sabbath in June was a day of considerable interest to the church in Honey Creek.
Six
candidates received the ordinance of bap-

DANVILLE,

by the

The Corliss Street Freewill

good, and we are hopeful.

and ox shall be our motto and our work,

passed

Saints

interest for the past few months.
Twelve
were added to the church by baptism on
Sunday, June 8th. There has been some
awakening since.
The interest is still

Resolved, That we know no retreat in
our missionary operations, but on, and on,

was

the

and

W. PraiLLips,

Bata, ME.

MISSIONS.

Portland

After

water

Baptist church has been enjoying

as

A resolution of thanks to the people of

spiritual.

j

follows and adopted :

our arms in complacency or inaction.

been

have been quickened and sinners converted.
Thus our hearts are made to rejoice in God
on account of his presence with us. That
the Holy Spirit may so control and govern
that the good work commenced here may
long continue, is our prayer.

to $57.25, with $60.00 pledged.
Initiatory steps were taken to raise a
fund for the benefit of superannuated min-

casion to be discouraged, nor time

has

were buried with Christ in baptism.

gather

presented

and

sermon six went down into the

Rev.

of the

interest.

gradually increasing.
Last Sabbath we
held our meeting in the grove near a small
but beautiful-lake. The congregation was

post,as usual, to

state the wants

1 com-

menced visiting and holding meetings, since

Penob-

on ‘F. Missions.

“Suppdsing that the pros-

the church very much discouraged.

Prof. B.'F. Hayes, of Bates College, gave

temperance

of mis-

After an absence of eight months, I returned on the first of April, 1873, to the Lin-’
coln F. B. church as their pastor. ' T ‘found

the present year.
!
no Rev. W. H. Bowen, Cor. Sec. of this Society, presented ‘its ‘claims to the meeting,
and a collection of $34.33 was taken.

ison “the

the causa

I offer a short letter for théir consideration.

commend that they raise a sum of money
equal to fifty cents per resident member for

were

an increasing

perity of Zion in this vicinity would be interesting to some of the readers of the Star,

The remarks of Rev. T. Stevens on this
resolution were truly excellent.
MAINE MISSION SOCIETY.
Resolved, That we commend the interests
of the Maine Mission Society to the sympathy of the churches in this Y. M,, and re-

ie
resolutions

church at
Com.

LiNcorx, Wis.

est we takein their circulation.

isters.
Further

the

N. H.Y,

oe
PUBLICATIONS.
Resolved, That the success of our mission
as a denomination depends largely on the
efficiency of our publications, and the inter-

at his

united with

sions there,

:

was

Four converts were

interest is being felt in

ence of Congregational churches in Maine.
The following resolutions were presented
by the committee
and adopted by the meet-

C. 0. Libby

Benediction,

Says

serving of, anda dou
will re:
vor. The author is one o

The Albany Argus says :—It should be extensive

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its June gession at
Witefiury River church, June 13-156. It was

are related as follows; Mr. Moulton and his fam
ily were returning home from a" strawberry fess

rr

South Strafford recently, and

tion; and W. J. Twort to the Gen. Confer-

an excellent lecture

————

S0. STRAFFORD,VT.

OY

the

(Cong.);

Curtis;

cou

J. Suits uf

*¢ He

Ten ie
{

Dermatologist, 40 Bond st.;N. ¥.

Rev. A. K, Moulton at, Liondale, on Thursday
evening. The full particulars of this sad event

‘Revivals, &e.

scot Y. M.; C. Bean to the N.H.Y. M.;
J. M. Bailey to the Baptist State Conven-

ing:

like-

Nearly one hundred prayers

prove

M.,, and Rev. A. Given, the Penobscot Y. M.
Revs, J. Malvern, J, M. Bailey and G.
W. Howe were appointed a committee on
. resolutions. Referred the location. of the
next session of this Y. M, to the Clerk.
e Treasurer's repert was read and accepted, showing $82.52 in the treasury. = J.
. Hall, Bsq., Revs. J. B. Davis, J. M. Bailey,
J. M. Pease and.B. P. Parker were appoint_ ed a business committee. Rev. H. Whither
was appointed Cor. Del. to the R. 1. and
to

do

E. KNOWLTON.

interesting re-

C. H. Webber

with

resident

prayer meeting, long to be remembered.

Rev. J. Nason, (Jor. Del. to the N, H. Y.
M. ; and Rev. J. Stevens, Cor, Del. to the

Mass Y. M.;

churches,

hundred

and exhortations, and the especial presence of Jesus, gave us a -Sabbath morning

of general

the

then five

our meeting.

prosperity. ' Rev..J. Malvern, Corresponding Delegate to the R. 1. and Mass. Y. M.;

reported

our

Our

The rustling of.serip and greenbacks to
send help to our dear Missionaries far
away, increased the devotional spirit of

Letters from all the Q. M's were reeeived,

Rev. H. Quimby

sustain

wise" ?

last meeting were read and approved.

ports,

to

our Mission.

national line, who will “go and

The records of the

Penobscot XY. M., all. made

$308.90

members; but in this matter of re-inforeing our Mission, we mean business !
Fellow Soldiers, all along our denomi-

by appointing

intelligence

Missions,

$230.80 of it

Q. M. is small, only fifteen

Stith, Assistant Clerk,
After the usual preliminary exercises, we

the glad

Young

8.

Pastor.

in

dollar,

making

the session;

in re-inforcing

a little™more

ATCH, Clerk.

ker, J. B. Davis and S. W. Perkins; and P.

bearing

Institute,

That is the vote we give

Board

Rev. C. H. Webber, of Saco, to preside,
assisted by Revs. G, W, Howe, B. P, Par-

proceeded to business.

one

for Foreign Missions.

This religious body held its last session
with the Portland church, June 17—19.
delegates

Central

paid in during

Maine Western Yearly Meeting.

The

and

and $21.10 for Home Missions from some
of the churches, towards their apportionment,
— and $57.00 were received for

ed themselves anew to the work, The whole
ogcasion was one of much interest and proffit, being characterized by a true Christian

D.PYI

two

Also $29.80 were received for F.

ary foree in India.
The closing scene of the meeting was
made beautifully impressive. At the suggestion of Bro. James Ashley the ministering brethren present knelt before the altar

spirit.

three,

and that at the close of the Sabbath forenoon service an additional collection of
fifty dollars was taken for Foreign Missions; making $201.50, raised on the spot.

in his noble efforts to increase the mission-

and after a soul

Dr.

Rev,

at

f

M. C. Brown, Other parts of the service were
performed by Revs. Barr, Blake. and Waldron.

cents

attendauce,

session

of Acts,

500

anor

The True Spirit,

Bro.

in

church,

gospel ministry, June

The Montville Q. M. has just closed its
June session.at So. Montville. It will be
believed that the Spirit of the Master was
in our midst, when it is stated that one
hundred and fifty-one dollars and fifty

being

Pastor, Rev.

good. i

a:

kis

blest Ne ototand in Whe
mtry.
yh
$
"rhe Ohio Favmer says
:< This work should be in
‘the ands, of every young man and woman in the

repre

in Jackson Co., O., on the 3rd Saturduy in Aug.

the ' fol-

burne, N. Y., was ordained to the work of the

eral attendance of delegates from all parts
ofthe Y. M. The opening sermon was
preached by A. I. Marshall. A large
amount of business was transacted with
dispatoh and perfect harmony. Much interest was manifested in the: cause of missions,
Bacheler

Next

"Hymn, Mr, Sawyer (Cong.); Reading of Scriptures and Prayer, E. Smith; Reading of-Hymn,
Rév. M. Howard (M.E.); Sermon, Rev. J. E.
Dame; Tostalling Prayer, Rév. 8. Curtis ; Charge

C. 0. LisBY, Cor. Sec.& Treas.

There was a gen-

God and took courage.”

Osgood

to Candidate, Rev. N. Jones; Right Hand
Fellowship, Rev. 8, C. Kimball; Welcome

Rev.

‘3
2

st

Cass and Berrien Q. M,

verse of the last Chap.

Invocation, Rev, 8. C. Kimball; Reading. of

other persons will do the same. To make
it a sure thing he has sent his first payment.
Who will join him? The increased interest
sessions enjoyed for many years. Collec- in this work, at the present time, encour
tions for Missions, $71.50.
Next session | ages us to believe that twenty can be found
with the Genesee Q. M.
who will thus help our Foreign Mission.
>
©
'L. B. STARR Clerk.
Who will be the first ? How soon shall we
have the twentieth?
St. Joseph's Valley Yearly Meeting.
Send to the subscriber at Dover, N. H.
The St. Joseph's Valley Y. M. held its
annual session at the Mason church in the

J. C.

was installed as its pastor; June 18,in

s10n8, in four monthly payments, if twenty

Al the business of the Yearly Meeting
was transacted with harmony and dispatch,
and all felt that this was one of the best

Rev.

tolerably

110 desk

lowing manner:

offers to
give one-hundred dollars to Foreign Mis-

BE

H.,

oh

e Haverhill (Mase.) Daily Bulléti

w

Ma A

ens Q. M,, preached
a ve
au!
effective sermon from the latte le of the 1hth
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Ametallation,
wg
3 Vi
By vote of a council ealléd-by the F. B. church

| A friend of missions in Maine

Y.

A
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Slade, fried
, Iowa, _ per $VR
| B Senkinm, Waterloo 2d per G Bay,

1
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gate to the Genesee Y. M.. J. C. Steele
was

ferlal attendance fel i

,
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The Morning Star (Dover, NH.) says «—1t is under |
rr)
Green §
E
x r
"5
stood to be from the pen, as it is P ainly fr rom th
Little Estate, Hatley, I) . er C oa
br 00
h
of an eminent
physiologist and succéssfu
phybloian. The orm
lo. one ot be singled..onti
for
t8 rare eminence. | O
onoord.
;
Dover, N. H.
ol iC 0.L1BBY. 7
4
e
onitor,
Concord, N. H., says:
—This
ES
—————
i... LY
ood commendation not ohiiy from the
press, but from our most eminent, pisysigian 8.

session at

1878. The various churches were well
sented. both by.
dele; tes and letters, M

| pr
Y, per SM White,
Champlin.
Minn,
YM, per J 'W Hills,

CR

C. Cook ‘was appointed corresponding dele-

mite

-

of Contoeocookville, N.

its iast

brid

life.

igs mT

i

surprise visit June,19, and left $36.00,

M.—Held

the Bloom aren. Uh the wy

REV. C. C. Foster was kindly remembered
by bis New, Durham friends, who made bim a

An Offer.

received from the Genesee Y, M,, and Rev.

ili
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tor support of Wm
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triumph, were marked featuresof this gathering.
:
L. H. Wrraam, Clerk,

made corresponding messenger to the Can-

is

bweds

Loyaltyto the deno
ion, and a determination to carry out our principles, and
sustain our, benevolent institutions to final

Canada West 'Y. M., and gave an'encouraging report.” Rev. A. 'W. Westgate was

present with us from the Ohio and

is not n sentence in
“book
Mrs E Sweet,
vulgar
sity,
e
redo
iris ofa a
hens. 7)
Lent
ah D L Herrick,
Msauelittna
|
||
n
ting marriage
‘ married
put capes ys
partis Bop
yh
rig
A
physi- Heh
i
in the mogt sacred and responsible re- a ater! Lyme,

and the people need instruction and salvation,
Let not our churches forget this great work in

NF. per J Fullonton, * 300

Me, for Miss

and Sarah Simman in india,
WC Babrows8 (pleases. Fortiand. Me.
M

The Christian Standard, (Oincinnat), says :—~There

the men und the means! The field is widening,

js to re-

E. A,

;

Fremont

ron,
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VEGETINE extends its influence into every part of
the human organism, commencing with its founda
tion, correcting diseased
action and restoring
vital
powers, creating a healthy
ation and puritication
of the blood, driving out disease, and leaving Nature
Io petforn its allotted task, VEGETINE is sold by all
ruggists.
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abide
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Rev. W, Dwight

main with
us another year.

yhysician,

LES

there.

pressions.

to feel it, good to be

8

Tht en,

all

with ‘us, from the

ade West Y.'M. 'Rev. M. H. Abby

Mrs 8 A Chellis, Clinton, Il,
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Ma,

ad i ma asth

ing, and all seemed

wal

Rev. J. Ingram was

oei'

i8 book of decided value,

w

wn,
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Mi

field ‘are’ awaking, und,” with zeal, love
‘will ¢arry this glorious work
andl liberality,
forward to' & final consummation. We
our efforts.

it

Caroline Kimball,

arriage,

the South!
y
Cs
Resolved, That we. heartily sympathize tized and united with the Boltonville Freewill
Home again yesterday, the 23rd. I need
*
Baptist
church.
June
5th
our
mew
house
of
|
with our dear brother, Rev. A, A. Smith, in
cal strength, as well as much more grace, Will
the sickness wlfich prevents his public min- worship was dedicated. Prof. Dunn preactied the churches pray ‘for me, and for this cause,
the
dediéation
sermon,
which
was
eloquent
gnd
istrations, and we pray that he may soon
with special desire?
A. H. MORRELL.
recover his health andbe restored to the | powerful, The church cost $2500; and the ‘debt
Harper's Ferry, June 24.
of’ $800 was promptly raised. ' Brof. Duin | reactive work of the ministry.
The social meetings were deeply interest- mained through the Q. M. and left lasting im.

Fund of $100,000, for this holy and blessed
work. The brethren from all our central

upon

|

June 1, five were

o

-

adopted:

BOLTONVILLE, Wis.

end

BD

sickness, and the following resolution was.

no
the
for

Lakh
TINI.
Van Buren Q M, Stich, per HP

we

Baptists,

where

Baptist colered churches of any sort exist,
people cry, * Come over and help us.” Oh,

aging

of Missions, Me,

The Salem (Mass.) Observer says :—This is the title
of a new, u
e and remarkable work vpon the
Rragtioal Telapions hd the SUXes before an durin

Ot

who is now laid aside from active labor by:|

within the bounds of our central states,
should make a vigorous effort ‘for ‘church
extension, The Yearly Meeting heartily
pledged to do its partin raising a Memorial

earnestly ask the blessing of God

line of otir Zion is within reach.
HE
end
ARSE
nu
"Jos. FULLONTON.

impor-

4.7

Lorain Q M, O, per P Randall,

‘A frie

EREES

that all the Open Communion

tant towns in this part of Maryland,

j

iis
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82

the evident tokens of God's providence are,

the Portland church,

large and

oy

—eB8

Smith, the pastor of

that; at other
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rd LE

2238283
‘| sgss22E31

The

-

~ Satan in Society-

We were also informed,that many at Wilming-

as

[+3

can,

congregation,

g
B
=
3
d

the

fs 3

raise $500 more for- evangelistic purposes
within its own bounds. ©.

swell

=

Sermons were preached on the occasion Aly. xIt, will help
by Revs. H. Quinby, E. P. Ladd, W. H.' nothing ¢élse hardly

“Yearly Meeting also pledged and voted to

:

2, 1873."
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- 1. "MORNING
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a
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childhood, and seemed

Petr.

white
home.

J

Of cloud to primrose color.

The dairy-girls cry home the kine,
The kine in answer lowing;

The rough-haired louts with sleepy shouts
Keep crows whence seed is growing.

The creaking wain, brushed thro’ the lane,

Hangs straws on hedges narrow ;

And smoothly cleaves the songhing plow,
And harsher grinds the harrow.
‘ Comes, from the road-side inn caught up,
A brawl of-crowded lauzhter,
Thro’ falling brooks and cawing rooks

And a fiddle scrambling after.
Warren.

—John Leicester

i

—

But ever when the weary day is done

-

And silence steals along in darkness clad,
I hear once more the fountain’s low sweet; tone,

makes

the

midnight

glad.

see

again
look

Amid the din and turmoil of the throng,

And voiceless pours its welcome gifts by day—

but

rich

with

unheard

Song, that seems memories of its far off home,

Green grass and singing birds and flowers
And all the cheerful journey it has come
To give its fresh young life to sweeten ours,
Yet no one heeds its low-voiced melody

As day by day they pass with hurrying feet,

And often puuse a moment heedlessly

™

To call its aid against the summer’s heat.

awakened

Dull are our ears und filled with sounds of
strife
As thoughtlessly we quaff the sparkling cup;
No still sthall voice speaks to our inner life;
No giit doth to the Giver lead us up.

Yet offen when the noisy day is o’er
And quiet comes to calm our hopes and fears,
The voices that were all unheard before,
Swell into music on our listening ears.
then to speak of Him
encircles all our ways,
of happiness to brim,
self~caused grief allays.

emotion,
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country.

how could

! One evening Sir Nicholas was

with his family and

went

into

the

breezes filled the

air

shook

apple

down

the

with

blossoms

and

on

the

In the orchard was an arbor, where his
mother used frequently to pass the twilight
Lours in summer time. He went to it. It
was dewy and still ; the mold under it was
penciled with moonlight, and white with
apple blossoms.
The past returned upon him, his mother’s
face in his childhood, his mothei’s prayers,
and the distinctly remernbered music of his
mother’s voice,
:
He seemed to hear her singing the hymns
that she used to love in by-gone days. A

The’ loud about us roars the din of day?
And can we cease to hear that sweet refrain
That softly sings of heaven and Him alway?

him—it seemed to present to him
of her Christian life—
“ We've had a tedious journey
And tiresome it is true,
But see how many dangers
The Lord has brought us through,
With gloryin our souls.”

He tried to

the

re-

mother’s face used to wear when
it:
j

she

sang

“ How sweet to reflect on those joys

that

await

That all might see God written on the skies,

And hear Him in the musie of the spheres’

to mansions

prepared

yet with
-

for the

glory

en-

‘ Oh, that I had a hope like that,” thought
Walter Leigh. ¢ Worlds would not tempt
me to exchange it. 1am weary and sick of
sin. I can repent, but I fear that the joys
are not for me.”
Again he seemed

Until the. dawnof that eternal day
When faith aad sight shall Blesid in unity.

t6. hear

his

mother

singing—

Ww.

Che Family Circle.

* Come unto Me when shadows darkly gather,

Sung.

BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.

in tears.
He recalled the years of her terder wateh-eare over him, and her hurt, re-

disappointaway

;

He had been aclerkin a eity store for
two years, during which time his mother’s
. mnanswered letters were the only tidings he
had reeeived from home.
He had Jeft his native place- in disgrace,
with the resolutiom never to return to it

His father had virtually discarded

“him. The last words that he heard him
say were—"* Walter, this may be our final
partiny
I can do for you nothing more.”
dream,

his

fifther’s severe look, his mother’s trembling
lip and moistened eyes, the old farm, the
fresh summer morning with the robins

door

yard trees.

coast,

and

there

find

means of escaping to France.
Sir Nicholas
ordered his hands to be unbound, and another table to be placed near the fireplace.
“It is my birthday,” said he, “and I wish
to finish merrily the supper which I have
begun.
Give refreshment to this cavalier
and his guards. At present I would only
be his host; in an hour I will act as his
judge.”
The soldiers thanked bim, «ad sat down
at the rable near their prisoner, who did not
appear to be much affected: by his . position,
and fell to on the provisions set before him

head of the

large

table,

and

resumed

“Well, I was telling you,”

he

Tears filled his eyes, his heart was
There

was

something

melt-

inexpressioly

tender in the memory of this melody.
seemed to promise the mercy of Jesus

It
to

by

continued,

her cheek upon his hair in silence,

and

this
had
him.
rest
he

knew that her desires were in heaven, though
her heart was here. And here he resolved
to pray for himself.
There, in silence, where his mother had
knelt by him in silence, he knelt down.

All was still save the note of the whip-poor-

will and the fragrant breath of the wandering air.

He prayed that God

would forgive

all;

that he would prepare his father’s heart for
reconciliation. .- He
asked that, if his

prayers wece unworthy of hearing, God
would yet remember the prayers of his
mother.
He rose from his knees und went to the
house, He entered quietly and went to

his mother’s chamber.

1t was Teebly light-

ed, but he knew that her form was there.
He knelt down by the bedside and wept.
He began to pray again, and, in his earnestness, he seemed to forgetphis situation and

out at the window, and saw the little maiden

holding them against her round red cheeks,
he smiled a little

for the
signed
turn I
against
easy to

“rock, and it fell into the water

a

part was gone, and what was left was this
beautiful round pebble.”
;
Tilly handled over the two she was holding, while the professor talked, and tried to

had made in it a tear big enough to see the
next class through. The two masters turned round at the noise, and at once perceived the damage that had been done. The
blame appeared to lie between me and the
boy next the curtain on the other side, but

my confusion soon pointéd

me out us the

culprit, and my master angrily ordered me
to come and have a dozen blows of the cane.
I got up, staggering like a drunken man;
I tried to speak to ask pardon, but fear glued

when

I

heard some one say :—
¢* ‘Do not punish him, It was my fault!”
“It was the boy on the other side of the
He

was

at

once

and received the dozen

called

blows.

forward

My

first

impulse was to prevent this unjust punishment by confessing the truth; but I could
not snmman

blow had

up courage, and when the first

been

given

speak.

1 was

ashamed

to

:

“When the flogging was over, the boy
passed near me with bleeding hands, and
whispered to me with a smile that I shall
never forget all my life :—
‘ ‘Do not meddle with the curtain again,
youngster. The cane hurts.’
“I sank down-in a fit of sobbing, and
they had to send me out of the room.
“Since that day I have been disgusted
with my cowardice, and have done all T can

to ‘overcome it. ‘I hope I have not been
altogether unsuccessful,”
’
“And do you know:this generous fellow?”
asked one of his guests. ‘Have you ever
seen him again ?”
3
“Never, unfortunately. He was not in
my form, and left school soon afterwards.
Ah! God knows that I have often wished to
meet with the gallant fellow who suffered
so much

for

me,

and

that

I

would

give

uation ! in what a service!”
"

mamma,

buried

under

leaves

too!

I

thought I'd never see you any more,

till

found the flowers, and then I wasn’t

afraid

any more !"
“Why were you not afraid
flowers?” asked the mother.

among

I

the

“Ob, because I knew God was right here
making them, and that he would take care
of me. God's always where the flowers are,
you know.”
That night, when Kitty's mother put her
fright of the day, and said, “Dear Kitty,
you must always remember that God is in
the forest as well as in the garden. He
makes the great, noble trees, as well as the
smallest flowerseand he can as well take

care of you in one place as in another. The
same love that makes the flowers to please
the eye, makes the great trees of which our
ships and houses are built. God is everywhere, my little child, and all who love him
and trust in him are always safe. We never
get away from his care, my love.”

make believe they looked as he said they
used to; but it was hard work tc think that
anything so soft as water could have worn
off such hard stone.
«= And this is another treasure, I suppose,” said the professor, picking up a piece
of pudding-stone that pecped from the little
ruffled pocket of Tilly's apron; ‘“‘may be you
think this stone was made so; but it was
not. Once upon a time, a little pile of

gravel-stones

selves,

lay in a hollow

There

came

all by them-

a great

rain,

and

washed some sticky mud down and covered

them all up; it squeezed itself in among the
little stones, and filled every crevice; then,
when the rain was over, the sun shone on
it, and baked it hard, and afterward it got

covered up under sand, and earth, and
stones, and there it lay growing harder all
the time till the mud was a dark brown
stone itself, when some one was digging
.there one day, found this brown stone all
fall of little stones, that look like the raisins

in your grandma’s Christmas pudding ; and
that’s why they call it a pudding-stone.”
Tilly laid down

her

pebbles, and

exam-

ined her queer little bit of pudding-stone,
and then laid all three in a straight row on
the Joor-stone.

by

to bed, she talked with her about the great

my knees trem-

ment was already raised over me,

in

I've been awful lost, and most eaten up
and

somewhere,

before, till, after a great while, all the rough

which she had played every day. She saw
the house now, and ran swiftly towards it,
with the little dog in a great excitement
after her. There were several ladies and
gentlemen on the piazza, when she ran up

a wolf,

They were precious in her

eyes, and she was just making up her mind
to pug them in her cabinet and label them
‘“ gems,” as she had seen some precious
things in the professor's cabinet labelled.

and looked out over the moonlit landseape.

and thought that she had often been just as
siily as poor Kitty, —that she had felt God’s
power and love among the pleasant things
of life, but had forgotten that he was the
same tender and loving Father amid its
darkness and storms,—that le was in the
dark forest as well as in the rich garden.—

The Owl

who

‘

Wrote

a Book.

The owl wrote a book to prove that the
3

TO

sun was not [ull of light, but that the moon

was much more laminons; that the whole
world had been mistaken about it, and that
the whole world was wrong and the owl
alone was right.
“What a wondarful book I" cried all the
night birds, ‘‘and it must be right; our

lady,

the

owl,

has

such

‘‘Hands off, Mr. Thief!” and took to his
heels’ in the direction of the school-room,
Charlie ran with all his might. He arrived

just the moment the master was about lock-he could be; * good; I have made my es-

this time,

cape

Good-by, Mr.

I have!

Thief; you and I have, I hope, done having
dealings together,”
$id
Charlie was as good as: his word; and
from this time, instead of being a boy al-

ways delaying, always behindhand, he be-

very large eyes,

of course she can swe through all the mists
of ignorance.”
;
id
“Very true,” cried the bats, ‘she is right,
no doubt. As for us, we can not see a

treasures—fime.

Did you notice how it was trying to steal
Charlie's time ou the bridge? Avoid this
thief; say, * Hands-off!” whenever he
tempts you to delay in your duties; and do

resolutely and promptly whatever you have

to do, ov, as the Bible expresses it, Whatsoever you do, “do i heartily as to the
Lord." Such a course will certainly rid you
of the troublesome and dangerous presence
of this thief. Try it.— Church and State.

A few Words

to Mothere.

‘A child is born of nothing except capacity .
He does not know arithmetic by nature.
He comes to it by the grace of the slate and
a good teacher behind it. But I do not say
that his heart is naturally opposed to arith-

metic because he does not take it easy.

He

has the nature that God gave him; it is
emptiness; and it must be filled up. A child
is not naturally polite, nor kind, nor generous among his companions. He has fo be
trained to generosity and kindness and politéness. But I do not say that he is opposed to these things. He had to be trained
to use his feet, but I do not say that his feet
were naturally opposed to motion, A child

bas to be tanght all things.

Bverything

that he has in him has to be educated little
by little. A child is not naturally opposed
to benevolence because he is self-willed and
selfish, and wants his own way. It is true

that we came into the world empty; and
the problem of life is how to fill ourselves
up.
:
Ido

not believe

any child in the world

was ever born to grace or in gride’s but
But just then the professor went on :
‘* Here's this rough old door-stone, Tiily ; grace may ‘be early developed in a child if
all the scrubbing and scouring in fe world you take pains to develop it in him.—
could never make it smooth and white

that one over the way.

like

Beecher,

But do yon see

Birds at Prayer.

these queer marks in it—just such marks as

the geese make in the mud along the edge
of the gutter, only ever and ever so much
larger?
See, here is one, and here is an-

other; regular bird tracks.”
* Why, so they are,” said Tilly,
down on her knees and laying her
fingers in the marks,
“And once upon a time,—you
quite like a fairy story,—once upon

getting
chubby
see it's
a time,

this old door-stone wasn’t a stone at all, but

just mud, stiff, gray mod; and a great bird
came stalking along, and left his foot-prints
in

it.

And

ghe

sun

dried

the

mud,

and

there the tracks were; and the sand blew
over them and covered them up, and at last
*“And does he love us in the woods as .the gray mud itself turned into stone, Ii
well as in the garden, mamma ?”
was a great many years about it; and, in
“Yes, Kitty,” said the mother; and kissthe meantime, the big bird and all its relaing her soft, cheek, she bade the happy tions had utterly
disappeared, so that when
child *good-night.”
oe
f
at last men dug up the stone and saw the
Then the mother sat down by the window
curious tracks, they could.

Watchman and Reflector,

He started up from his lounging attitude,
threw back his amos, as much as to FRY,

came the very soul of promptness.
“Hereafter ** procrastination,” which the
proverb ealls the ** thief of time,” kept at a
waves washed over it, and rolled it about,
and very slowly these waves wore off the distance, and at last ceased to trouble him
altogether.
corners and sharp edges, and very slowly
Now, do our young readers know what a
the rough stone grew smooth. If you had
bad thing this procrastination is? ‘Prooraslooked at it one May-day, and not seen it
tination is the spirit of delaying, of being
again till the next May-day came, I suppose
behindhand in all our undertakings, and
you would hardly have noticed any change,
engagements, and duties. It is aptly ealled
but it was just a little different ; every spring
a thief, for it robs us of ene of our best
it came out smoother than it was the year

great

was the-back.gate of the same garden

at my grasp, and to my horror I saw that I

er's word, ‘‘ REMEMBER,” rushed into his
mind. It seemed
as if she spoke again in
his ear,

perhaps it was a great ocean, or may be only
a river, bupit lay in some place, where the

fields,

of elms, which she imagined tobe

*‘Oh

himself, and came

fessor; * well, Pll tell you a story about
them,
dip
“ Many, many years ago, Tilly, long before either you or I were born, each one of
these little pebbles was a rough piece of
stone that had crumbled off from some great

last summer

sobbing out,

to

old school-room,” until all at once his moth-

ing the door; and happily gotin. +
and glad, but didn’t say a word.
“You like them, do you?” said the pro- 41 Good,” said Charlie, lookingas glad as

under the great gate of the driveway, aud
up the public road, She ran a little too far
for her happiness, for she lost”
sight of the
house just as she came to a rich little grove

to her mother,

all

and sat down by her, while Tilly looked shy

forest. Kitty ran round some little time
looking for the gate, and saying, in sobs,
“You naughty doggie; you brought me
me, the roughness and harshness to which
away
to the woods to be lost and covered
Twas exposed, made me only more shrinkup
with
leaves, else eaten up by an old
ing and more sensitive to pain. I lived in
a continual state of fear, but above all I wolf!” The very thought of such dangers
feared the master’s cane. Twice I had suf- frightened her still more ; and she cried so
fered this cruel punishment, and I had pre. loud that the little dog stopped running
served such an acute remembrance of the round her, and began to whine in concert
pain, that the very-thought ofa third inflic- with her.
In’ a moment she spied another great
tion made me tremble
all over.
gate, and not being able to reach the latch,
“J was at Westminster school, as I have
already told you. The forms were taught she and the dog crept under it, and stood
in a large room together, and were separat- in a garden full of the richest flowers. It

bau

a mother’s hymns do not die,

that Tilly always dreamed about, but never

from her, and she chased it down the lawn,

ed.one from another by a curtain, which
we were expressly forbidden to touch, One
summer day drowsiness had overcome me
me for a moment in the middle of a Greek
lesson ; then a slight noise starting me out
of my nap, [ only saved myself from falling
off my seat by cdtching at the curtain,
which was close beside me. I" gave way

ame from the shore of the wonderful ocean

had seen. The professor himself brought
the pebbles to Tilly, and, when he leaned

Babes in the Wood might be wandering, or
some wolf with human voice watching for
another Red Ridinghood on her way to her
grandmether’s. = She didn't like the woods
as she rode by them, but she loved the gardens full of flowers. One day a frisky little
dog, with which she was playing, ran away

“that at the age of fifteen 1 was still so
weak and puny, that every one scorned my
feebleness and took advantage of it to illuse me. First I had to endure the bad
treatment of a step-mcther, then that of my
schoo,-fellows. Courage in boys is only the
consciousness of strength. My weakness
made me a coward, and far from hardening

curtain.

Then he remembered also that in
place his mother had prayed for him. «
He felt sure of this now, though he
never heard her pray especially for
But she used to call him to Ler, and

went

They

were smooth, and white, and glistening, and

described in her story books, in which: some

my tongue to my mouth,

Come unto me,and I will give you rest.”

two precious pebbles in her ‘hand.

the Flowers.

little child

to lose a whole half-day’s school ; ‘but for
all that he kept stopping and delaying. In
fact, his old companion the thief was by hisside, ready to steal his precious moments,
so the boy kept stopping and stopping,
thinking about the fishes, and saying, ** Oh,

Tilly sat on' the old door-stone with her it is not pleasant to be cooped up in. that

and groves. Kitty knew very little of the
country, and fancied that every clump of
trees. was a vast wild forest, such as were

bled under me, a cold perspiration broke out
on my face. The instrument of punish-

Father,

Tilly’s Lesson in Geology.

‘me, ‘Do not

ed a large estate laid out in gardens,

the

interrupted

Among

A sweet

Sir Nicholas returned to his place at the
conversation that had been
the arrival of the soldiers.

The moral is all-around us,— Good Cheer.

with her mother to visit a friend, who own-

with as good an appetite as any of them.

years of my life to be able to shake hauds
fis two years in the city had been pass the place. He was pleading with God to with him atmy table.”
ed with gay associates,
and he had often touch the heart of his father, when he was!’ At that moment a glass was held out tobeen found in places where it would have startled by a voice,~—
wards Sir Nicholas, who lifted his eyes with
brought a pang to his mother’s heart to
* Walter P”
astonishment. It was the royalist prisoner,
have followed him. He had become intemHe looks up and sees a trembling hand who laughingly proposed a toast.
perate, and, under the influence of liquor, stretched across the bed over the form of
“To the memory of the torn curtain at
passionate and profane.
bis mother. He puts out his own hand to Westminster! But upon my
word, Sir
He laid down the telegram; his heart meet it. There is nothing of hatred or re- Nicholas,” he said, ‘your recollection is not
seemedto sink within him; a mist passed ‘sentment lef, in either heart now. The 80 accurate #8 mire. '1t ‘was not twelve
over his eyes, and he sunk into a chair.
two hands feel for each other in the shad- blows that I received, but twice twelve ; for
Should he go home again? He could ows, and clasp at lust, beating with warm having exposed another to punishment; and
hardly endure the thought of meeting his responsiveness,
:
not at once declaring myself to blame.”
father ; nothing that he could now do could Allis still. The beams of the carly sum“You are right, now I. remember!” expag
“recall a single moment of sorrow he had mer moon fall through the curtain, and the claimed the Judge.
caused his mother ; like Esau, he had part- music of the brook comes pleasantly through | ‘And your worthy wiaster, if T am not,
mistaken, made yoli write a Latin’ éssay on
? ed Set nis births, he opporusiyics of | the casement.
The memory of a mother’s hymns! Like gelf-accusation.”
“I remember, 1 remember,” repeated Sir
an angel of mercy it comes back again,
Nicholas; **but is it possible that it eould
howeverfay from ‘the right we may wander.
Other influences may vanish with time, bit bé you? Yes, I'récoghizé your features;
a mother’s prayers. a Wother’ counsels, and itis hey it is indoed he, Bau iv what a sith

WV

God

Seeking for comfort from your heavenly

him.

“ Your mother is dead.” So ran the
telegram.
)
Walter Leigh glanced at it, and his heart
5
id. Two years before he had parted from that mother in anger, leaving her

the

you said to

meddle with the curtain, youngster,
cane hurts!’ Here is your pardon,
by the Lord Protector; but in my
say to you, ‘Do not take up arms
the Parliament, for Cromwell is not
deal with.’ "—Chyistian Weekly.

When the sad heart is weary and distressed,

ed.

singing in the orchards and in the

me

that comforted the heart of my poor mother

Yet faith must guide us on our weary way,
«Content if only here and there we see,

time

lead
blest.

My happiness perfect, my mind’s sky unclouded
ri bathe in the ocean of pleasure unbounded
Aud range with delight through the Eden of
Love.”

Oh, for a Christ to.ope our inner eyes
And to unseal our closed and darkened ears,

It all came back now like a

stanza,

“The world, the flesh and satan
‘Would prove a fatal snare,
Unless we did resist them
By faith and humble prayer,
With glory in our souls.”

Though prisoned on earth,
shrouded,

And deaf and blind are we and know it not;
But boast our knowledge of the universe
To exile God from all our life and thought,
Tranamute his every blessing to a curse.

last

the next

but only the lines that preceded
frain came back again,—

And

As warmly shines the sun upon the blind
‘Whe never see its western splendors glow ;
The deaf are fanned as gently by the wind
‘Whose fairy music they may never know.

from her door.

remember

me

If we hear not their inner melody.

ment, as be turned for the

a picture

In yon blissful region, the haven of rest,
Where glorified spirits with welcome shall greet

The’ all unheard their gentle tones may be;
But we lose all that is most glorious

gretfal look, so full of bitter

impressed

me

Yet patiently .God’s blessings follow us,

My Mother

hymns

‘‘twenty years ago

alist prisoner, whom they had just succeeded in capturing. It was an officer who,
after the rout of Charles's army, had been
{rying to reach

shipers who live in comparative darkness.”

face, but in a voice trembling with emotion,

of his friends,

when a band of soldiers arrived with a roy-

orchard,

fragsance,

a few

knew that.

boy could get in; he knew it was two bad

“My friend,” said the Judge, with a grave

at supper

ment to spare on the bridge ; he

precisely five minutes after nine the master
fastened the door for prayers, and no tardy

and

The memory of another hymn followed,
and the expression of comfort that his

And can our ears be ever dull again,

bis south is wer stil

ep aah SE ee TRA a

ie

“In the service of my king. Sir Nicholas. | fu their haunts, they have not known

she

hoping to calm his emotions before entering the house.
It was a night in early June, The light

fragment of one of these

Day after day, amid our journeying,
We take life’s blessings oft with heedless
hand,
Rats
Nor listen to the low, sweet songs they sing,
That are but memories of that better land.

Hymus

Ae A

ro

her

as

turf.

Patient it stands beside the public way

o

Memory

father’s farm, and

The human tide flows through the busy street.

+again.

to

distressad

He descended
the hill, slowly watching
the lights in the house as they shot through
the gloom of the trees. He reached his

I hear the waves of life incessant beat,
Aso and fro in restless search for gain

The

and

he see again the faces of old friends ?

Day after day beneath my window pane

rippling music

face,

How could he meet his father,

Fountain.

Each daily gift seems
‘Whose loving care
‘Who makes our cup
And all our bitter,

ed

SAR SA

o

The thresher’s flail beats duller,
The round of diy has warmed a bank

Voiceless?—ah, no!
song.

a

and King Charles I., the two parties had
taken up arms and were vigorously 'earry- pect no better fate. Never mind, 1 only
‘ing on the conflict. The king's army had ask one thing, God save the king!”
With these words the royalist returned to
been defeated several times, and those of
giveness, and, all alone, beside the form of
his
place among the soldiers, and continued
his adherents taken with arms in their hands
bis poor mother, to dedicate his life to
his repast.
:
were led before judges appointed by CromGod.
.
Sir Nicholas sat silent and thoughtful.
well in every town, to be condemned as
That evening found’ Walter Leigh near
That very night, after having given orders
rebels.
oe
that the prisoner was to be well treated, he
bis old home. As he stood in the purple
Sir Nicholas Néwcastle was oné of those
mists of the twilight upon the hill that releft home without saying where he was gojudges. He was a man of austere mauner,
vealed to him again the scenes of his boy- but without fanaticism; his devotion to the ing, "and was absent (or three days. On the
hood, his father's chimney top above the
new government was well known, and fourth day he arrived, and ordered the roytrees, the fragrant orchards where he used
alist officer to be brought before him.
Cromwell had a special esteem for him,
to play, the still, shadowy groves, the mill
.. *‘Are you going to settle my affair at
His weakly constitution did not allow him
stréam plashing over the stones, he seemed
length ?” asked he, coolly. “Itis time to
to serve in arms for the cause which he
to have just awakened from some terrible
do so, were it only for humanity's sake.
thought the just one, but he was looked updream ; he saw how low he had fallen, and
They treat me so well at your bouse, Sir
on as the most active and able, as well as
he felt how unworthy he was to visit the
Nicholas, that before long I shall come to
the most rigorously just magistrate in his
place.
:
wish to retain my life.”
:

The whip cracks on the plough-tcam’s flank,

Whose

a a

SN

émotion resolution. A better way of life
seemed to present itself before him. He
resolved to return, to ask his father’s for-

—

S——

Rn

watched him for the last time as he left his

Are Sketch at Evening.

The

EN

4

¥

st

i

{

only guess how
the bird looked that made them. Just think,

hittle Tilly, the bird that walked over this
stone may have died long before Adam was
made.”
That was a long speech for the stone professor, but Tilly seemed to like it. I won-

der if you will? "—Christian Weekly,

Charlie Lewis on the Bridge.
—

“Now,” said Charlie Lewis's mother to
him, as he went out of the door to go to
school, *“ don't you harhor that thief to-day ;
remember.”
*“ No, mother, I will not,” answered Char-

lie, deliberately and emphatically.
What! a boy of Charlie Lewis's age har-

bor a thief!

One.

would

think

he

would

have nothing to do with thieves. Yes, one
would suppose so, and. yet there was one
thief £0 sly that he used to insinuate himsel
into Charlie's good graces, and Charlie used
to go with him; and although he well knew

that it grieved his mother, and certainly

The

Rev. W. C.

Prime,

in

his

I Go «

Fishing, relates the following curious custom of birds:
;
“‘A——'s birds yonder have, beyond
question, means of exchanging ideas. * You
would think so if you saw them at prayers,’
‘Wha-at?’ ‘Yes; at prayers.
Itisn%anything less, Tiere are birds of evpry country under the whole heavens, and with voices
as various as the languages of men, and

you

hear what a wild concert of delight

they keep

up all day long.

Bat every day

this cntire group of birds assemble in silence, and if it isn’t a prayer-meeting, I don't

know what it is. There is no forewarning
that we can detect. While they are all
chattering, singing, playing here, there,
and

everywhere,

suddenly

one

of them,

sometimes one, and sometimes another, utters a peculiar call, totally distinct from his
ordinary note.
Whatever bird it is, the

call is much the same, and instantly every
bird stops his play and his noise. They
gather in rows on the perches, shorten their
necks so us almost to sink their heads into’
their feathers, and make no motion of wing,
head, or foot, for a space of thirty minutes,
and often longer. It is almost a dsily occurrence. Ordinarily, you can not approach
the aviary without [rightening some of the
birds and producing a sharp commotion :
but while this exercise is going on, pothing
disturbs them. They are birds of every
land and climate, as you see; but this is
their custom, and no one fails to attend, or
behaves ill in meeting. You may think it

something

like mesmerism, for the leader

keeps up his curious
the service.

The

call-note throughout

instant

it is ended, they

break up with a shout of delight, and rush
around singing and baving a jolly time of
it, as if thoroughly refreshed.”

Since there are few mental attributes more

rare than that judicial faculty which can sit
blink ; the moon and sun are alike {6 us. hurt his character, yet it was some
time bo- | in intelligent judgment between two sides
And for anything we know, there is no lore he had firmness enough
to take a man- of a question, of which only one
is reprehight in eicher. So we went over in a body ly stand against him.
sented by an advocate before it, truth has
to her opinion,”
As he pushes off to school, his mother no chance
but.in proportion as every side
By-and-by the matter was
until the eagle beard of it.

noised abroad
He called the

birds around him, and looking down

upon

them from hiy rocky throne, spoke thus:
“Children of tbe light and of the day, be-

bids him ““remember.”
of it, every opinion: which embodies any
On he goes until he gets almost over the | [raction of
the truth, not only finds advo-

bridge, when he stops a minute to wateh | cates, but is so advocated as to be listened
the little
fishes darting about iv the water | to.~Min.

=

4
RL
Ware of night birds; their ‘eyes may be that he
had no grammar ‘to leat, or copy
Every ependtbrift to passion ie dobtor to
large, but they are go formed that they cin to write; he was
ste fishes ‘must bo very | thought,
not receive the light.
Apd what they cau
—
not see they dewy the existence of, Let |bh ADDY, With nothing ida the live-long day |
but play in the water:
«hui
As
the
flower
is
before
the truit, so ig faith
them praise the darkness or the moonlight
helow.

He almost ‘wished he were a fish.

Charlie well knew that he had not a mors

|

before your works.

-

romesn
CaledLi

Service.
i

HEE

There is no department of American life
so cursed with ignorance and lack of skill
There are
as that of domestic service.

Kind of ban in’ Christendom.

Every

udly and confidently profess to underproir | Their ignorance is ouly matched
by their insolence. They have no dispoion to learn, no ambitionto become excellent, no desire to please, and no wish to

Robert Smith

place. ~ The sailors’

Navy,
u

of Marviand, Sew

graduate of

jon, after

RacHEL

Adams, died

not

done

principle,

|

Doctor Channing.

of the

long

‘

| |

—

How far away
ares

in

rt

appears that memorable

Harvard

uinc} Adams

College,

when

John

was Professor of Rhetoric

there, and when Dr, Holmes's shadowy

most renowned and influential

to

make

themselves better. The experience of our
A poor
housekeepers has proved this,
servant who knows that she can walk out
into another
of one good house directly
will not try to become excellent.

She

gets

used to floating, and does not object to it.
There is a pleasant excitement in it, to
which she becomes accastomed. There are
hundreds, if not thousands, of servants in
New York who never stay three months in
a place, and are in no way unhappy about
d housekeepers of the city
it; and the
are responsible for their existence. If their
credentials were properly looked into, they
would find themselves driven into inferior
places, or made humble and willing to
learn.
We do not know why it is that it is supposed that cooking, as an art,

nexds

he-

pure and upright

fice.

to the brother
I am induced

have

a dinver-party
cook must be
the house from:
pay for good
is wretchedly

registry which would receive no names but

objects more or

less practicable and praiseworthy, What
greater favor cab these men do the ‘city. in

that his pulpit once

stood

Then he joitied the church

cross und Eve a reason of his
can be said

of him, Mark

the

hehold the upright, for the end

went
and

and

St. Peter’s.

drew near, and when

hope.

perfect

Truly

man

it

and

of that man, is

suddenly

summoned

piest mood, I say, because this
only dpeof Micheal Angelos works
asence
of which you veatnre
to be
You may smile in Se. Peter's

The

Tongue

he

smooth

word, and

administer poison.in the

much

soul.

It

is

doue Ly a look

Sometimes,

by

by an insinuation, a phrase of suspicion,
by the dexterous and malicious handling of
a thousand

ways

are

Darius

Dorman, Broker.
———

men

Obituaries. -

Darius Dorman called himself a broker or
notes
general business man ; he: shaved
when he had money, and when he had none

Mrs: BrLiza R., wife of Mr. Samuel Plummer
FR. Joy.

of Milton, died June 16, in her 62nd Joa

must be charged™with some dark, pulverous
SARAH LOUISA, wife of John W. Dayton aud
Jieveland
substance, ow J) shook through the inter- daughter of Dean. Joseph and Sarah7, 1873,
aged
stices of hig hide. Soap and water were ap- died in South Windsor, Ct., June
com.
parently of no more use to him than the 42 years,
would be to a rag-baby of coarse calico stufMRS. NANCY Haines, wue of Henry Axtell,
lish and maintain a distinction—honorable fed with powdered charcoal, instead of saw- was barn in South Hampton, Long Island, Dc.
haggard,
on ong side and dishonorable on the other dust. His collar, his cuffs, his
19, 1795, and died in Nelson, Madison Co... N.Y.
In early life she professed faith in
1873.
~hetween good servants and bad servants.
hostly features, hia lean, griping claws, Jan. 22, and
steadily hld fast her confidence to
Obrist,
. Such a standard would, while increasing
is very finger-nails were always in a sow: the
great fortitude and patience she
With
last.
the comfort and economy of home life. ber condition, verging in spots towards ab- bore all the trials oft life until: it pleased her
tint,
of
finish
nt
ble
e opaque
make service an intelligé
and respecta
dolute smirch.
Heavenly Father to reach down his gentle ofbad,
the
waiting spirit to the home
_ art, and elevate tho morale of all engaged coupled with a lean little tigate and & live- and bear her
left to bind us to earth,
in it,.—Dp. J. G. H)lland,
ly, eager aciion, caused some persons to Dblessed, One link lessIs isadded to that bound by

liken him to a scorched moukey. Other
been
In this envious ‘and calomnious world, persons, whose imaginatiohs had
not
every great man walks with his head in a golemnizedby serious reading, ofcould
a goblin
look upon: him without thinking

The

Magris,

of

wife

Benjamin

FALL

TERM

of

THOVAS

F.

49

while new strength
of
which we are bound to that glorious world
which she is now. an inhabitant, May the bless
bring the uffeo-:
ed Saviour in whom she
ightionate husb and, children, relutives and ne

pillar.

A wife and three children survive to mourn the
d father and a
loss of a faithful husband, a
Ch Weeks
tena:
devoted Christian.
widow of Milo Bzeman, died in
NANCY,
Greenbush, Wis., of heart disease, May 13, 1873,
Sister Beeman was
aged 76 years and 2 months.
born in Pittstown, N. ¥., experienced religion
when about 33 years of age, and united with the
About 20 years ago
Christian denomination,
she united with the. Free Baptists and remained
lived in Laurens,
She
death,
with them till her
N.Y., for about 50 years, and was known there
for her kindness and hospitality, her home being
a wayside inn for the servants of the Lord.
She leaves to mourn their loss six children.
She died in hope of a crown of life that fadeth
Com.
nol away.

TUTTLE,

.

$2.00

|

that

class.

CENTRAL

|

A.

L. GERRISH,

Principal

and

except

as well

on

as gentle-

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfleld, Maine,
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
WILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE,

WILTON, IOWA.
Commences its Fall Term September

2, 1872.

*fhis institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

operacion for three years. The coming year prom
ises more enlarged usefulness.
The village of
Evansvilleis finely located, and few places in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious incharge

of the

Music

Formation of the Heart,
Spasms, Ossification or Bony
Rheumatism. General Debility, Wuter about the Heart

or Chest,

Dizziness, Sluggish Circulation of Blood and Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured bY
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not hesitate to say it will cure them again, Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yieid to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart
Regulator has been taken Qroperty and thé party not received a marked benefit.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
we
Regulator, and the demand is still justensing
‘are confident we are doing the public a beve fit, an
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
for circular

containing

testimonials, &c., to

FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord, N. H.
The price of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
per bot le, und can be obtained of any druggist.
yh

FRENCH'S NEW HOTEL,
Cor. Cortlandt & New
ON

Church Sts.,

NEW YORK,
EUROPEAN
PLAN.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

i LADIES!

| A625
PY

LAPHAM

;

INSTITUTE.

Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873.

AND

April 7, 1878.

SUMMER

TERMS

begin

Jan.

18

and

Lc JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assist
ants,
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness 1n doing their works
secured trom both teach.
ers and
pupils, whic!
not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work
done. The
students are faithiully drilled in Latin
and Greek
Ancient Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra. and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

BUSINESS

PART

& GENTLEMEN'S

y

of the City.
DINING

ROOMS

ATTACHED,

VIRGINIA

FLRMINATON,

The

of

de-

Sample copies will be sent free om

application.

Book,

Question

New

.

BY

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

just completed “The Story of Jesus.’
Jesus,” received

of

Works

¢ Wonderful

This book,

the prize offered not

long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

of their

= Orders may be sent at any

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),
%
:
4 cents.

More New

Books

.
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,
Happy Summer,
Hester’s
One Year of my Lif,
Building Stones,

Price.
$1.25
1.50
$150
125
125
128
2 00

Devotion, Tholuck,

Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

J5
50
1 *
3

hy

1.00

or, The Bad Girl,

Nattie Nesmith;

Life of Wm. Burr.

A vew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. Thegice has been reduced from $1 00 to
be sent postage paid on receipt of
7h cents, md will
that sum.
This little yolame ehould be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

apon the readers of our Sabbath School Librares.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your o!
8 to the STAR OFrjes; Dover, N. H
CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, ha
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present

a very comely appearance.
WEST

office

100
; or, The Good Boy,
Blue-eyed Jimmy
00
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR. BURLINGAME,
Dover. NH

. NICHOES LATIN SCHOOL.
SPRING

a single one.

Xo percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.

Hours of Christian

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
April 14, 1874.
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
Ei
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North

on

For the Sabbath School.
weeks,
RA
weeks,

THE

Ron of the late Cor. RICHARD FRENCH, ei
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly fitted w
and entirely renovated the ssme. Centrally located
inthe

De-

CALENDAR:

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principat.

and

fvery.
uary.

patronage.

SEMINARY.

will have

the

being in every ‘way worthy

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

EVANSVILLE

of the

Aon

account of sickness
Half terms commence st the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board. in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to

clubs

it

H.

The volumes begin with Jan-

De-

MRS. JF. STREERE. Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
fugusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Book-

$2.00 per week. Ladies’
men’s are formed.

Myrtle,

or

Star

under

ostage is payable at the

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintng, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

eeping.
No deduction for less than half a term,

on a single copy

address, than

Depart- |

ment.
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French
Mathematics.
M188 ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal
partment.

N.

Doyer,

and
new law, is 24 eeuts ‘a year;
no more on 10 copies or any number
between ove and 10, when sent to one

|

Normal

iE
PE

30 ci

Postage :—
The postage

Little

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences
Nov 7; 1872.
REV.

to

cts,
- - year,
per
ont to one address, . 20 cts.
advance,
in
cases
all
in
each,—payable

INSTITUTE.

A. M. Principal.

for

papers should be addressed to

Burlingame,

R.

Single co
Lrkgh
Ten pith

PITTSFIELD, ME

B. FILES,

addressed

be

should

:

intended

communications

of the

L.

Furnishes Oollefe; Proparalozy: Nogmal) Academ-»
'erms,
ical and Ladies’ fu
course of study.

GEORGE.

104]

‘All orders and remittances for either

|

Sec. & Treas.

of their

paper

“ The Little Star,’ or ** The Myrtle)
Dover, N. H.

Rooms for self-boarding ry be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term |
at the regular rates.
|
For Catalogue apply to
{
WM. REED,
May.9, 1873.

published

are

other

any

of

publication

{
|

1.50

Papers,

Little Star,”

semi- monthlies

All

|

1587

Schoel

paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equdl to

|

$10.00
1.00

fifteen lessons

MAINE

SEMINARY.

by the FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on

2.50

Yoral Mugic for Gentlemen;
>

Ridgeville, Ind.,

or

Sec. Trustees.

Time to Subscribe
FOR
SE

Sabbath

These

|

3.00

EXTRA CHARGES.

Penmanship,

CES,

“The Myrtle.”

|
|

to 4.00

Instramental Musie, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,

the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,
among which we notice Palpitutian, Enlargement,

Send

eo 38: thus

April M1 IAT:

“The

~~ $7.00

families,

closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address

Side

f the

:

is the

Our

|

TERM opens Aug. 27y—continuing
13
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13

the

le, In

each.

Now

M. D., President.

FALL

in

village

eleven weeks will commence

Room rent, per term, from
Board, per week, in private
wok Ly os,
.

p>

Spirits, Pains

the

open August 25th.
i
The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class in,
stitution are furmished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.
10

Expenses are reasonable.

of the

a

WHITESTOWN

the Principal.

EXPENSES.
5
Tuition and incidentals, in advanee,

Prof. JacoBs
partment.

Sinking

eminet cali

The 32nd Academioal year of this institution will

fluences.

Is becoming very common in every commuuity

e

ea

P

self-boaiti-

.

2

verted at the age of 16 years, under the labors
of Rev. Ephraim Stinchtield, and baptized by
a
He remained
Rey. Timothy Cunningbam,
B.
devoted and prominent member of the F.
frequentHe
years.
72
for
church in Edgecomb
ly asked God during bis last duys of suffering in
He was
patient simplicity to take him home.
one of a very few to erect a house of worship in

a firm

Hh.

le in its ar-

ereg

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

The SumvER TERM will open June 3, and close
Aug. 22, 1873.

and one daughter.
R. COOLEY,
Moses HUFF died in Edgecomb, May 4, 1873,
aged 87 years and 8 months. Bro. Huff was con-

the church where he was so long

build

recently

Shoring Torm closes

SEMINARY.

Northwood. N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

a worthy

in June, 1845, of which she remained

re

ng
closes
Summer Term
ns Apri 8, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, a
‘to the Prinofpal,

WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.

member until her death.
Near three years ago
her husband was-elected county
treasurer, and
removed to Janesville, where she died, During
the past eight months she had been confined to:
the house with wasting
disease,—consumption.
Hers was a beautifal, symmetrical Christian life,
commenced in youth and continued on through
her whole life. And asmight be expected, her
last days were bright, and lighted up with the
hope of heaven.
She even longed to depart, and
tbe at rest. Her great anxiety however was for
for her youngest son who
especially
family,
her
is an invalid. She leaves a husband, three sons

the curlof the lip, by the wink ot’ the eye,
a rumor,—in

SARAH

68.00
1.50
Lune
on

ins

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.

She was born in Bosten,
ears and 8 months.
rie Co.,
N. X. She was the eldest daughter of
Dea. A. W. Skinner, of Boston.
She obtained 2a
hope in Christ during the winter of 1833 and ’39,
and nnited with the F'. Baptist church.
She was
married to Bro. Cary March 20. 1845, and the
May following left all her - relatives, and came
to Johnstown, Wis., where she endured the hardships, and privations of a new country.
She
became a member of the Johnstown F. B. church

the cirundera

phrase of love. Like death, it ‘*‘ lovesa
to do with your smile, There are no shad- shining mark.” And it is never so voluble
ows, to speak’ of, no marked effects of and eloquent as when it can blight the
light innumerable,—points at which the hopes of the noble, soil the reputation of
light scentsto massitself in airy deusity,and the pure, and break down the character of
scatter itsclf in enchanting gradations and the brave and strong.
And how much of this vile work is done
cadences. It performs the office of shadow
in Gothic churches; hangs like a rolling in one way and another in society. Permist along the gilded vault of the nave, ‘haps men and women often slander withmelts into bright interfusiom the mosaic out meaning to, though we think this is
scintillations of the dome, clingy’ and ‘clus- rarely done; for it is a fact that wicked
ters and lingers and vivifies the whole vast work forces itself painfully always on our
atmosphere. A good Catholic, I suppose, consciousness, whereas the hoher and diis a Catholicanywhere, In the grandest as viner our work, the more is it done in
and peaceful unconsciousness.
well as in the humblest churches; but to a beautiful
traveler not especially pledged to be. de- So it is written: * The wicked flee when
vout, St. Peter's speaks more of content- no man pursueth: but the righteous are
ment than of aspiration. The mind seems bold as a lion.” Be this as it may, it is
to expand there immensely, but on its own done to-~the hurt and agony of many a
has

NORTHWOOD

dren with other relatives
and friends to mourn,
G. W. WALLACE.
MRS.

or assails directly, according to
cunistances.
It will hide
a curse

obtained for

For further particulars, address

His hospi:

Cary, died in Janesville, Wis., June 17, aged

2.00

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1873.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872,
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
. Winter Term “loses January Mn, 1873.

omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention
given to those desiring to take a thordough
course in
Musie.
3

he prized it, Long will this good man be remembered, and very deeply does the charch
feel its loss, He leaves a worthy companion, a
daughter, a son-in-law, .and several grandchil-

is the one way or another it manages to keep
in the itself in constant employment. Sometimes
cheer- it drops honey, and sometimes gall. It is
with- bitter now, and then ‘sweet, It wsinuates,

out ga sense: of saevilege, which you can
hardly do, if you have a’tender ‘conscience,
in Westminster Abbey or Notre Dame.
The abundance of enclosed light

er week. or rooms may be
ne. at reasonable rates.

more than thirty years, which shows how highly

In

|

=

TUOCATION3:

Rew, sommodions

ten weeks

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

——

~»

3.00
«10.00

PARSONSPIELD SEMINARY.

1y48

tality wus generous, and living near the meeting house, he had frequent opportunity of showing it. He has taken the
Morning Star for

that

.

5.00
60
8.00

-

opi
ins time yemovod frou. the. 4
:
and
temptations, which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt
the morals
of the
in our
cities.
For further particulars, TeNITeon the Principal at
syndon
, or I. W, BANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyn
Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.
lh
31
1

sense and was highly developed in his moral
faculties ; which rendered him firm and even in
his daily walk. ‘No person could trifle with
him. Fle knew what he: believed and why he
believed. And with an unbending integrity, at
home and abroad, amoung saints and sinners, he
was known and respected as a godly man.
His
word in business matters was as good as his
note. He gave liberally of his means to support

of Slander.

The tongue of slander is;never tired,

fon,

and
CLASSICAL.

The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, - $400
Common puslish,
+
500
Higher English,
tA a
Ay
5 50
Classical,
»
pminoen
eter
Ti G00)
Baar and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
For farther particulars address the Principal, or

the gospel and build up the church.

-
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-

“

of Lyndon Center, and is in
midst of the universally admired hrll Aosnery
4
e
Lyndonville station, on the Pagsumpsio ri
: Da:

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
.
a
Faculty:
{
C. A. Mooers, A. B,, Principal.
L. D. Sith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie
Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50

of the

was ready to meet the bridegroom.
ke ever
bore a pointed rebuke against sins of all kind.
He leaves an aged widow and a large vircle of
friends to mourn their loss.
CoM.

cp

The supreme beauty of the chureh is its
magnificently sustained
simplicity.
It
seems—as it is—a realization of the haplest mood of a colossal imugiaation. The

rl

GREEN

peace.
His feeble health for a number of years
admonished him that the time of his dissolution

Channing,

there,

.

ready achieved.

same denomination in
Parish and was a member
of it at the time of his death.
Father Louis wus
ready at all times to hold up the standard of the

the other, and the latter established in some,
“way, would not work well without the
former. We want not only the instruction,
but the public, authoritative recognition of
it. We want a standard that shall estab-

i

He experienc-

ed religion under the labors of Elid. Truman
Gillett, about forty
years ago, and. united with
the F. B. church in Amboy, and remained an
active and worthy member until the church lost

his parsonage was not far off.—dtlantic for
July.

stand helpless. Are not the remedies we by the state of his linon,his hands, and even
"they ave, then | s face. Indeed, there was about Dorman
practicable ?
propose
o first, measure such a noticeable and. persistent tendency
. they Khould be Bhpkied,
we propose would not be complete without toward griminess, that it seemed as if he

id

Con-

H. N.

Y., aged 78 years and 6 months.

ats oy $5.00

Board from. $2.50 to $3.50 in famili
lower rates, and doi furnished for Se } SRRi"

Fudl|-

last by

of the

dale

»

-

wr
and use of heavier Furniture.
The FALL TERM will commence Tresday,
Aug.
For Catalogue or further information, addrgss the 26, and continue eleven weeks, under the continued
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceplress,” charge
of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,
Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A. M., Agricultural College
eas er of Music; with such other assistance as may
P. On, Center Co., Pa.
n
.
\
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT,
or
IVORY
MARCH,
North
Parsonsfield,
Me.
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
atf
DE. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have sigNEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
nified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for- EA. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti- associates,
lar courses for both sexes. Four terms of
tution, and are much encouraged by the results al- ~ Bix

J. GARRETT Louis died of heart disease, ver
suddenly, at his residence in Amboy Center

which they have accumulated their money
"than by founding a school of domestic servI’ersous wishing obitPA RTICULAR NOTICE!
ice, where men and women who have failed to learn their business, or who wish to gpeculated in city lots; he, was always on aries published in the Morning Star, who do
enter upon service, oan acquire a practical the lookout for public jobs, such as paving not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
;
knowledge of their work?
contracts, and the supply of stores to the equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
Surely there must be, in « nation like State militia ; of late he was reported to be
Not more than a
is specially important.
ours, some way out of oar present troubles. ‘sengineering something through Congress.” Brevity
We have put nearly everything in a way of A very sooty and otherwise dirty chore this gingle square can well be afford€l to -any single
but this, and before it we seem to last must hidve been, if one might judge of it obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
mending

+ cloud of poisonous flies.

September

services by Rev, J, Fullonton.

and women stung by the poisoned arrow
shot from the devil's tongueof slander.
What pleasure man or woman can find
anty of good wages and iin ancos service, reverts to its tremendous presence with an
that a motive for exeetlengs is held\constant- ardor deeply akiu to a. passionate effusion in such work we have never been able to
ly before those Who expect to rely upon of faith. When. you ure weary of the see, And yet there is pleasure of some
service for a livelihood. Then those who swarming democracy of your fellow-tour- sort in it to multitudes, or they would not
are willing to pay good wages for good ists, of the unremunerative aspect of hu- betake themselves to.it. Some passion of
service shemld never resort to any other man nature on the Corso and Piucio, of soul or body must-be’ gratified by it. But
source for it. If a servant applies for a the oppressively frequent combination of no soul in high estate can take. delight in
first-class place who can not get her name coronets on carriage panels and stupid it. It indicates lapse, tendency . toward
upon the register, she should not obtain it. faces in carriages, of addled brains and chaos, utter . depravity. It proves that
The second measure to which we allude lacquered boots, of ruin and dirt and decay, somewhere in the soul there is weakness,
is the establishment of a schoal of domestic of priests and beggars and the myriad to- waste, unnature. Education and refineservice, 80 that any servant who really kens of a halting eivilization, the image ment are no proof against it. It often
wishes to improve herself can be fitted for of the great temple depresses the balance holds most cruelly where these have attainher work, whatever it may. be, whether of your doubts and seems to refute the ed their best results. These often only polcooking, or waiting, or laundry-work, or invasive vulgarity of things, and assure ish the slanderous tongue, increase its tact,
the care of chambers. Our city is full of you that nothing great is impossible, —H. and give it! suppleress and strategy to do
its death-work,—The Churchman.
hy
rich menp—men with superfluous wealth. James, Jr,
They will leave this wealth to charities

be
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ocal
Music,
sons,
.
%
«it
gel
, 16: Lessons,
Aa-Clergymen’s children and students relying
their o!ow exe rti ous for an education, received 3

Expenses only $175 for Colleger
year of 40 weeks
indluding Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent,

gregational church in Elliot, Me,
His illness
was very severe, of a week’s duration.
He had
not the right use of his mind tp converse, but it
is trusted his work was wéll done,
Funeral

aiming towards the Unitarian ministry, en-

those of men and women who can establish, by the most reliable testimony, -their
competency in the different departments of
domestic service, and so make it a ‘prime
object with all servants to get their pames
upon it, they would open a way out of our
difficulties. The trouble is tht no one is
responsible now - for anything. A goodnatured mistress gives a good-natured serv- level, as we may say. It marvels at the
ant a ** character” which does not belong reach of the human imagination and the
This is
to her, and on this she trades. A bureau vastness of our earthly means,
like the one we propose could be made self- fieaven enough, we say: what it lacks in
It beauty it makes up in certainty. And yet
supporting, and do incalculable good.
should oe made so hgh an honor to get a if one’s half-hours at St. Peter's are not
«place upon this registry, and so sure a guar- actually spent on one's kunees, the mind

and various

baptized

.

~~

Use of Plano or Organ (exira),

Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location gan not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty. and
m from corrupting influences.

of Robto this

dence that he must, from his infancy,

never

There are two possible measures which
might relieve us. If the city authorities
would establish and maiutain a bureau of

and museums,

was

its visibility.

was

sermon

He

high)

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on ‘Piano or Organ,

&c.

AGRICULTURAL, .
SCIENTIFIC

useful

Com.

Rev. Benjamin T. Sanborn, pastor

when

theology,

Hino
English,
her
sh
Latin and
ys

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Rev. D. L. Edgerly, and united with the eharch.
His children left
were three, one of whom
is

puissiug his studies in Germany under Dr.
irkland’s patronage ; while Mr. Emerson
was a Junior in college, and before Mr.
Caleb Cushing became his tutor,—in that
year Mr, Sparks was settled over a Unitaridown to preach his ordination

and

TUITION ©

Primary Studies,

gements,

he leaves be-

0

4

School,is situated
on n gentle

" 'M. NELSON SANBORN died in Fremont, N. H..
June 4, aged 67. He sustained the character of
a quiet, peaceable and industrious citizen, not
unduly worldly minded,
Some time since he
was enabled to give himself to God and his serv-

enthusiasm in his Greek classes

not yet a doctor of sacred

Academies,

of an unstained life, In the fullness of age, he
died calmly, in the comfort of a reusonable,relig-

Mr. Everest, newly returned from Europe,

an parish in Baltimore, and Mr.

Kindly

ious, nnd holy hope.

and siently devotee of a faith at once
spiritual and practical, * * * * * »*
Even Boston has well nigh lost the remembrance of the era when Channing
and
Everett and Bancroft and Sparks and Palfrey were all Unitarian ministers; and it is
only by an effort that any of us can call up
was rousing

Se

DORN YOUR
HOMES with the new
Chromo ‘““Awake? and ‘‘ Asleep.” Sells like
wild
fire, The pair sent for 50 cents.s A 1
, dis-+
count to agents, Address W. F, CARPENT
2teow2i
al bid
and
Foxboro, Mass.

“hind him only pleasant memories and the record

in

at Cambridge, and while Mr, Bancroft

character,

within the circle of his influence,

to more,

1819,

@ALENDAR ©

B. ALDEN, Publishér, CHICAGO.
4
N

:

i

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins
872.
Winter Term of 13 Co hi
Fins Benember
1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins Mareh
1 , , 1873.

MA,

one of the most magnifl

JOHN

presence has been familiar for more than half ‘u

tic but self-testrained reformer, the revered

Yet-in

4teowls
|

century. A man of quiet and unobtrusive habits, but of decided views and convictions, of
genial natare and broud Christinn charity, of

perhaps, a light and a guide in philosophy
and literature ; wiile others knew him as
the impressive pulpit orator, the enthusias-

that long buried past.

DA,”

:

Miss Man
:.
ARY ro C. BusBRADFORD, Mat) he! mat i es an
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Musie.
ree
Rhetoric
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

gatherings at Quarterly or Yearly Meetings, his

His fame was of a mixed and general character : to the majority
he was a heretic in
retigious opinion, holding and successfully.
propagating unsound doctrines; to many

he -would

OF

Faculty :

J. 8. BROWN, A. B.;Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss LizziE CALLEY, Precepiress, French and Nat-

sen Ses,FBG po! rk ml rc. adi
Sper,

on Sundays or during the week and in the larger

he had a European reputation as well as
the widest celebrity in the United States.

he was the patriarch of their sect;

Next? js Next?

I Te ce A SRE

years he ® there.
wasi dati
Abtiat
wh e w b th e 5,Freewillil Baptis
Jou
( iy
ch was then as now the
principal denomination
in the place, and was ductive
and interested in all matters pertaining to the
welfare of the church and society, Upon the
to Portland in 1
he
2
Shange of residence
came equally interested in the church ere, 0
which he continued
to be an active and promiBent member lo she Jute bok ba death. 78%
parishand church mee
, at religious
services

been so familiarized ‘with naval things, tered college that same year; while Theopainfully beginning Latin
that he will be perfectly competent to se- dore Parker was
little farm in Lexington.
lect proper agents, and to judge of their on his father’s
conduct.” From that day to this, as often How much of the intellectual history of New
as Mr. Jefferson's example has been fol- England do these names suggest; and how
lowed in this particular, the people of the many of the men who bore them owed the
‘UnitedtStates have been gratified.
What inspiration of their lives in good part to
appoinments more
popular thau these of Dr. Channing !. But when the great fire
spot where Chauning
Irving,
Goodrich,
Hawthorne, Bancroft, swept ‘over the
Kennedy,
and
Curtice?
— James
Pare preached so many years, few of the Bostonians of last November reminded themselves
ton.

calls hérsell a cook if she ean roast a joint
so that it can be eaten, or broil a steak so

incompetent.

preacher

Ii

.

Great Fuvenile Magazine. @. | Enlarged.

declare to the Southern people what Unita- | DEA. Mi roN FREEMAN died of small-pox in
rianism truly meant. Let it be added that ‘Attleboro’, Mass,, Jan. 3, 1873, in the 70th year.
his age. He became a disciple of Christ and
Dr. Palfrey, who was a classmate of Mr. ofunited
with the F. B. church in North Rehoboth
proposition (offering him the Navy De- Sparks, was already preaching; and that as early as 1840, He was chosen deacon SepMr.
Gebrtte
Ripley,
now
President
of
the
tember,
1843, which office he continued to fill
partment), thongh that also will be of valhis death. Bro. F, was a man of positive
ue in our administration ; but from a. confi- New York Tribune Association, but then until
character. Hg possessed a large share of good

Littleton,” he w
ert Smith, “that

to be learned, Good cooxinZis among the
best and most useful of all the arts, We
are more dependent upon it for health, comfort and the economical administration of
home life than upon any other art whatever; yet ‘not one in one hundred of our
cooks ever learns her business, or ever
g
We are driven to
thinks of learmin‘it.
professional bakers for our bread and to
the confectionérs for our pastry, cake, puddings and creams. Our lady of the kitchen
thus it cap not be eaten. If
is to be given, a professional
called in to save the lady of
torment or disgrace. We
service, and get that which

Next?

LEFERARY IENSTERUTION
—
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

lyeowll

What | What | | What i

where he resided

Boston; and long before his death, in 1842,

a mistress finds herself imposed upon b Y | have dome it from calculation; because,
talse representations, she immediately dis- knowing
the people as he did, he was
miss her servant, so that,at last, all incom- aware that the further they get from bowpotent servants be driven into places where ing down to the fictitious,the morealive they
their wages shall bear some proper relation hecome to those which are real. At the
same
time, be did not overvalue learnto the value of their work.
So longas poer and dishonest servants ing, *“Itis not
his reading iu Cokeare tolerated, they find no motive

small bottles, 75 ets. Sold by all Druggists.

of Dea. Walker H.

1873,

at an early age removed tothe town of Raymond,

DeForest,

of Connecticut, Post-mas-

this from

10,

hw
|
nor as much as where he came from; but |. JoskrH
SYMONDS died at his residence in
the iron-gray of his unkempt, dusty hair | Portland,
Maine, on Sunday, April 6. He was
suggested that he must be near fifty.—J. W. born in Denmark, Maine, in the year 1793, but

‘The waste of fuel in rich men’s kitchens tionist vould not object, by giving a thouthe.benefit of the
would keep all the poor people warm. The sand acres of land for
Canal. . Chancellor
Livingston,
‘food thrown away, or ruined by reckless- Erie
ness and ignorance, would feed tens o. whom Mr. Jefferson invited to his Cabinet,
Foreigners wonder that the and induced to ‘go as minister to France,
thousands.
American family takes to the boarding- was the most liberal patron science had yet
house and the hotel, but the secret of this found in America. A graduate of King's
strange liking for hotel life is in the wretch- College in New York, he spent his leisure
od service of domestic life. Women get and his income. in promoting. science, art,
It was fis intelligent
rired and discouraged with housekeeping, and agriculture,
and give it, up:
faith and his liberal outlay of money that
out John
If we could see any tendency to improve- enabled Robert Fulton to carry
James Monment in domestic service, we should pot Fitch's idea of a steamboat.
trouble ourselves to write this article; but roe, the least learned of the men whom
there is no such tendency apparent. We Jefferson advanced, could give,a glorious
are every year more thoroughly satisfied reason why he was not a graduate of colthat there must be some concert of action lege. The battle of Lexington called him
among the ladies of the city, on various away from William and Mary to the camp
points, before there can be any improve- at Cambridge.
that no lady
ment. These points are, first,
Let it be noted, then, as an interesting
shall give a servant a certificate of char- fact in political history, that the first Demacter or skill that overstates the facts in the ocratic administration paid homage to the
slightest: degree; second, that no servant higher attainments of man, and sought aid
who can not bring a sat- from the class furthest removed from the
shall be en
from her last place, or uninstructed multitude. 1f Jefferson had
isfactory ce

give competent references; third, that when

Feb.

LYNDON

LINIMENT

hid with

. CAMPBELL.

and ship- ter General, a graduate of Yale, a Lawyer ro, the Reverend Eliphalet Parson, seceded
men are dragged
voyage, do not seem to of learning and high distinction, fought from the faculty and resigned his fellowship
for every.
more demoralized and hopeless places through the Connecticut Legislature the rather than countenance the inroad of ArThat was less than sevthan many of those holes so strangely -mis- liberal’school-fund to which thav State is so minian theology!
ce offices,” from which much indebted. He was noted, all his life, enty years ago; and it is just seventy years
rt
wii
scores of girls are sent into families every as the intélligent and Jabiic-Spirited friend since Dr. Channing accepted the call over
advanced. It was the Federal Street Society in Boston, where
- day. isle who are known to be inefficient, of everylhing high and
are Sapened back in’ search of|p e who promoted internal improvements in he preached for pearly forty years. Before
who
and
re the first month is out. a mannerto which the strictest construc- that ministry was balt ended he was the
«another place
from which the

FRANCES, wife

—t

1s a positive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neugla, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lam
ack, 8
8, &C.
om 2 to 6 |
cure cases
given up by
physicians.
twin cure fow Sci
: Large: bottles, $1.40;

mear Barnesville,
Kan, of ‘spotted fever, aged 2 4 jours, Her de,parture wasn peace t rons ui h in Christ,

smutty soul,
His age was unknown; no
one in Slowburgh knew when he was born,

eminence at the bar, and in public life,
died President of the Agricultural Societ
and Provost of the University of Maryland.

boarding-houses, Gideon Granger

many years before, his life had been
Christ in God.

ical supposition concerning
him was, that
his dusky maculations and streakings were
caused by the S3udations of an, exceedingly

to one of the learned professions.

admitted

remain for any considerable length of time

and a highly heated history. = Another poet-

mem-

—d dD.

BISHOP SOULE

fresh from the lower regions, who had not. bors to that rest which she now enjoys in the
Com.
found time since he came on earth to wash blissful hereafter.
rently
WaLker H, Apams died near Barnesyille,
himself thoroughly. In truth, if you exKan,; of pneumonia, May. 20, 1873, aged 46 |
In bestowing the great places of the gov- amined his discoloration closely, you dis- years, A little over three years ago, Dew. A.
it in singuisbed a tint of ashes mingled with the and ten others,under the labors of Rev. S.
evidently had
Jefferson
ernment,
view to exalt and stimulate the intellect- coal smirch, so that a vivid fancy might Keyes, were organized as a F. B. church, the
ual side of human - nature, then under a easily impute to him a subterranean origin first in Bourbon County. Since then, and for

ber of his Cabinet was college-ored; and
avery man of them was if some J
dison
thonsands of families in this city—and the way ddentified with knowledge,
© samé fact abtains in othgr cities—who have was, above all things ‘else, a studentof
service from year’s end to constitutional science as well 5, 0f roonno satisfactory
the founder of
e servants come and go, and stitational law, Gallatin,
year's end.
lia and ~waste, god spoil and quarrel and the glass manufacture of Pittsburg, was acl
faithfu
‘complished 1n the science, of bis day, emisteal, They have no loyaky, no
person. . Dearness, no carefulness, no skill to do the du- nently an ‘intellectualized
uate
of Harvard, had also been
es which they undertake and which they born, a

in one

1873.

Saran Grete IIR
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Skilled

STAR, JULY

Jefferson’s Appointments.

Fiterary Miscellany.
Domestic

MORNING

COLLEGE,

TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important aad
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for
a CJiroular to
ht
:
Rev. W., COLGROVE, A, M.. President.

Nl

It should be in every

Baptist family. Let every pastor and ehuroh-mem
ber have a copy ‘of this mewly revised and. useful

book: Price. ini 'Gloth, only25 cts. Wn paper covers
on the...
Postage extna; oni’ the fortnek, 4'ots.,
1tter 2 cents

15 ots.
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unabated violence,

AConstantinople

Lewis Tappan, one of the most prominent
anti-slavery reformers of New York,is dead.

The trial of Cohen and Bailey on a charge
attemptingto assassinate

Governor

of

Kellogg of

Louisiana has begun,

large percentage

of

The trial of young Walworth for the murder
of his father began Wednesday at New York.
The case for the prosecution was put in, and that
for the defense opened.
Arizona advices say that Judge Hayden and
his party, whem it was feared had been murdered by Apache Indians, have returned in safety

bas failed.
analagous to that of England,

The

The Sioux again attacked the Northern Pacific

Mr.

19th

military

John H. Sheppard, a well-kuown scholar and
a prominent Mason, died at his residence in Boston Wednesday morning, at the age of 84

a date

as

has sailed in'search of the

‘Polaris.

the revenue, especially in exporting sugars.
A Little Rock letter dated the 10th instant

Three masked men, armed, robbed a stage
near Marysville,
Cal.,
Monday
afternoon.
Wells, Fargo-& Co.s treasuresbox, containing
molested.

The

passengers ‘were

"not

The robbers escaped.

There were three cases of supstroke at Indianapolis, Ind., Tuesday, two of ‘which were
fatal,
The Masons of Salt Lake ty observed St.
Johw’s
day by an imposing procession and an
oration by Judge Tilfard.
It is the first public
demonstration
ever made by the Masons in
Utah.

The San Francisco board of supervisers has
sustained the Mayor’s veto of the Chinese pigtail ordinance, and passed-over:the veto the order taxing Chinese laundrymen $15 per quarter.
The cholera continues to subside .ut Nashville
and Memphis,
and is reported.atmo new locali-

ety.

Itseems,

‘however,

that

the

disease

has

prevailed for two weeks .at Evansville, Ind.,
though no seports from that place have been re-

«c2ived.
" The judges of the
- elected

Judge

Wednesday.

supreme .caurt of Illinois

Sidney

R. Breeze.chief-justice,

Judge Brseze is the .oldest mem-

ber of the comrt, having
«quarter of a.century.

held

lis

seat

over

Official reports of the prospective grain

a

crops

for 1873, indicate a yield of wheat.egual to that
«of last year and a generally increased average of
oats and rye.
Judges Ingraham and Brady have decided in
the general term of the supreme ceurt, that a
‘man ean ‘not .césov er damages for the death of

his wife,

evem

if willfully

murdered, but he

may sue forthe walueof ber services and

socie-

ty while she iewander the care of a doetor.
An attempt was made on.Saturday by a bund
of desperadoes te rob the store of Mr. Roddy at
Burlington, Ma., :about twenty miles from St.
Louis. Roddy shot and killed two of the gang,
named Joseph ®acus
and Thomas Jefferson,
and clubbed anetker so badly with his gun that
he can nef live.
_ The trial of James A. Coe in the superior
criminal court
in Beston on the first indictment

againgt hing for-swindling Frank Shaw and John
Ferris,

was

concluded

Thersday.

The

jury

.after an absence ef four hours reported that they

could net agree, and
from them.

the

papers

were

taken

The bail was reduced from $%00,000

‘10 ‘$1004600.
The examinationef the files af the War:

de-

partment proves that

are

no

Irportent

papers

missing, as-alleged,
Disclosures are made

the customs at

of extemsive

frauds

New Work, and af the

mising of many impartant (cases by

W.

C.

Bryant

Powers, the sculptor, has been sick for eighteen months,
He bas consumption.
A specimen of General Grant’se handiwork

as a tanner is exhibited in Vienna.

Mrs.

fallen incessantly for fortythe low lands and prairies,
the cotton crap along the
Rock road.

was taken.

and Mr.

paid

Rosada Underwood, daughter of the late

Rembandt Peale, has presented to the Mount
Holly Association of New Jersey his painting
of * Washington before Yorktown,” valued at
$10,000. The frame, which was made in Newark, from a black-walnut tree which grew on

Accounts from Magdalen Island to the 20th
inst. state that the mackerel fishing season has
been the: most successful ever known.
Codfishing is good.

$2800,

Longfellow

One of George Washington’s account-boeks is
in the Possession of¢ a man in Shelby county,
Ky.
Mr. Beecher says he first "undertook the duties
of an editor with such pride and confidence that
he straightway went and bought a gold watch.

It is’ reported
and generally believed that
smuggling on a large scale has recommenced in
the Havana
custom-house.
Prominent merchants have been visited hy agents of the parties, soliciting their co-operation in frauds on

says that rains have
six days, inundating
and utterly ruining
Memphis and Little

W.

has elected

There are forty-one State prisons in this country.
Mr. Beecher has given $1,000 to the University of Virginia.
There is a professional mocKing-bird teacher
in New York.

practicable.
The frigate ‘Juniata

H.

of St. Petersburg

The city of Wilmington, Del., has just
$80,000 for land for a free public park.

A conference of liberal republicans was held
at New York, Thursday, and it was resolved to

at as early

Academy

on

compro-

the govern-

mentofficials.
A verdict of not gwlity bas been rendered in
_the case of Cohen and Reilly, charged with attempting te shoot ‘Gowernor Kellogg of Louisiana.

President George A. Smith, Brigham Young’s
successor as * trustee of the Church of Jesus
Christ of the latter Day Saints,” extolled Brigham Young as fhe man who had done more
good than any other fiving man, and, on the authority of a letter received from Young, announced that the latter was still at Salt Lake
City, where he would remain until the October
conference,
afterwards
he wonld
leave
for
the Black River, about six hundred miles from
Salt Lake City.
Lake Ontario is becoming quite noted for its
wonderful phenomena.
The latest is a midnight
mirage, an account of which a steamboat captain

to a western

exchange.

He says when he was standing on the deck of
his vessel the other might, while ‘on his way up
the lake, the cityof Oswego, thirty-one miles
distant, suddenly appeared in view with the gas
lighted in the streets, and all the appearances
that-a.town would present from a hill in its immediate vicinity at night.
The light-house at
Oswego, as well as:a:.dozen others on .the lake
shore below as far as Sackett’s Harbor, were
distinctly seen by this skipper, who
must have
taken an unusually ‘heavy * night-cap ” that
evening.

* Mr.

Disraeli

will be the orator on

the occa.

sion of the unveiling of the statue of Lord Derby
in London early this month.
Dod Grile, who writes the “ Fables of Zambri,
the Parsee,” for the London Fun, is a San Fran-

cisco man.

:

A Liverpool newspaper has a paragraph about
Artemus Ward Beecher.
It is rumored that George Cruikshank,
caricaturist is to be raised to a baronetcy.

the

The Captain-General .of Cuba has been officially notified to carry into effect the order of
March 24, directing the emancipation of 10,000
slaves.
A German writer complaining of the difficulties ‘in ‘the -pronunciatien of the English language, cites the word *-Boz ” which he says is
pronounced * Dickens.”
Anjline’is found by M. Langorrois to be capable of\arresting the putrefaction of animal matters, even when exposed at ‘a high temperature
to atmospheric influences.

A curious

illustration

jury system in London

of the working of
was

the

afforded at the Wor-

ship-street police court reeently.

A witness, in

the case of a man charged with neglecting his
wife and family, made incidentally the confession
that he had been employed to summon jurymen,
and that he had made a living by accepting bribes
to let off the men whom he had summoned,—
and, he added, ‘“ a good one, t00.”
The will of the late Emperor Napoleon ITI has
been admitted to probate, and it turns out that
the property sworn under £120,000 includes only

the property

in England.

What

he

had

else-

whereis admitted to have been consideRable.
Mac Mahon’s eldest som, Patrice, is a

didate for admission to the sehool of St. Cyr.

ther sons,
Emmanuel
and Eugene, are
Wisconsin at a meeting in Janesville, Wis., b studdnts at the College of Versailles, and in the
Thursday evening.
most
emocratic way associate with tradesmew’s
SONS.
‘
Albert H, #mith was kanged at Springfield,
Mass., Friday, for ‘the maurder of Charles D,
An English lecturer recently told his audience
Sackett at Westfield in November last.
that Mr.
Hill saw a peor woman
whose husband was
y look earnestly atthe
A'freight train en the Illinois Central Railroad
outside of a letter from him and then deeline to’
was thrown (roma the track near Farley, Iowa,

re-

«captured Saturday evening at a house In Farsmington, N. H., where he bad stopped for food.
_AJeise R. Grant, father of Presidemt Grant,
«died et Covington, Xy.. last evening.
A

FOBEIGN,
been

killed.

Ka

in

Society,

was

too great.

is’ seriously

1

In the German Parliament, Monday, Minister
. Delbruck and Count von Moltke made

speeches

” Agius the North Sea and Baitie Gunpl

pressed

but

when

+
Pe
PY

his sympathy,

was gone she explained

the

postman

that the letter

was all

outside; her husband
and she had agreed om,
signs and tokensto be conveyed by lines and!
dots and variations of the address, so that she
could thus leans without fee that he was well or
ill, was coming home soon, or wished®
her to
come to him, or would send her momey next

The

future

reformer thought

postage.
Professor Mommsen,

the

nied

by the librarian, Mr.

ples

to the

historian,

Schrader

forest

of

Camaldoli.

enter-| were surprised by brigands,

accompa-~

of Berlin,

went on the nightof the 12th of Ma

watches

Yi

Et CO

Tit

quire but little care, and the water in the bottles will not need to be replenished oftener than
once a fortnight, then fill them up with water

SIRS WT de Sete TW Et

at Table.

Nothing gives such a delightful flavor to dinners as pleasant,
lively chat at table.. The

courses “nay

be counted by

and the variety of dishes
’
it, cheery talk is a spice
pleases all tastes, and goes
making the plainest meal

the first numeral,
may be small, yet
that suits all dishes,
a long way towards
a delightful repast.

I do not mean heavy, heated argumenton abstruse subjects which would render indigestible.
a well-ordered meal, nor a lecture from one of

from Na-

There

robbed

they

of their

quite

the

appetite

and

depress the spirits,

drip upon

very deep, interspersed
and amusing anecdotes.

with

jokes and smiles

so

‘entirely that

after

the

meal

was over it was the talk and not the dinner that
was remembered,

Solemn

silence

at the table, broken

by

the

clatter of dishes, the swallow

of your elbow

friend’s

the

coffee

mingled

sound of your own, is

with

enough

to

discordant

make one dis-

eard eating entirely, or drive him, by its.vulgarity, to a solitary dinner. The rattle of knives
and

forks

is pleasant

music

ment, but metallic ‘humdrum,
as

an

orchestral

symphony;

Lime

opposite

goods

all

Johnson

turned

Salt Mixes
recommends

for

over. occasionally.

fertilizing

This salt

and

lime

the vegetable ‘matter of soils;
fifty~six bushels
applied to a turnip crop have produced as large
a crop as-.barnyard wanure.
It is also yer

latter will be réduced to a powder.
See in another column

only

sees

in her china.

the

shouldbe

The “Centaur

costs

Liniment,”

“ Quaker

Bitters,”

MILWAUKEE

Interest re pibeionts

$995,950.68
5M

i

The earnings for the first four months of the pres-

ent year-were as follows:
JANUATY ooveaversasasasatiasas
sassss arereh Hr
FODIUALY

«covosnctrnsnrcasanannonsssssnaanen

Ks

MARCH av. cennsveraesranescsnnarsrntrpasrees
April vuveiiiiiiiitiiiiieteii eases

85,560.85
77,886.56

Total for four monthe............ seraes $305,156. Pr

The earnings during the same period of
1572 amounted 0.......coeeinniaiiiianns $263,722.25
AD An BT. .i «voervngas seriprrisrive 110, 795.23
The total earnings Suring the year 1872 were 9v5,59,68
The perteniage of increase thus far, if conHuued, v
d

only of the BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS AND on
NESOTA RAILWAY, 260 miles in length. The Milwaukee Division, 110 miles in length, stretching toward
Milwaukee, will add a v:
1a
ly increasing business ou its full completion
uly next.
These bonds, in addition to 414:

a first mo:

upon the Milwankee Division, which, as an independent ch
would render the bonds safe, are

butter at

secured also by

a lien upon the Minnesota Division,

thereb, br Lo fd the securities now offered even
more desirable than those pe n the Minnesota Pie

even more

than

and these are estimated in 1873 as in excess of $700,000. The earnings to be derived from the Milwaukee
Division daving the short period of the present year
for which it will be open, it is believed, will make
the total gross earnings in excess of $1,500, 500, and
net earnings in excess of $800,(.00,

The

—the

society of a dinner is its greatest

—Ill.

Christian

Cedar

Ra pids

intrinsic

and

Minnesota”

value, or

security

of principal od interest, inferior to none now upon
the market.
We are prepared to execute orders for these bonds
at 90 and interest.

your

dishes, some part of yourselves.
Fathers and
mothers, see to it that your meals are not passed in solemn ‘silence.
Make them
palatable,

enjoyable, memorable by pleasant conversation,

Burlingion,

Railway Bonds are. for

HENRY
|

82

charm.

CLEWS

Wall

St.,

New

For gale by CALVIN HALE,

Weekly.

& CO.,

York.

DOVER NATIONAL

BANK, Dover, N. H.

8m20

$25 §):\ 4

Sp

Dr. 8. O. Johnson,
in the N. E. Farmer,
says:
i
“In preparing our stock
of house-plants,
vines must not be forgotten,as they add $0 much
to the elegance of a window garden.
Three or
four ivies are indispensuble, and #8 many Maderia vines will not come amiss, The ivies

will not ask for much sunshine,

WELL

with

as they can be

ofl eloth, wall

The augers are made of cast cast steel

and warranted

formed. Tous re

tul well'augerin

years’ growth;

itis planted

in a wooden

often send

out several branches

will be'paid to sny one that will inform

us of a business that requires as little
capital
pays as well as the well bor-

ing business.

frame.
twelve

in

length; during the winter.
It is trained over
two sides of the room, and entwines its grace-

{ul branches around the picture-frame of a loved
son who gave bis life for his country’s needs,
and around another who fell a victim to that
fell destroyer consumption, Its long, flexible’
branches are held in plaze by loops of green
worsted braid tacked to the wall paper with nails,

We invite the doubtful to

come to Bt.Louiy and see the auger work,

if it does mot work as rep: esented,
will
their Railroad fare both

pail,

one yard

ftom

$200 REWARD

pinned to

painted green, and plaeed in a corner nearest
the fire-place, and farthest from the windows.
It is duly watered with warm water, and every
autumn it has an entire
new supply of the
richest soil that the barn-yard will furnish.
Thus treated it grows apace, and makes a common sitting-room a lovely apartment.
It will

Q
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who desire PUBLIC IIS PLA ¥8, are referred

to our exhibitions the
past ten years on IBostom
Common, under the
direction of the City of Boston, as a guarantee of excellence.

Send for Price List.

GOLD

Order early and address 1.

AND

.

STOCH

MARKET.

June 28. 1873.

TELLS, Agent of the New England | AMERICAN GOLD wvueeiconsriusaeiune orden 115}
Laboratory, O. E. Masten, Pyrotechuist. | 1,8, FIVE-TWENTIES. 1867 ..uvspererenserees 1104
Ofiice 53 Wrigscon St, cornor'ef Redford | U. 8. Prvs-TWENTIES OF 140.....0..0.000 IN
5t., Boston.
U.S. TEN-FORTIES ..e0on vane seta ineryion 12g
ANTED €ANV ASSERS~ClergymensStugdents.

Teachers, in fact anybody —who wanls
god
book to sell, can not Sod a better one hm The His
tory of Christianity, by JOHN 8.
. ABBOTT.
Eighteen hundred

years of the World's hike wonder-

ful history in one volume, the only work of the kind
in this country—a book for every househo'd in the
land—the theme 18 sublime and exciting. Exclusive
territory with no competition.
Address, B. B
RussELl, Publisher, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
4
MONEY-MAKING BOOKS FOR Sum ER CANVASSING.
ant’
AGENTS & SALESMEN ATTENTION |
and Song ; The New Housekee,
eheoper’s Jrary
of Poet
by Miss Beecher’s and Mrs. Stowe. Both ceiling fast
and far.

Exclusive

Territory;

FORD & CO., New York,

liberal

Boston,

terms.

Chicago

U.S. COUPONS SIXES. IS81 ic vvnves

r-anenelB¥

MINERALS WANTED.
Ika
PRICES PAID FOR GOOD ASBESTOS and AMIANTHUS, otherwise known as
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NEW

and Eighth St.,

YORK.

HIS is a desirable House for business men or
families, bemg first class, elegant and central.
Parties who can appreciaté a good table will find the
“LA PIERRE” THE House to stop at in New York.
Board and room $3 per day. Rooms $1 per day.
ot27
C. B. ORVIE, PROPRIETOR.

DO THIS AND LIVE.

3
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The Household Panacea and Family LiniMENT i8 the best remedy in the world for the followihspmplainig, viz.:
Cramp in the Limbs and StomPain in the Stomach, Bowels or Side, Rheuma-«
tism in all its forme, Bilious Colic, Neuralzia, Cholera, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Bi: ns, Sore
‘Throat, Spina " Complaints, SSprains and Brnises,
Chills and Fever. Purely Vegetable and Ali-healing.
For Internal and External use. Prepared by CURT 3
& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street, New York, and for
sale by all druggists,
13t27edthw

EXETER

No; Chrenginen

usbysthies and ious
to the cheék
A » Sa
8 ack
ns
i AN
alone.

eT,
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x
disorders
of
siomach, bowel of al remedies
and the most delicious of
Saline draughts

2626

SOLD BY ALL

MACHINE

DRUGGISTS.
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INTERNATIONAL
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The National S. S. Teacher
for the last. six months of the year will be written by
Rev. S.C. BARTLETT, D. D..
Hig lessons on Elisha last ae

received the high-

est commendation from all
directions, and our Jat
rons may expeet a rave treat in those on Matthe
Fwe copies of the TEACHER and thirty Lesson
Papers for six months for $3.75. One Hundred Lesgon Papers, six months, $4.50. Fifty Lesson Papers,
$225. Send for specimen.
THE,
UTTLE FOLKS.—Beantifull
illustrated. No
more ATTRACTIVE paper for Infant Classes has ever
been made.
Ten or more copies, 26¢ each per year.'
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on an average, is made with this

placed upon
a shelf in the corner, or. on a stool
near the mantel-piece, and can be trained over
the mirrors or pictures which adorn the walls;
but lacking all these, they can be placed on

blocks, covered
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Eastern Division, connecting Lake Superior and the
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navigation of the Missouri River; the work of construction is progressing satisfactorily. The Com- | Cod—I
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Sold, although the book has been issued but little over
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The Company now has more than 500: miles of its
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table always stands
the dish of pleasant talk,
prepared and served without vinegar, sending
forth its appetizing odor, and giving a relish to
all the other dishes, so we could but eat, linger,
enjoy, aud become refreshed and rejuvenated.
Husbands and wives, cultivate talk at table.

guests
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Road built and in operation, including the entire
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have eaten soggy potatoes, but I don’t remem-|.
The total interest requirements on both lines
berit; and I am sure the gingersnaps have relto $532,000, whereas the net earnings of the
ished like pound-cake, but in thé center of the amounts
Minnesota Division alone were $584,785.29 in 1872,
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in constant and increasing gemand for this purpose,
apd will continue to be after the loan is closed—a
fact which much enhances their value and attractive
ness, as an investment,
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payment for the Company’s land at 1-10, they are
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First Mortgage Gold Seven per Cent.
Convertible Sinking Fund Bonds,

800g 9 00 MRO

COFFEE.

is called to this favorable opportunity for" obtaining
these bonds.
As the bonds of this issue are made receivable in

BURLINGTON,

some seusons to be touched with age, but it is
sweet in memory, and the’ “oysters not the genuine BSaddlerock, but very
palatable.
I may

Share with

Picton, vsueess 000 @0 00

and thereafter to pay no higher raté of interest than
six per cent. on further issues of its bonds, THE
LIMITED REMAINDER OF THE €@ 3-1@ LOAN IS NOW
BEING DISPOSED OF through the nsual agencies.
The attention of those wishing to reinvest

Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent for
the Collins Solid Steel Plows. For terms, write to
CoLuiNs & Co., 212 Water street, New York.
Smi18

est table seem the emptiest.
There is a household that I frequently visit,
who serve such delightful meals that there is
an instinctive disposition to linger at the table;
yet I think the steak. is not always tenderloin,
but always juey, nor the coffee pure Java, but

the

Anthracite...

“A RE YOU OUT OF EMPLOYMENN—TEACH. | ghoyeac

for which

¢ Vegetine,” advertised in another columu of this
paper, are for sale by Wm H. Vickery, wholesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
executed.
6m17

tion. And, besides, the occasion demands our
present
attention. We have no
right to sit
down sullen and morose, and despatch
a meal
in hot haste when it should be seasoned and
made palatable with pleasant converse.
It may be difficult to have much sociability
at meals in a boarding-house where foreign elements aré brought m contact, yet I have seen
one or two persons, possessing tact, introduce
subjects of such general interest that all could
have a * finger in the pie,” and thereby improve
its flavor. But in the family there is no excuse

very fragrant, and I have known

1st Mortgage Gold Loan,

por day.

about $125,600. This the Doctor is enabled to do by
reason of the superior merits of his Family Medicines, which yearly and rapidly increase in popularity, their sale now reaching over half a million dollaas worth for the year, and exceeding that of any
other. medicines manufactured for general sale, as
shown by the amount of United States Revenue
stamps purchased for stamping them.
685
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randum books, amounting to over two hundred and
paper

ending JUNE 28, 1878.
MOLASSES,

The Northern Pacific R.
R. Comp’y having determined to close its 7-30

V. Pierce of Buffalo, New York, in his little memothe

Markets.
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fifty tons in weight, and

counter; he

The
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say about

$150,000 GIVEN AW AY
the present year to the people of America by Dr. R.

her
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yet stimulated, with the right kind of conversa-

for a glum, persistent silence,

papers

RO

“ Satan in Society.”

Conversa-

rested,

what the

I

July Coupons and Dividends

:

mixture, when applied at the rate of twenty or
thirty bushels per acre, forms an excellent topdressing for many crops.
It acts powerfully on

time for another set of faculties to come in play,
‘when

and

1

at least six weeks before use, or still better,
two or three months, the heap mentioned being

should shut in the worry and vexation of business with the long column of unbalanced figures
in his ledger: the lawyer dismiss the case of his
client for the time being, however important;
the doctor his patient; the banker his stocks.
The mind must have some relaxation and it is
It is time

also, lovely

ture to. decompose gradually, thus forming an
intimate chemical union 'of the two materials.
For this purpose the mixture should be made

on your plate,

neighbor

to be finished behind

are,

destructive to grubs and
insects
in the soil.
Like salt it attracts moisture from the air, and
as an “accompaniis useful against drouth. Its decomposing
poweris remarkable, and if three or pes
ushels
and monotonous
th
=
lead
of
swamp
muck,
the
1
of
it
are
mixed
w
let the
noise be

take the whole steak or mackerel
face reflected

They

purposes to mix one bushel of salt and two bush-

satisfaction when crackinga particularly sweet
and tender bone.
Some people take to themselves great credit
for improving all ‘the minutes in reading during
meals, but, on the contrary, it is a waste of time.
Mixing the two things spoils both. You throw
away the enjoyment of the occasion, and you
miss ‘the absorbed interest in the book which
otherwise would be inspired; so the real good
of both is lost, With a full sense of the importance of time, I say books should not be
served af table. The morning paper should be
read aloud, if read at all, at such time.
Ttis
as selfish to monopolize the dish of news as to
your

carpets.

————

Prof.

mingled with the splash and ripple of conversation. Even the 'eat and dog will growl their

while

the

els of dry lime under cover, and ‘allow the mix-

Dr. Franklin says his father AWhys managed
to have some instructive conversation going on
between him and his boys at table, engaging
wttention

to- the hand and it will increase

ornaments for a-sleeping room,

but light,

airy talk,—more chat than talk,~the kind that
plays upon the surface of things without going

warm

their growth. There will not be any danger
of such baskets being injured by the frost, unless
it js cold enough to freexe the water contained
in the: bottles, and if cotton wool is wrapped
about them, they will endure a good degree of
chilling,so they can: be suspended from
a cold
bay window; or in a hall and the water will not

the two heads of the table which weul blunt

He ef-] ‘upon the ‘floor, and their branches

and it a pity the poor should be driven to such shifts,
bra and accordingly preached penny postage. This,
| the lecturer asserted, was the origin of cheap

Geabral Sic: Henry Rawlinson, . president of
the Royal Geographieal

take it,as the postage

week, and so on.

Seriows riots have otecurred at Malaga
Seville in Spain, and the mayor of Malaga

RA I

tion shouldbe general, handed round like the
bread and butter,
Give me the dinner of herbs,
served with a side-~dish of pleasant talk, rather
than the famed stalled ox, eaten in sullen silence.
Sudden news, protracted thought, great
weariness, anxiety, the indulgence of grief, expectancy, anger, all take away appetite and
spoil the enjoyment of a meal.
The conversation should be
light, animated,
instructive,
and always on pleasant subjects.
The merchant should leave the sale of his

actions wene defendedby Senator Carpenter of

was

A SR

ary financier and bosem friend of Washington,
is eighteen feet in circumference.

President

Wagner, the Isle of Shouls murderer,

OR TO

hungry

has kindly furnished

1 873.

be allowed to droop over: the baskets or twine
around the cords
which suspend them. Such
baskets possess one great advantage,~~they re-

the homestead of Robert Morris, the reyolution-

The salary grab and the Credit Mobikier trans- |

‘Wednesday, smashing seven cars, and killing the
iengineer and fireman,

Rural an Domestic

their

as honorary members.

es-

.cort under Lieutenant-Colonel Carhn of the
seventeenth infantry with a loss of four killed:
and several wounded.

calla State convention

A legis-

Paragraphs.

waived ¢x-

‘instant, but were driven off'by the

ar-

The Mikado
lative congress takes its place.
wants the rebuilding of the palace suspended on
accout of the embarrassments of the government,

Me.,

the

Em-

cable,

The Great Eastern laying the new

amination and was committed.
Railrond surveying party in Dakota on

He said that he was

rived at Heart’s Content, . Newfoundland, Friday. The cable wus cut and buoyed, and will
be landed as soon us the weather moderates,
The plan of an elective parliament in Japan,

The president of the Chinese companies at San

“was axraigned ! at Belfast, Thursday,

the session of the Ger-

Prince Bismark closed

peror at his ahsence through indisposition, frem
whieh, however, he was glad to say, his majesty
was surely recovering.

Frandisto has sent to Hong Kong 80,000 circulars
givinga fall account of the Chinese troubles in
that city and State, to be distributed in the cities
of Chihe.
Joka T, Gordon, the alleged murderer of the
at Thorndike,

has been concluded between the Khedive and
Sultan for mutual protection, by which the former, in case of the invasion of Turkey, agrees to
provide 150,000 troops.

commissioned to express the regret of the

to Tacson.

Family of his brother Almon

that a treaty

special states

man parliament, Wednesday.
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The yellow fever continues at Havans with
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